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This book in the second volume of “Tektronix oscilloscopes” series. The first
volume is mainly related to the 7000-Series, in this second volume you will
find the 11000-Series, the 2000-Series and some HP oscilloscopes.

Please refer to vol.1 for all the general information, this is to be
considered just a continuation of the first.

Here is reported, however, the overall subdivision in colored sections,
to make easier the reading:

Organization of this book
32

NOTICE: I don’t claim any historical rigor, I am not an expert of this matter.
Even though I am an electronics professional, in this case I work as a simple
enthusiast, with limited means and a home laboratory. If I wrote something
wrong, or infringed somebody else’s rights, please write me and I will amend
consequently.
COPYRIGHT: I wish to keep the copyright of this book. Besides that, this book is
absolutely free, I wrote it just for my amusement. You can copy, print and/or
distribute it as you want, and even sell, if you can, provided that you don't mod-
ify it.
PLEASE LINK ME: If you like, I will be grate if you link its download page (http:/
/www.k100.biz/parade.htm).
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All these books are related to vintage electronic equipment that had an important role in building
the technological world that we know today: the military radio receivers and transmitters who
allowed to keep this world free, and Tektronix instruments which were the base for most of the
technical and scientific research in the years fromWW2 to the end of 20th century.

I tried to transmit you the look and feel of these wonderful equipment, conjugating the graphic
aspect with information about them and their history, technical notes, and some tips for those who
wish to restore and preserve them from the wear and tear of the time.

These books are not sponsored and totally free. You can download them from:
• http://www.k100.biz/parade.htm
• https://archive.org (search “Becattini Tektronix” or “Becattini Surplus”)

Gianni Becattini free books
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Includes Wireless Set N.19, AN/ART-13 transmitter, BC-348 receiver, R-44/
ARR-5 receiver, R-45/ARR-7, R-107 receiver, R-91/ARC-2, Collins 51J
receivers, R-390A/URR, R-648 / ARR-41, R-725/URR, AN/GRC-7, RT-70, RT-
66, RT-67, RT-68, AN/GRC-19, R-392/URR receiver, T-195 transmitter,
Allocchio Bacchini AC-18 receiver, Racal RA17, Siemens E309, Siemens
E311, G133F receiver, Geloso G4/216, TV-7/U tube tester, LAEL 755, ZM-
3/U, ZM-11/U, TS-505/U, Pantec Major, Chinaglia VTVM 1001. Hewlett
Packard HP400H, URM-191, TS-585/U, BC-221, TS-375/U, TS-497/URR

A fragment of technology history: pictures and notes of the most-known military surplus radio and
electronic equipment from 1940 to 1970

Giovanni Gianni Becattini

Surplus photo-parade
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Includes the
Tektronix 465

580 pages
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HP 54502A
and 54540A
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Let’s see how the world has evolved after the 7000-Series:
• The events at its sunset
• The competition
• The 11000-Series

11000-Series

The future of the past
Subsection
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Let’s see the future

We have seen how the 7000-Series was introduced and many important turning-points of its
career. It is now interesting to see what the future will be after its sunset, or just before.

The digital revolution

The 1980 - 1990 decade was a transition period for oscilloscopes. It would take those 10 years, to
completely change their concepts and design. In time, there would be no more analog oscilloscopes.

In the first years of that decade, there was not yet a DSO, but the first machines, like the 7854, were
fully programmable and system oriented, and were going to open the door to the design of a new
world of fully digital oscilloscopes.

By the beginning of the 1980s, a 100 MHz bandwidth was standard for analog oscilloscopes. The
nascent "digitizing" technology was not yet fast enough to compete with the 100 MHz analog
bandwidth, then considered as a major characteristic for a serious laboratory grade oscilloscope.
Even with the limited performance of the first generation of Analog to Digital Converters (ADC), a
new set of possibilities were added by this crucial component to the task of waveform recording. As
the ADC design strategies advanced, this gave birth to a new generation of instruments.

Kings of the market

The 7000-Series had a very long life. It was presented in October 1969 Tekscopes magazine, and the
last presence of its latest members was in the 1990 general catalog: more than 20 years of
successes, that made Tektronix the absolute dominator of the oscilloscope market, a dangerous
position for any company, because this advantage may suggest that the fat years will never end.

Tektronix dominated the high-end digitizing scope market in 1982 with the 7854 and 7D20. There

were a few products with good ideas from small companies, but none of them really posed them
many threats.

The HP model 1980

In 1982, HP announced its revolution, with the 1980 model (nobody in Italy would have named
1980 a product presented in 1982, but maybe “1983”…). Not yet a modern digitizing oscilloscope,
but fully programmable and system oriented.

In its basic configuration, the 1980A/B offered two 100 MHz repetitive analog measurement
channels with 2 mV/div deflection factors, two independent 5 ns/div sweeps, main or delayed
trigger view, delta-time and delta-voltage measurements, and a multitude of automated features
including Autoscope, which allowed the user to obtain a display rapidly without adjusting
individual controls. With its GPIB interface, the 1980A/B could be combined with other GPIB-
compatible instruments to form a completely automated test system. Because the 1980A/B was fully
programmable, test routines could be established, stored, and used repeatedly.

This extensive digital control permits such features as an easy-to-use front panel, auto-ranging,
complete programmability, digital waveform storage (but limited at 50 kSa/s, one tenth of the
7854), and hardware and firmware expandability. Unlike other oscilloscopes of the
time, the 1980A/B's innovative front panel featured a single rotary control.

What would scare me, in the Tektronix’s shoes, was the picture here on next page,
showing a very well-engineered construction, rational and not very expensive,
differently by that electronic monster that Tek was going to design.

The future
on the road

❶ The Hewlett Packard 1800, one of the first digitizing oscilloscopes was introduced in 1982.
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1110 The 1984 that Orwell did not forecast

The HP model 1980 could be an important alarm bell, but Beaverton considered that it could not be
a threat to their well accepted products. However, the 7854 was becoming old and big, and
probably something new should already have been introduced 1in 1982.

HP took the opportunity of Tektronix apparent inertia and, in 1984, presented the 54100 series of
digitizing oscilloscopes, much more modern, smaller and effective units, with a large, low-cost
magnetic deflection CRT (the 54100A was described in the April 1986 issue of the Hewlett Packard
Journal). The first HP 54100A was already a real DSO, with GHz bandwidth and 40 MSa/s.

Since 1982

In reality, Tektronix hadn't been sitting on his hands, and, in the Fall 1982, launched the Equivalent
Time (ET) project. ET took its name from its descriptor, as it was intended to be a general-purpose
scope, primarily for repetitive signals. The 1980 7854 was not any longer adequate to the rapidly
changing market threats.

❶ The HP 1980 interior, clean, rational, very well serviceable.
❷ The HP 54100 is definitely a more modern machine, relatively to the 7000-Series. Note the raster
display, typical of a fully digitalized machine, the softkeys on the screen borders and the big knob,
that will become the standard for many other subsequent oscilloscopes, included the 11400 series.
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From 7K-Plus to 11000

ET (later said “Pioneer”) was the digitizing scope in a new family originally conceived as an
extension to the 7000-Series, called "7K-Plus", but in time Tektronix came to realize the significance
of the new products and their tremendous power, so adopted the new family nomenclature "11000-
Series". I can only suppose that after the 76xx, 7704, 78xx, 7904, and 7104, they decided that the
next higher model had to be the 11000-Series.

Three instrument clusters were envisioned in 7K-Plus: the low end at 150 MHz, the middle at 300
MHz, and high end at 600 MHz. Each cluster contained analog and digital mainframes and all of
them were to share common plug-ins. The first wave was targeted at the 300 MHz cluster, since
that would address the largest market. ET was named 7863, 7853DP, and 11331 before finally
becoming 11401/11402.

The project, as often happens by the market leaders and not only, was sensibly delayed by the chaos
of reorganizations, conflicting visions, market researches and false starts.

The enemy at the doors

The introduction of HP 54100 in 1984 added some panic to the project; they were two years behind
and the project had to underwent major changes:
• the HP had 1 GHz bandwidth vs. ET's 300 MHz, but Tek could however target only 500 MHz,
being limited by the sampling hybrid and triggering;

• the HP had infinite persistence, so they added point accumulation;
• HP had a larger screen and were perceived easier to use; Tek switched to a 9" screen from the 7"
of the original design, with a revolutionary human interface.
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The ET project
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With only eight months before product announcement, afterwards the HP 54100 presentation, they
took a decision that I also in my professional life took sometimes: to say “we must do it, regardless
of the difficulties”. So they decided to go for 1 GHz bandwidth, because it was the right choice, and
under considerable pressure from the field. The program was:
• to afford a hurried-up work program to soup-up the sampling hybrid;
• to port the 7A29 plug-in to ET, already knowing that the instrument would not trigger to
bandwidth.

Uphill struggle

By the time that the ET project materialized, HP had well established their product and added some
variations, e.g., a color version and a 1 GS/s version.

Tek consoled itself with the thought that the marketplace was generally reaffirming that their
products were superior, but that is of little consequence when you are running about two years
behind. By the time Tek products were available, HP products were established.

Modifications on the run

Many of ET's features changed little from inception; others changed dramatically. The first idea
was for a 300 MHz mainframe with 10 bit 20 MS/s digitizer, ROMpacks for specific application
SW, an optional disk drive for user programs and data, an external keyboard for a programming
language, probably on the 7854 model, and a color display option. In time, the ROMpacks faded
away and disk drive were dropped in favor of PC connection. Color remained in the roadmap, but
were postponed due to quality/packaging/cost issues.

Forces and key areas

There were a number of forces and several key areas of development in the ET program. Major
forces included a drive for full product programability, easier and more intuitive operation, 7K
compatibility, and architectural modularity.

We must do it

❶ The 7A29 is a 1 GHz single-channel vertical plug-in for 7000-Series, primarily intended for the 7104. Like with the 7A19, a variable signal
delay was available as an option.
❷ The 11A71 was derived from the 7A29, ported to the 11000 architecture. All the manual commands have been removed in favor of digital
control, managed by an Intel 8031 microcontroller.
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Key areas of development were human interfacing, new scope architecture, software, hardware,
diagnostics, self-cal, and manufacturability. The requirement for 7K plug-in compatibility placed
serious boundary conditions on some aspects of the design, even though it was eventually dropped;
one could equally argue both sides of this requirement.

Firmware problems

Tektronix was impacted also by the introduction of firmware, that had been never so relevant
before. They had no internal talents and experience, so they had to build up the team from scratch,
hiring personnel 100% from outside, many straight from college.

A partially successful attempt to create a common base for both the analog and the digital scopes
was tried, but analog and digital scopes were too different. In addition, the firmware group
inherited much of a pre-determined architecture, including the microprocessor family, that created
further problems because the vendor could not deliver promised development tools.

Self-cal was originally conceived to occur in less than 100 ms every time a new setting was made,
but in the end the settled just for capability of the scope to calibrate itself when issued.

I would say, the normal difficulties that perhaps every first approach had in those years.

We could always come back

Reading the 11400 history documents, I was hit by the phrase “we could always come back”, that
resumes an important part of the development strategy. The innovation grade of the project made it
very risky, so the designers had to administrate the balance between the natural appetite for
advanced solutions and the goals to reach in the available time.

This explains the modest 20 MSa/s of the digitizer, the lack of disk drive, the monochrome display
etc. when they still had to solve various hardware issues, such dual time bases with versatile
functionality and precision timing measurements, multiple access shared memory, and high-
resolution vertical raster display system.
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As we will see later, a key element on the 11400-Series is the touch screen, still far to arrive in the capacitive/resistive forms that
we today know. Its performances are risible with modern eyes: its resolution is only 11 x 22 areas, obtained with an array of
infrared emitters and receivers, but reasonably practical and very reliable. The world had begun to change, and the touch screen
will be standard in almost every future professional oscilloscope.
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Here it is!

In the end, Tektronix created a totally new digital scope architecture climaxing in a spectacular
introduction in the fall of 1986. ET, become the 11000-Series, set many new standards and
expectations for digital scopes, such as live operation, high accuracy and resolution, self-cal,
multiple channels, and a sexy human interface.

A new family with two main lines

11000 is a new family of Tektronix digital oscilloscopes, introduced in October 1986, intended to be
the technology top of its times. At the time of the presentation, it was composed by four new
mainframes, five new plug-ins, and three new probes (photo on the right). The mainframes were:
• 1986, 11300: 11301 and 11302. They differ only in the CRT type, 11302 has a micro-channel CRT
• 1986, 11400: 11401 (500 MHz), 11402 (1 GHz) - apart the sampler board, they are identical.

The 11300-Series, defined as “analog”, is rather different from the 11400; those units have a relevant
digital part, but not capable to acquire data.

Later, new models were added. Remaining about mainframes, they were:
• 1989, 11201: 400 MHz, all in one, without plug-in capability;
• 1989 catalog: 11301A and 11302A: updated versions, with 750 MHz counters instead of
500;

• 1990 catalog, 11201A, 11402A, 11403: A = updated versions (most of the boards
redesigned); 11403 introduces the color screen.

• 1991-1992 supplement, 11403A: bandwidth extended to 3 GHz, with 11A81 amplifiers.

1986, the launch
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The 11000-Series

The 11000 full-line at the date of the presentation.
Years of workmanship to produce a very innovative

product system that will last for many years.

1986
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Claims

The new oscilloscopes were declared to have the most revolutionary simplification and
automation of the entire measurement and analysis process, with unmatched accuracy,
high sensitivity, bandwidth, filtering, offset, and overdrive recovery. Tektronix claimed
that these machines had higher levels of accuracy than any other oscilloscope system,
accomplished using the unique "Enhanced Accuracy" mode providing an automatic self-
calibration of the oscilloscope's vertical and horizontal systems against a built-in stable dc
source, while the digital architecture provided accuracies in parts per million for timing
measurements.

Revolutionary

The Tektronix 11000-Series was for the time a new generation of analysis tools, intended
to alter the customers’ fundamental expectations of an oscilloscope. The advertisement
highlighted many points of the new oscilloscopes, so many that it is not easy to put them
in order, but they were really a lot, and somewhat revolutionary indeed.

But revolutionists are the first to be beheaded, and, as we will see, there has been no lack
of fierce criticism even today, after so many years.
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The 11000 revolution

This in the photo is not a real 11402, but my disguised 11403 (thanks to photo editing).1986
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One of the starting points for the new series, had been the number of traces. Already in the 1980s,
four-channel scopes were beginning to be considered no longer adequate for many applications.
A new scope, facing the future, ought to offer much more, and there was also the need for a faster
way to get more information about each waveform, and their inter-relationship. The 11000-
Series allows up to 12 input channels and 8 traces on the screen at the same time, breaking the 4-
traces wall of the 7000-Series oscilloscopes.

In the traditional way, a monster would be required: think, for example, a 7854 with six 7A24
plug-ins, like the one that I tried to imagine on the front page: only for the verticals, it
would have had 48 knobs, 18 sliders and 16 buttons… besides the dimensions, it would be very
difficult to use. In any case, a larger screen would be required. Just compare it with the 11402
screen, to understand all the road that had been travelled.

So, the biggest innovation: a very simple and clean front panel (eleven buttons only,
including the power switch, and two knobs), but with an absolute novelty: a large display
with touch screen, that will acquire colors with the 11403.

Other emphasized innovations were the built-in timer counter and the digital voltmeter; a
manner to describe the digital time bases and the possible accurate voltage measurements. In the
old language, it was like to say: a 7854 with built-in a 7D15 and a 7D12+M2. In addition, they
claimed the cost of ownership reduction, doubling the recommended time-between-
calibrations. When it is time to recalibrate, the process is significantly reduced through the
extensive use of on-board diagnostics and calibration aids.

Another novelty, the enhanced accuracy mode, standard on all 11000-Series scopes, for the
most accurate measurements, that we will describe later.

Providing advanced capabilities, with quick and easy user access, required numerous
engineering innovations, including a completely new approach to oscilloscope operation and
architecture, as we will see more in details in the following.
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The 4-traces wall

1986
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Many traces, many knobs?

A primary goal of the design had been to make exploitable the many functions offered by the new
11000-family, without a myriad of buttons and knobs. All the user interface was so moved to the
screen itself, where the attention of the user is always concentrated. No more “look and decide
which knob to move”, but “look and touch what you want to change”. An added benefit from this
approach is that each menu presents only the selections that are currently valid for the
measurement at hand.

The big round knobs play an important role as well in interfacing the user. Their function is not
fixed, but changes according to the context: for one menu, these knobs may provide vertical
positioning and select vertical deflection factor; for another, cursor positioning; and so on.

So Tek described the new UI:
Clean, consistent, tested, and intuitive, the 11000-Series user interfaces make measurements easy. Parallel
menus and touch screens keep the number of buttons and knobs down to a manageable few. All frequently used
controls are conveniently grouped around the display where the users’ attention is already focused. There is no
fumbling around a complicated front panel hunting for the right switch or button. The touch screen is proven and
reliable. Fingerprints, grease, dust, and grime are not a problem. The 11000 Series user interfaces provide the
closest link possible between an engineer and his scope.

Tektronix also tried a further step, adding the possibility to issue some command from the probe tip,
but I don’t know how much this feature was really appreciated. A bus structure is even included in
the probe leads to handle SRQs (GPIB service requests) and other automatic functions.

“Will our users understand and accept all that?”, asked probably themselves the 11000 designers.
They didn’t know that, in the years, that will become the logic of any professional oscilloscope
(really, manufacturers, including Tektronix, took a few steps back, reintroducing some knobs, but
this does not reduce the merit of the vision and of the giant leap of the 11000-Series).

How did they get there?

In the first part of the project, the human
interface was more or less the traditional wall
of knobs and buttons. In the winter of 1982-83,
a group of engineers and marketing people
studied the entire concept of human interfacing
to suggest new directions. The study hung-up
on the "input device" (mouse, track ball, finger,
light pen, knobs/buttons, etc.). Eventually, the
touch screen approach was chosen. It was
software based (flexible, reliable) and direct: a
user only had to touch whatever he wanted,
without fussing locating something physical.
They also conceived a dynamic shallow-depth
menu structure to present only valid and
meaningful functions when appropriate.

In this approach, the front panel clutter was
reduced, and, even more important, the

interface was easily reconfigurable without
hardware modifications. Two knobs had been
considered more convenient than the industry (read
HP) trend towards zero or one.

By the summer of 1983, a simulation of the human
interface was running on an Apollo workstation,
allowing to evaluate the concepts and do some
tuning, long before the actual software and
hardware would become available.

They were writing the future, but they were not
sure how the world would accept their vision.
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Infrared
detectors

Invisible
matrix
overlaying
screen

Infrared
detectors

Human interface
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The 11400 keys are not
easy to clean when you
restore your purchase,
but they are not
difficult to dismount, so
that you can give them
a bath.

Dismount the 11400
front bezel is easier that
you can think, just
remove two screw
below it, to access the
PCB with the keys and
the touch.

Also the other keys
have two screw on the
interior side of the
cabinet.

Here below the keys before
cleaning. The caps are easy to
remove.

The keys
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The 11000-≠Series was presented in the
winter 1986/87 issue of “Handshake”
Tektronix magazine.

Unfortunately, not many promotional
documents have arrived to us. The only I
could find is this wonderful 11300 brochure
that you can download from TekWiki.
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Automatic setup

This is a function that I normally hate on any oscilloscope, because when you inadvertently touch
it, your setting becomes all messed up. Here the advantage is that there is an undo function to
return where you were, and that it is rather widely configurable. At that time it was a novelty, and
Tektronix emphasized it:

Getting a display on the screen has never been easier. Just touch the probe tip to the signal source and press
the button on the probe body. The selected signal is automatically scaled both vertically and horizontally, a
trigger point is chosen on the selected waveform, and the waveform is positioned on the CRT. You can also
push the front panel AUTOSET button to get the same results.

But admitted that
The autoset display may not be ideal for all measurements. In such cases, just press AUTOSET (or the button
on the probe) to get a preliminary setup. Then refine individual settings to provide a display that meets your
measurement needs.

Automatic measurements

Through the "measure" menu on the touch screen, up to six pulse-parameter measurements can be
selected on the 11400-Series, and up to eight on the 11300-Series. The 11401 and 11402 perform
waveform processing functions, pulse parameter analysis, cursor functions and trigger-to-trigger
measurements that combine to cover a full range of measurement needs. A special annotation
mode shows where measurements are being made on the trace, so users can feel confident that they
are on target. Dot cursors can be split between two waveforms to make propagation delay
measurements or compare voltages. Measurement zones can be set to limit the automatic
measurement to a portion of a displayed trace.

Users can set proximal, distal, and mesial levels to customize timing measurements. Up to six
measurement results can be displayed and continuously updated as the data changes (that was not
possible with 7854). This lets users make adjustments and see the results quicker than ever before.

A direct hard copy output is provided that includes time and date of the measurement for archiving.
The measured values are also available over the GPIB or RS-232C bus.

All that was not an absolute innovation: also the previous
7854 could do that, but now the measurement can be
performed in real time. However, the appealing
programming features of the 7854 are lost. In effect, in the
nineties, everyone owns a computer, that offers much more
possibilities. Also the presentation is fairly improved. In the
photo on the left, you can see how the 7854 could present the
measurement results, and just one at a time.

This table shows
that the functions
offered by the the
11400 are almost
the same as the
old 7854. They
are however
much more easily
exploitable.

The 11400
measurement
menu. A giant

step forward in
usability.

The 7000-Series 7854 screen with a rise time measurement. Just
one measurement at a time could be shown, and only on a pre-
acquired waveform (not in real time).

Automatic setup &
measurements
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Function 11400 7854
Differentiate ● ●

Integrate ● ●

Interpolate ● ●

Smooth ● ●

Average ● ●

Envelope ● ●

+, -, *, / ● ●

Square root ● ●

LOGN/EXP ● ●

ABS/SIGN ● ●

Measure 11400 7854
Rise/fall ● ●

Width ● ●

Delay ● ●

Period/frequency ● ●

Max/min ● ●

P-P ● ●

RMS ● ●

Mean ● ●

MID ● ●
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Many of the 11400 features were very disruptive. We have already seen the possibility to perform
automatic measurements on the incoming signals, now we see how to exploit these measurements
comparing them with reference values, producing an automatic “pass/fail” result in real time.

Reference values

You can establish reference values for your measurements and have the oscilloscope display the
measurement readouts as the amount of variance from the reference value. For example, if you want
to see how much a waveform varies from 0.5 V rms, you establish a reference value of 0.5 V rms.

Compare mode

Then you turn on compare mode and the oscilloscope displays the difference between the reference
value of 0.5 V rms and the rms value of the waveform being measured.

You can also save the current measurement values as reference values. If you then turn on the
compare feature, you can observe how much the signal deviates from those references as you tune the
circuit under test.

When the compare mode is on, the measurement readouts show a delta symbol (∆) in front of them,
to remind you that difference values are being displayed. For example, the “rms” measurement
indication becomes ∆rms when compare mode is turned on.

Statistics

The oscilloscope can collect and display mean, standard deviation, maximum, and minimum values
for all active measurements.

Pass/fail test

You can use the values produced by statistics to perform automatic tests on the incoming signal: if it
remains inside those values, the test result is “pass”, otherwise is “fail”. These limit value can be set or

Automatic
comparisons

edited also manually, or via the
programming interface.

Just to do an example, you can
set an upper and lower limit
for the frequency and for the
rms voltage, and receive an
alarm when the analyzed
signal exceeds one of these
limits. Considering all the other
functions offered by the 11000-
Series and the capability of
being programmed, you can
easily understand how this
instrument could be the base of
the most complex automation
systems.The statistics have been switched on for the two

active measurements (frequency and RMS).

The parameters used for the measurements can
be set according to the user’s requirements.

The comparison process is currently active and
the incoming signal is within the limits.

The RMS value is outside the limits and a “fail” is
signaled.

The delta mode. Note the measurement fields
changed from MHz to KHz.
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With reference to the block diagram below, an 11400 oscilloscope is composed by four major
modules, each with its own microprocessor:
• executive: central memory, main processor, with operating system and ROM;
• display, driving a vertical scan raster display, monochrome in the beginning, and color later (8
colors). The resolution is 552 x 704 and the display size 9”;

• digitizer: A/D conversion, time bases;
• plug-ins, analog front end signal conditioners.

The mainframe uses two 80186 and one 80286, a very impressive architecture for those days.

Mainframe
ExecutiveDigitizerPlug-ins

GPIB/RS-232/Centronics
Front panel

Sampler
Left

Center

Right

A/D

Time Bases

Acquisition
memory

80186 µP

Executive

CPU
80286 µP

I/O DMA

Display

Controller

CRT driver

CRT

80186 µP

11400 architecture
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The modules are relatively independent in their local operation and were intended to be individually
changeable. That allowed reusing them for different products, if required, or to replace them with a
different one, extending the product life; for example, other digitizer modules were used to provide
higher sampling rates and/or bandwidth, a color display could replace the monochrome; other
application software could be added (FFT). As we saw, the first products had been released quite in a
hurry; as expected, the market was asking for all these improvements, that arrived with 11402A,
11403, 11403A, DSA 601/602 etc.

Plug-ins

For the 11000-Series, Tektronix proposed again the winning plug-in solution, so successful on the
7000- and 5000-Series. The plug-ins were physically similar, but not compatible, with those of 7000-

Series. The 11300 analog scopes support two vertical amplifiers and
reserve the right compartment for triggering and other plug-ins.

The 11400 digitizing scopes support up to three vertical
amplifiers or combinations of
verticals and a trigger plug-in.
Each vertical amplifier can have
up to 4 channels, reaching so 12
total.

Coming from the 7000-Series, it is
surprising that there are no time
bases among the plug-ins.
Analyzing the use of earlier plug-
in instruments, it was discovered
that the horizontal plug-ins were
rarely, if ever, interchanged. As a
result, in the 11000-Family,

accurate time bases were designed into
the mainframe circuitry. However, provision

is made for all functions that need an amplifier in
the horizontal channel such as X-Y displays and

external horizontal input.
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Modularity Wonderful, discussed and extremely com-
plex, these oscilloscopes, with their 18
boards, are the collector’s delight, even if
their extreme complexity could create big
problems when something is not OK…

11401-2
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Revised
11403 &
11402A

As you can see here, the 403 is rather different compared with the 401/402. I could not find the list with the differences, but cer-
tainly one of the most important is the display, that passed to color in the 403. They passed also from a discrete video controller
(the large A7 board in previous page, no longer present here) to some LSI video controller, embedded in the Memory Management
board A15. One of the vertical boards (A16 Waveform Compressor) has been dropped, and the order of the other changed. Even the
digitizer is different.
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The resulting hardware was excellent: the triple processor made the instrument very fast and
responsive, avoiding situations where a single microprocessor was really inadequate, as it
happened, for example, on 7854, where occasionally the instrument looks dead for extended periods
while the processor is doing something invisible to the user.

But this architecture impacted heavily on the complexity and on the production costs: the 11400s
are real electronic monuments. Eighteen boards, and very complex. For example, only in the 11402
A7 Display Controller board, we can count 149 ICs!

I read that toward the end of the project, however, the temptation to return to a single-processor
architecture was analyzed, but eventually they preferred the important advantages which the
market had proved to appreciate: faster operation, live display, faster throughput rates, and the
ability to do several things at one time.

I can imagine that at Tek someone asked: “Was it impossible to make it simpler?”.

New ICs

To keep the costs low, to reduce the complexity and to improve the performances, despite a general
prudence in creating new battle fronts, Tektronix had to develop a number of new ICs, such as VRS,
DAG, Channel Switch, MMUT, TimeBase, TimeInterpolator, and SDI. For the most part, these
development succeeded, thanks to the skill and careful execution of each engineer.

Mountable in a rack

A non-evident simplification, was the possibility to easily converted these instruments from bench to
rack-mount use. All that is needed for rack-mounting is removal of the feet and replacement of the
side panels with rack-mounting hardware. Cable feed-throughs for routing signals from rear to
front, an important feature in system applications, were either standard or could be added with a
simple option. And without adding specialized models, like in the 7000-Series (e.g., my R7844).

By the way: the new 1400-Series and the HP 54100 had the same horizontal dimension, within few
millimeters (the HP is 11 mm deeper). The Beaverton model was however 37 mm taller. I could not
reconstruct how the HP could be integrated in the rack, but I suppose that both required 5 rack units
(1 RU = 44.45 mm).
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Complexity TEK 11400

HP 51100
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Acquisition

Acquisition is the process of collecting points of data from a signal and assembling them into a
waveform record that is shown on the display. Once you create a waveform, the oscilloscope
continues to acquire the signal and update the waveform record, and you see a live waveform on
the display.

Sampling acquisition

In the so said sampling mode, the oscilloscope does not read the samples in sequence (real time), but
collects them from repetitions of the signal. The scope collects just few samples for every trigger
event, then reassemble the correct record, determining the position of each sampled point with
respect to the trigger event on that repetition, exploiting the repetitiveness of the signal itself.

Samples may be taken both after but also before the trigger event (pre-trigger). This process
continues until enough sampled points have been collected to assemble a complete waveform
record.

In this way, the acquisition system can be slow as much as you want. You will pay the slowness
with the time to wait for having a complete sample (sample interval, see below), and so also for the
responsiveness of the displayed waveform respect to variations in the signal.

Sample interval and rate

The sample interval is the time difference between successive points on the waveform record. This
is different from the sample rate, which is the actual time that it takes to sample and digitize the
successive points in the waveform record. To compute the sample interval, divide the time-period
that the waveform record displays by the number of points in the waveform record. For example, if
you display a waveform at 20 ns per division, a little more than 200 ns of time is displayed. If the
waveform has 2048 points, the sample interval is 204.8 ns divided by 2048, or 100 ps.

Samples of
the signal

Trigger event

Waveform
record
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Note that:
• the Record Length is the number of points in a waveform record, as we will see just below;
• the actual sample interval is always a multiple of 50 ns. Equivalent time sampling allows the
effective sample intervals to be as small as 10 ps;

• the sample intervals are automatically determined by the oscilloscope, based upon the
number of active plug-in signals, the Record Length, and Record Duration.

Record length

The record length is set by the user. Standard Record Lengths follow about a 1-2-5 sequence. The
“about” is due to the effective size of memory buffers, whose binary round figures are not 500, 1000,
2000, 5000 and 10000, but 512, 1024, 2048, 5120, and 10240 points. In this way, a record fills
~102% of the 10-division display graticule, with the extra points on both sides.

There are also two non-standard Record Lengths with 4096 and 8192 points. These binary Record
Lengths fill only~82% of the display graticule area.

The acquisition
system
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Time bases
The time bases (shown in the photo here on the right) determine the duration
of each division on the scope screen. The 11000s have two of them, identical,
from 500 ps/div to 100 s/div, in 1-2-5 sequence. The time bases are said Main
and Window, corresponding to the Delaying and Delayed in the old 7000-Series
nomenclature, and stay on a single, large board.

Windows
Main Record - The data acquired by the Main time base is called Main Record and, as we
saw before, it can be long from 512 to 10,240 point.

Window Records - In addition to the Main Record, either one or two “Window” records
may be acquired and displayed. The Window Records may be of a different length
(duration) and may have a smaller time/div than the main record. If two Window Records
are used, they must have the same duration and time/div settings but can be positioned
independently.

Positioning - The Window Records are positioned relative to a window trigger point,
which may be positioned relative to the Main Record's trigger point delayed by either time
or events. Very similar to what we used to call delaying and delayed time bases in the
7000-Series.

Limitations
The record length limits the horizontal size range (time/ division) when using 10 ns, 5 ns, 2
ns, 1 ns, and 500 ps per division.

Increasing the Main or Window record length at time/div settings below 10 ns/div will
cause an automatic increase in the displayed time/division. The scale factor changes
because the minimum time between sample points is 10 ps in the Equivalent Time mode. As
the number of points in a waveform record increases, the total duration of the record also
increases. The only way to display the complete record with the increased duration is to
increase the displayed time per division.

For example, a 512-points record has a minimum duration of 5.120 ns (= 512 samples x 10
ps). With 10 graticule divisions across the screen, the time/ div must be 500 ps/ div. The
additional 12 points (120 ps duration) extend beyond the graticule on the left and right.
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Increasing the record length to 2048 points increases the
duration of the waveform record to 20.480 ns (=2048 x 10
ps). To display the entire record, the horizontal scale factor
must be 2 ns/div.

In other words, if you want to go to the fastest speed, you
cannot use a record length greater that 512 points, and so on.

The most difficult part

As one could expect, the most difficult area in the ET project
had been the acquisition system: fighting with the speed
problems, sorting out where all the sampled point must go,
which waveform they belong to, and not losing any or mixing
them up. These problems tended to manifest themselves as
holes or spikes on waveforms. Complicating factors included
multiple channels, two time bases, hold-off, variable record
lengths, equivalent time vs. real time modes...

Sampling vs. real time

Besides the above said technical difficulties, the sampling data
acquisition significantly reduces the oscilloscope’s efforts
compared with the real time, as confirmed by the
performances: the 11402 declare a 1 GHz bandwidth in
sampling mode, but in real time can acquire only 1 MHz
signals (assuming 20 samples per period, not very many).

The 20 MSa/s sampling rate is probably the weaker point
of the 11400-Series. In reality, the things were even worse:
simultaneously sampling 2 channels from different plug-
ins is at 5 MSa/s each and 3 waveforms from different
plug-ins is at 2.5 (three signals, one from each of the
three plug-in compartments, are sampled
simultaneously). This strong limitation was going to be
overcome in subsequent models.

47
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In the photo: the 11403 digitizer board.
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The price for 10-bit ADC

The modest speed performances of the 11400-Series were probably the price to pay for the 10-bit
vertical resolution (1024 levels). The two years older HP 54100 could sample at 40 MSa/s, but its
ADC was only a 7-bit, thus with 128 levels. Probably there were not any 10-bit digitizers of adequate
speed available even after the 11K came out, and Tektronix drop back to 8 bit in the 11600 series.

Time accuracy

The Time Base Accuracy is 100 ps +0.002% of measurement interval.

Just to compare, the 7B92A offers an accuracy of 2÷6%, depending on the scan speed and the room
temperature. That meant that, for a period of one division, we have:
• at 500 ps/div and 20°C: 7B92A = 25 ps; 11402 = 110 ps (the 7B92A wins);
• at 100 μs/div (100,000,000 ps/div) and 20°C: 7B92A = 2,000,000 ps; 11402: 20,000 ps (the
11402 wins).

That 100 ps offset ruins the accuracy at high speeds, but it becomes consistently better at all the
lower speeds, and on the full temperature range. Digital is digital.

To note that there is no variable control of the scan speed, like in most oscilloscopes have.

Precision time measurement

The time between the beginning of the MAIN record trigger and the WINDOW trigger can be
measured precisely, even if each trigger only occurs once. Repetitive events allow this measurement
to be averaged for better resolution and accuracy. Single Trigger Resolution: 200 ps. Repetitive
Resolution: 10ps, after 100 averages. Accuracy: 100 ps +0.002% of record duration (same
consideration as the above).

Maintainability

When I started examining the 11403, I was scared catching a glimpse of the large boards
underlaying the rack with the vertical boards. “How can one get there?” I thought. But when I
removed the bottom cover, I discovered one of the most ingenious solutions. You can access both the
Time Bases and the Digitizer boards. The latter can be placed, thanks to a special hinge mechanism,
in vertical position, making accessible every IC of the many and many present there, as shown in
the photo on the right. That was useful for me to fix some problems.
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The intelligent way that
Tektronix engineers invented
to make accessible all the
components of the digitizer
and of the time bases. See the
hinge detail in the next pages.
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Tilting the digitizer, was however not always necessary:
the digitizer board, as shown here, reports the silkscreen
for every component on the other side, so that you have
every single pin easily accessible.

I found all that very intriguing: a real electronic
monster, one of the most exciting electronic
panoramas that I ever saw…

But how to debug a monster like that? The reply
is in the self-tests and diagnostics, that will
describe next.
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Self-test
Tektronix emphasized self-test and diagnostics, and I fully agree with them. Normally it’s impossible
to check everything, but all the hardware that software can test should be checked, and most of the
circuitry added with this purpose is almost always self-paying.

Tektronix, true or false, reports that a comment from a service center was: "The 11400's are boring to
fix; they're no fun to troubleshoot because the diagnostics finds the problems so quickly and easily".

Two kind of diagnostic were provided, self-test diagnostics and extended diagnostics.
• Self-test diagnostic - The self-test is a set of internal diagnostic tests executed at power up, that
do not require user intervention. These tests can also be invoked by the Utility major menu.

• Extended Diagnostic - Touching the Extended Diagnostic label in the Utility major menu
causes the instrument to enter the Extended Diagnostics test mode. This mode provides qualified
service personnel with diagnostic tools to help troubleshoot the instrument.

Self-test Diagnostics

If the Executive subsystem runs all of its Kernel Diagnostics without failure it will start Self-test
Diagnostics (possibly only locally), even though the Display and Digitizer may have failed to establish
communication with the Executive subsystem. The Self-test Diagnostics, which are run at power-up
and can also be run at other times, help to verify overall instrument functionality in a short period of
time.

Extended Diagnostics

Any failures in the Self Test Diagnostics cause the instrument to enter the Extended Diagnostics mode,
after the remaining Self Tests have run.

The Extended Diagnostics display shows a test menu with the names of major circuit blocks and the
test status of each. The test status will have an indicator string that can be:

Self-test &
diagnostics
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The hinge mechanism that allows
the digitizer to be 90° tilted, to
access every single component.

Clearly, maintainability has been a
primary goal in the 11000-Series
project.
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• "pass", everything OK;
• “*****" for tests that have not run, or which do not have current status information;
• "????" indicator for optional hardware which is not present or subsystems whose
communication paths are not functional;

• a five-digit error index code that refers to a test description in the Extended Service manual (e.g.
“G2121”, that means G=digitizer, 2= time bases block, 1=clocks area, 21=specific error routine).

Extended Diagnostics consists of all Self-tests several interactive tests used to troubleshoot,
verify, or calibrate specific circuits.

In addition, there may be some automatic tests which were excluded from being run in Self-test,
such as NVRAM tests or lengthy RAM tests, to protect the instrument from undesirable events or to
reduce the Self-test execution time. In the Extended Diagnostics mode, one or more tests can be
selected and run with the chosen test loop conditions.

Testing from a TTY console

These tests can also be run remotely with a terminal/controller connected to the RS-232-C or GPIB
interface. From it, it’s possible to issue a set of commands that helps troubleshooting, under the
instructions of the manual.

Self-calibration
Before the 11000-Series oscilloscopes, special calibration techniques have always been required in
order to get oscilloscope measurement accuracies better than the traditional 2 or 3%. But this has
all been changed. Each 11000-Series mainframe contains a precision voltage and timing reference
for self-calibration. Once the instrument reaches operating temperature, a simple press of a front-
panel button (or an instruction via GPIB or RS-232C) invokes a self-calibration of all gain and
timing-related functions - from input connector to display screen. A special probe-calibration
routine even allows automatic calibration all the way to the probe tip. And his enhanced-accuracy
state applies to all measurements until the instrument is turned off, until an internal sensor detects
an ambient temperature change of ± 5 degrees C, or a plug-in unit is changed. A warning message
is issued to the screen when the instrument can no longer make enhanced-accuracy measurements.

Provision is also made to guide you through probe compensation. One of these probe calibration
steps allows you to "deskew" probes as well as the associated channel to match delay through any
two channels for precision time-delay measurements.
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Tektronix defined the 11400s “the most accurate instruments of their kind” present on the market,
combining the timing accuracy inherent in digital time bases with 1% vertical accuracy, but all that
can be achieved by mean of an automatic procedure called Enhanced Accuracy, that calibrates the
system from the channel inputs of the plug-in units through the digitizer.

Enhanced accuracy calibration can be initiated either manually or automatically. To manually run
Enhanced Accuracy calibration, press the ENHANCED ACCURACY button twice during normal
operation. The second push confirms that you
wish to start calibration. A message on the
display will prompt you to run Enhanced
Accuracy whenever the system reverts to
normal accuracy.

Changes of internal oscilloscope temperature
greater than +5°C or configuration changes
such as installing new plug-in units or probes
will require Enhanced Accuracy calibration. If
you choose not to run Enhanced Accuracy
calibrations, the oscilloscope will return to
normal accuracy, which is typically 3% vertical
accuracy or better.

When Enhanced Accuracy is in effect, the
Enhanced Accuracy symbol (EA)
appears to the left of the
graticule. This symbol also
appears when the selected
waveform is a stored
waveform that was acquired
with the system in the Enhanced
Accuracy state.

Enhanced accuracy
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GPIB and RS-232C menus let you
match interface parameters with the

controller, the modem, or the host.

When the speed was a critical factor,
normally the IEEE-488 port was the more

favorable choice. A DMA option was available
to speed up GPIB data transfers even further.

Whichever bus is chosen, the instruments respond
to a logical set of Tektronix Standard Codes and
Formats commands that make it rather easy to
write the control software.

The rear panel of the 1140x
oscilloscopes shows the variable
speed fan, the principal power
switch and the interface
connectors. An option made
available some BNC connectors
reported on the front panel, so that
the plug-in connectors could be
connected inside the rack.

As noted on the configuration table,
this unit has the possibility to be
mounted on a standard 19” rack.

Choose your interface

The 11401, 11402and 11403 had all
IEEE-488 and RS-232C interfaces
as standard features, for data
transfer and instrument control.

As we are going to see better, the RS-232C port
lets you control the instrument with a PC,
upload or download waveforms from a
workstation or mainframe, or run diagnostics
over a modem.

11403
B-side
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Part of a system as well

With all the built-in measurement power, Tektronix considered the 11000-Family a system in itself, but
it was furthermore designed to be part of a larger measurement system: the 11000-Family was
designed with system applications in mind.

We enthusiasts often underestimate this part, but, behind those interface, there is a world, that
certainly required a huge work in the project development.

The most modern interfaces

In those years, the most popular computer interfaces were RS-232 and Centronics, and the 11000s has
both. In addition, they have the typical interface for instruments, the GPIB (IEEE-488), created by
Hewlett & Packard and widely accepted all over the world.

The 11000 are fully programmable over both RS-232 and GPIB; in the case of the digitizing versions,
full bi-directional waveform transfers are supported. This allows complete integration of these scopes
into automated test and measurement systems, or into any level of engineering bench automation

supported by a
personal computer,
workstation, or
mainframe. GPIB
and RS-232
commands are
identical and comply
with Tek Standard
Codes and Formats
to allow the ease of
programming and
compatibility typical
of Tektronix
programmable
instruments.

Using RS-232

I haven’t yet a GPIB controller, so I used the RS-232 to talk with the monster. You can wire yourself
the cable according to the table here reported. Note that DCD is not used, there is no connection inside
the 1140x for that. You can use a quick 3-wire cable (orange in the table) or a full RS-232 cable,
adding the connection depicted in green. This latter solution is the best, because the software
handshake is not compatible with binary data transfer that some applications use.

Set the 1140x as shown the picture here and your terminal emulator accordingly (I am using
MacWise, that is free and is widely configurable).

Wow, I can talk with it!

Getting the coveted “>” prompt on the terminal was not immediate, but that was not a 11403 fault but
was caused by the donkey, that mismatched the wires (when you try to do something quick and dirty
you must put in account at least twice the necessary time…). But getting the coveted prompt, was to
me of extreme satisfaction, because it allows you a very detailed control of the instrument.

Here in the picture, you can see a sample dialog. First, we ask to identify: the mainframe serial
number is B010674 and the plug-in’s is B032220. Then we first change the channel 1 trigger coupling
to DC and then to AC. The next command asks the current color settings, followed by date and time
interrogations. Finally, the current trigger setting is requested.

Talking with it
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Device 1140x PC

Connector DB25M DB9F

Chassis Ground 1

Transmit Data (TXD) 2 3

Receive Data (RXD) 3 2

Request to Send (RTS) 4 7

Clear To Send (CTS) 5 8

Data Set Ready (DSR) 6 6

Signal Ground (GND) 7 5

Data Carrier Detect (DCD) 8 1

Data Terminal Ready (DTR) 20 4

❶ The RS-232 suggested cable.
If you have only to give com-
mands (i.e., not collect wave-
forms) a 3-wire cable (orange)
is enough. For all the func-
tions, use all the wires (green
and orange).
❷ The setting on the 11403
(menu accessible via Utility
key).
❸ The terminal emulator win-
dow. I use to use the free Mac-
Wise application.

21 3
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DocuWave (CSV) formats;

• copy waveform images and settings to the clipboard for use in spreadsheet and documentation
applications;

• display waveform data in tabular, measurement, and harmonic views;
• create power waveforms.

Just the beginning

But what we have seen is just the beginning. As you can easily understand, you can give the
commands and read the answers using a programming language capable of accessing the serial
port. For example, you can use a BASIC interpreter in this way:
PRINT #1, "CHC1 COUPLING:DC"
PRINT #1, "CHC1? COUPLING"
LINE INPUT #1, RD$

to give the two commands that we already saw and get the 11403 answer in a variable RD$. This
widely extends the potentialities of this instrument.

Interface software

If your needs are almost standard, you don’t need to develop your own applications, but you can
buy them ready to be used. These are the applications of which I could get notice:
• Docuwave: maybe this is a software for spies; I could not find any information about it, but
only the software itself, with a minimal read me. It was an MS-DOS utility to download
waveforms;

• Wavestar: a long-lived package (070-9785-xx), surely survived until 2012 but no longer
supported nor sold.

I couldn’t yet test them because I don’t have any longer an old Window 3.1 or 98/ME computer. I
will come back on this in the future.

Wavestar

WaveStar software (see the picture) is a Windows utility application that acquires, displays, prints,
and exports waveforms and screen images from digital storage oscilloscopes as graphic images or
as data values. It includes tools to collect, organize, annotate, and document measurements taken
with Tektronix oscilloscopes.

You can use these tools to perform the following tasks:
• export waveform images and settings in Excel 4.0 (XLS) and DocuWave (CSV) formats;
• import waveform images and settings in TDS waveform (ISF and WFM), 11K series (WFB), and
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The results

Comparing two complex machines is always very hard, but I tried to synthesize the most
commercial parameters in few rows of the table below, where I wrote in red the points where the
HP’s product is better than Tek’s; in orange where they are the same; in green where Tek is
definitely better. From it, we can deduce some some idle reflections:
• Tektronix did their possible, but they couldn’t fully overcome the HP 54100 specifications;
• part of that is due to the 10-bit choice for the ADC. It was easier to get 40 MSa/s with 7 bit, than
20 with 10 bit. Perhaps they considered it a better critical success factor compared to scan speed,
which had not yet risen to today’s relevance (legacy of analog scopes mentality?);

• among the considered point, there are some heavyweights: the advanced human interface first,
but surely also the plug-in architecture and not last the temperature range for the specifications.

Probably it is correct to consider the 1986 release as a “down payment” for the future releases, the
anxiety of coming out quickly with a new product, that would be the base for new future goals.
Hard to say that they did not reach their ambitious targets.

On the market
Was the 11000-Series a success?
I found a document stating that “it was also a successful product in the marketplace, having the
highest ramp-up rate of any new Lab Scope ever introduced!”. Other sources let us think that the
success was not great as described, but certainly many subsequent models derived their architecture
from these first unit (DSA600, 11800, CSA800 etc.).

Prices at that time
Tektronix declared that “…prices have been kept extremely low, considering the capabilities
provided on a per channel basis”.

I tried to do math to understand what it meant. In 1990, the 11403 costed 16,950 USD without any
plug-in. In those days, the 7845 costed only 5 USD more, but with it you had to add the time bases as
well. So, for example:
• 7454 + 7B80 + 7B85 + 2 x 7A24 = 17,000 + 2,080 + 2,400 + 2 x 3,075 = 27,630 USD
• 11403 + 2 x 11A52 = 16,950 + 2 x 2800 = 22,550 USD

The 11403 mainframe has 1 GHz bandwidth against 400 MHz, a color touch screen and a lot of extra
features. For example, it can grow up to 12 channels.

If I am not wrong, the above 11403 price corresponds to about 25,000€ today, hard to define it
extremely low, but, comparing to previous solutions, maybe it was.

Prices today
Buying today an 11300/11400 on eBay seems to be rather expensive. Today I found the following:
• 11401, with 11A34 and 11A33 Modules, tested, 848$;
• 11401, with no plug-in, refurbished, 1,495$;
• 11401, with 11A32 and 11A72, refurbished and calibrated, 2,047.50$;
• 11401, with 2 x 11A34, used, 500$;
• 11401, with 2 x 11A32, used, 950$;
• 11402, with 11A32 and 11A34, used, 450$;
• 11402, with no plug in, used, 997$;
• 11402, with 3 x 11A71, used, 999$;
• 11402, with 11A71 and 11A72, used, 999$;
• 11403, with 11A72, 11T5H and 11A24V, spare parts only, 1,549,99;
• 11403, with no plug-in, untested, 1,199,99.

Most of them are from outside Europe, and the prices don’t include shipment and custom. Shipment
prices alone are estimated up to 1,200 €. In my modest opinion, they seem exaggerated.
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Specification 11402 HP54100
Bandwidth 1 GHz 1 GHz
Plug-in architecture ● No
Advanced human interface ● No
Max input channels 12 4
Max traces on the screen 8 4
DC resolution 10 (14) 7 (10)
DC accuracy (Tek with 11A52) 0.8% 3%
Scan speed 500ps÷100s 100ps÷1s
Real time sampling rate 20 MSa/s 40 MSa/s
Autoscale ● ●

Automatic measurement functions ● ●

Display resolution 552x704 501x256
Specifications temperature range 0÷+50°C +15÷+35°C
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Not always I fully understand what we can find on the Internet. This one was rather incredible and
so amusing that I couldn't resist the temptation to show it to you.

Maybe that this book convinced you to buy an 11403… so this is the bargain for you. It seems to be
brand new, still in the original packing, and its price is very convenient: only 24,160.34 instead of
32,180€ and 78 cents. But they have other solutions at 18,120.75, 15,704.59 or as low as 14,496.76!
For some extra thousand euros, probably they can deliver you also the plug-ins.

If however you find these prices too high, don’t worry: they will repair yours for only 12,080.17€.
And don’t worry: they will beat any competitor price.

I wanted only to joke: perhaps this is something left there by some complex algorithm. Nobody is
perfect….

In any case, I am available to sell mine for just 9,999€!

A true bargain
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With the 11403 I had to discover that not for all the Tektronix equipment, plenty of documentation is
so easily available as for 7000-Series. Eventually, I found them on Artek Manuals. They are not free
but are reasonably priced and of good quality (another opportunity to understand Tekwiki’s value.
Again a great thanks, Tekwiki!)

The main manuals for the 11403 (the model of my interest) are the following:
• 11401 & 11402 Introducing (070-6103-00);
• 11403 Tutorial (070-7418-00) gives step-by-step instructions that demonstrate basic operation
of the oscilloscope (not found);

• 11403 & 11402A User Reference (070-7419-01), the front panel reference manual. If you are
a new user, first read the 11402A and 11403 Tutorial to become familiar with the oscilloscope.
Use this User Reference to answer specific questions about operation of the oscilloscope. The first
section “At a Glance” presents quick get-acquainted information and a map of the various
menus. Each menu is accompanied by pointers into the detailed second section.

• 11403 Programmer Reference (070-7420-00) describes using a computer to control the
oscilloscope through GPIB or RS-232-C interfaces (I found only the 070-8192-00 that is related
to 11402A and 11403A, so it should be good also for the 11403);

• 11403 Command Reference (070-7421-00 or -01) describes the commands used to program
the oscilloscope (not found);

• 11403 Service Reference (070-7422-00) provides information to repair and replace
components of the oscilloscope.

It existed also:
• the 11403 QuickStart Package (U.S.A. Tektronix part number 020-1767-00, Europe 020-1768-
00) is a complete learning laboratory, including a signal generating board and a workbook. A
videotape for the QuickStart Package is included with your oscilloscope. These show you how to
use the power of the 11403 Oscilloscope to get the types of measurements you need. The
QuickStart Package was available at no charge, but you needed to mail in the postage-paid card
included with the oscilloscope.

Note that in all the above manuals, neither one schematic diagram is included. For that, there were
further manuals. I could find only those for the 11401 & 11402:
• 11401 & 11402 Extended Service Manual, volume 1 (070-0386-99);
• 11401 & 11402 Extended Service Manual, volume 2 (070-7387-99). This manual contains the
schematics.

The following table resumes the situation for the manuals’ availability. In green the manuals that I
could find, in red those that seem not to be available.

P/N 11401 11402 11403 Title Artek Tekwiki Internet

070-7386-99 ● ● Extended service manual vol.1 ●

070-7387-99 ● ● Extended service manual vol.2 ●

070-6779-03 ● ● Service manual ● ●

070-5791-00 ● ● User’s reference manual ●

070-5791-01 ● ● User’s reference manual ●

070-8192-00 ●(A) ●(A) Programmer reference ●

070-7418-00 ● Tutorial

070-7419-00 ● User reference ●

070-7419-01 ●(A) ● User reference ●

070-7420-00 ● Programmer reference

070-7421-00 ● Command reference

070-7422-00 ● Service reference ● ●

070-8193-00 ●(A) ●(A) Quick reference ●

070-6103-00 ● ● Introducing ●

070-8194-00 ●(A) Service reference ●

070-8194-00 ●(A) Service manual ●

070-7848-99 ●(A) Service manual ●

11400 manuals
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Nothing special, just a single trace. The “window” function, just like the old delay-
ing and delayed time bases of the 7000-Series,
with greater precision and control.

The cursors can be shown as bright dots or,
like in this case, as two vertical (or horizon-
tal) bars. Below the position and other infor-
mation are displayed.

The self test. Each row hides a very high num-
ber of different tests, that can be activated in-
dividually and used also for repairs.

An unknown thing for the old 7000-Series os-
cilloscope: the date and time, used also to
time- stamp the stored traces and setups.

The horizontal description menu. Note, among
the others, the persistence functions typical
of the old CRT storage oscilloscopes.

Some of the screenshots in this book have sig-
nificant CRT convergence problem on the right
side. That has been corrected here as ex-
plained in the next pages.

In general, the iPhone 13 can take good pho-
tos, but for the 11403 screen maybe it is too
fast, as shown here. All the other pictures
have been taken thus with the iPad.

More traces and automatic measurements (be-
low). Up to eight measurements can be done in
real-time.

The measurement selection menu, a great in-
novation at the time and a great improvement
over the 7854.

A very interesting function: the trace arith-
metics. On the upper row, we are composing
an expression that will be evaluated in real-
time.

An example of trace arithmetics: the input sig-
nal (on top) is added with the stored sinu-
soidal waveform (green).

Some 11403 screenshots
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We spoke almost only of the
11400-Series, but I find the
“half-digital” 11301 one of
the most attractive oscillo-
scopes ever, so I was happy
to spend some moments try-
ing to restore this beautiful
photograph from the original
Tektronix brochure. Th old
CRTs are unique!
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The beautiful 11301
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As you know, at this point, is that I like these machines, and probably suspect that I
wrote all that above just to arrive to this point…to tell you about my new 11403, that
you can see here together with the R7844. With the 11000-Series, disappear the “R”
versions: two brackets, and the base model goes into a rack.

A wonder machine
I have found the 11403 a wonder machine, with its color touch screen, an lot of

functions, and very high performances (1 GHz), even if for repetitive signals only. The
11403, as we have reminded more times, appears for the first time in the 1990 catalog.

Too few knobs and buttons
At the beginning I didn’t like it: it had too few knobs and buttons, but when have looked
more carefully at these new (in 1986) oscilloscopes, I have been hit, so, when I had the
opportunity to buy an 11403 at a fair price, I took it on the fly.

Truelove
After having opened the cabinet and having seen all those wonderful boards full of ICs, the
initial attraction suddenly became love. It is the most complex object that I own, or at least on
par with the Digital Equipment PDP-8.

Its condition are good: it has some problems in the delayed time base and the monitor was
driving me mad to work properly (in the photos you can see a visible convergence problem
on the right side). It had still the sealing labels from its last calibration, probably in 1999,
while the 11A52 has still the original Tektronix seals.

Mymonster
oscilloscope
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1986

1974

How old are you?
As we already noted, Tektronix serial numbers cannot help us in detecting the construction year of a gear, but we can rely on
the date printed on the ICs. In my unit, I could find ICs of the 40th weeks of 1990. The 11400 have however two non-reversible
counters that can be quested by the remote interface, with the commands “UPTime?” and “POWeron?”, that in my case report
19397.5 hour and 4671 cycles. In thirty-one years, it worked in mean 625 hours/year. More probably, it was part of a test
equipment that worked 2/3 thousand hours per year before passing to other kind of works, and finally to a shelf.
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Not as bad as portrayed

I was in some way prepared: I
had read that the 1140x user
interface was terrible.

Using it, at first I was a little
disoriented, but I got acquainted
soon: it has its own logic, but it is
not so bad, and also the infrared
touch screen, that I expected
rather uncomfortable, was more
than acceptable, when you learn
to touch it.

Touch what you want

Later Tektronix, like others, will
add again some knobs but even
so the 1140x can get your
sympathy rather quickly. The
main things to know are
summarized in the picture and
can be resumed as follows:
• all the commands stay in the
dynamically changing menu;

• touch a menu item to
activate it or to open a
submenu; the menu structure
is shallow and you never go
further this second menu
level;

Using it
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menu

Currently in
ext. accuracy

Recall horizontal
menu

Set the knobs
to trigger

Touch a trace
to select it

Current
menu

Activate cursors

Activate window
(delayed time base)

Knob #1 adjustment
touch for more options

Touching menu items
you activate them

Knob #2 adjustment
touch for more options

Define waveform
operations (math)

• the ⇳ and ⬄ keys accede
the vertical and the horizontal
menus (amplitude, position,
time base etc.);

• the M key set the knobs to
trigger level and holdoff. For
the complete menu, touch the
Trigger physical key;

• touching the Cursors
button you can activate
various types of cursors.

• the Window button creates
a second graticule and puts
there the delayed trace (said
window), while the main trace
(delaying) gets a portion
enhanced, like the 7000;

• the DefWfm key lets you
enter the menu where you can
define the trace on the screen,
also thru mathematical
expressions;

• when you have more traces on
the screen, select them just
touching them.

That’s almost all you must know.
Differently from others, I have
found very practical this
organization and I believe one
can learn rather quickly were the
various function reside.

It is a good monster and I like it…
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Yet it worked… The window function (delayed time base) was the first thing that I tested,
but now I was not able to have it working. After having spent a lot of time, I concluded
that there was a fault. But today I saw it working again… In a short, it worked only for
the few minutes after power up, then it stopped. At the same time, I noted that the trigger
was working, but the display said “!not!” triggered. I was resigned to a long study, but
without the schematic (the 11403/11402A digitizer is different from the 11401/11402). So I
decided an empirical approach: exploiting the 11403’s high accessibility, I used an hair
dryer to refresh the board and see where is the problem. It was rather easy to find that
refreshing U1710 and U1810, the problems flew away: U1810 for the “!not! triggered”
and U1710 for the window lock. So I dismounted and cleaned all the surfaces, adding a
small amount of
thermal paste. Now it
pretends to work… I
still can’t believe I
was so lucky!

A small repair
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E04

❶ One of the two Tektronix
hybrids 165-2161-00 used in
the trigger circuit, together its
contact bezel, that connect the
hybrid itself to the PCB.
❷ The hybrid inserted in the
bezel. Pay attention to the posi-
tioning corner. The large sur-
face must be spread with a
thin layer of thermal conduc-
tive paste.
❸ The thermal conductive sur-
faces on the PCB. The top and
front layer are connected with
vias to conduce the heath.
❹ The heat sink, on the top
side of the PCB (the hybrids
stay on the other side). This
surface also must receive a
very small amount of thermal
paste.

4

21

3
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Fighting magnetism

The mystery of
bewitched colors
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Raster scanned CRTs are something that I never liked, and this case confirms my
opinion. When my 11403 arrived, the display was in many cases unreadable and
the colors had serious convergence/magnetization problems. I worked a lot on it,
obtaining strange results.

Magnetisation
I attributed the bad color problems to CRT magnetization. I discovered that the
built-in automatic degausser was faulty. Surely that’s the origin, I thought.
After having repaired the degausser, I discovered that it, albeit electrically working
correctly, had almost no effect.

So, it started a sequel of attempts,
following the suggestion that I could
find on the net, with an electric drill
to rotate some magnets and with the
transformer of an ancient gun solder.
The results were not good: I never
could get a clean page of uniform
color and the colors were “rotated”
+120° in the HSL color wheel. That
means that that which had to be RED
came out as GREEN, the BLUE as
RED and the GREEN as BLUE.
Then I did something that all suggest
to avoid: I switched on/off the solder
gun very near to the screen and

0°/360° RED

120°
GREEN

240°
BLUE

Horizontal convergence 1

Color purity

Horizontal convergence 2
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changed my goals: instead of trying to remove
the red from a blue page, I tried removing the
blue from a red page. In that way I could
obtain very uniform screens, but the colors
were again rotated; not any longer +120° but
-120°: the RED gets out BLUE, the GREEN→
RED, and the BLUE→ GREEN.

Convergence
Set apart for the moment the magnetization problem, I concentrated on the convergence. The color CRT
has three cathodes (guns) and their beams must be focused so that each of them hits the correct one of
the three dots that compose a pixel. When the convergence is correct, the three R, G and B beams hit
their corresponding dots and the pixel looks white. If that does not happen, a point of a contiguous pixel
is hit and you see a doubled pixel in different color, while the first pixel is no longer white.
On a Trinitron CRT like this, you have the following controls for the convergence:
• the turnable magnets on the CRT neck for vertical convergence;
• the R210 trimmer for horizontal convergence.
In the case of the 11403, the tube is rotated 90° CCW (the scan is vertical), and the magnets act thus on
the horizontal and R210 on the vertical convergence (the photos labels report the effective controls).

Operating on these controls, I could obtain a
more than decent screen. But the colors
remain rotated -120°.

Not a trivial problem
The first things that I thought was a wiring or
a software mistake, but it is not so: everything
is OK, is actually the CRT that produces the
colors rotation.

I asked the help from friend on various forums
but we could not decode the cause. Hypotheses
have been made about a residual
magnetization or that the CRT aperture grill
moved due to a strong mechanical shock.

Almost a victory

I decided to surrender to these bewitched colors. Considering that the CRT has been kept on for
near 20,000 hours, the current situation is not bad, as you can see in the photos: all the colors are
nice enough and furthermore configurable, so the only difference is in the HSL parameter values,
not in the results, that I can however control. Sometimes it’s better withdraw from roulette until
one wins…
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CRT degausser
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Unfortunately, the 11403 schematics are not available; you can find only those of
the 11401/402, but they have a monochrome monitor. So I rebuilt the degausser
circuit, should it be useful for you, here is its schematic and some explanation.

Differently from standard TV that use degaussing coils and a PTC, the 11403
circuit works upon power-up of the CRT, using a thyristor (Q430), that
closes a tank circuit to ground powered by the 420V grid potential,
allowing it to oscillate and demagnetize the CRT by mean of two
inductors set on the CRT’s sides.

I could guess that they used an RC circuit to trigger the thyristor,
but they preferred instead the circuit shown in the diagram,
probably because it doesn’t require another voltage. In my case,
the FET (Q530) was faulty. I added a wire in parallel to R1, so
that I can give a positive voltage from outside to issue a degauss
command. In the diagram you can see the voltage across the coils
(it goes outside the oscilloscope range).
I didn’t have at hand nothing better, so I tried to replace the hard-to-find 2N4303 with an SMD BSS138,
creating that horrible mushroom that you see in the round picture. Anyway, it works!
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Not so many as for the 7000-Series but very intriguing.

11000-Series

The plug-ins
Subsection
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A variety of bandwidths, number of channels, coupling and input choices became available in the
years. At the beginning they were just five, but, in the years, they grew, even though not as those of
7000-Series. Nine years after the 11000-Series launch, the Tektronix 1995 catalog reported them for
the last time, together with the 11403A: in the 1996, they disappeared. Tekwiki reports 10 total.

The plug-ins in the first wave were:
• 11A32 dual-channel amplifier, 350 MHz;
• 11A33 single-channel differential comparator amplifier, 150 MHz, 10,000:1 CMR;
• 11A34 quad-channel amplifier, 350 MHz;
• 11A52 dual-channel amplifier, 600 MHz, 50 ohm;
• 11A71 single-channel amplifier, 1GHz.

Subsequently, the following were added:
• 11A72 dual-channel amplifier, 1GHz, 50 ohm (1989);
• 11F10 optical-input plug-in (it appeared only in the 1989 catalog and was not released to the
market);

• 11A16 dual-channel current amplifier, 120 MHz (1991);
• 11T5H multi standard video trigger and 11A34V high bandwidth video amplifier. They allow
triggering and measurements on video signals for HDTV, medical imaging systems, graphics
monitors, and other video systems (1991);

• 11A81 3 GHz single-channel sampler/amplifier (1992).
Control of the 11000 Series plug-ins is accomplished through the mainframe, either manually or over
the IEEE Standard 488 or RS-232C bus. A single pushbutton for each channel is the only control on the
amplifier plug-in. This button turns the display of the associated channel on and off.
Each of the input channels on all amplifier plug-ins use the TEKPROBE interface. This interface allows
the mainframe to supply power to active probes (such as the P6204 or P6703A), to sense the type (and,
with some probes, the serial number) of the probe, to supply offset voltage to probes so equipped, to
detect activation of the probe's ID pushbutton, and to provide other communication between the probe
and the oscilloscope as appropriate to the type of probe.

It has been existed also a 016-0829-00: just an empty plug-in for building custom interface.

Following the guidelines of this book, I am going to present mostly the equipment that I own, so, until
now, you will find in the following just the 11A52.

11000 plug-ins
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The 11A52 is a high bandwidth dual-trace amplifier plug-in for the 11000-Series mainframes.

It provides 600 MHz bandwidth in the 11402/11403 digitizing mainframe and 400 MHz bandwidth
in the 11302 analog mainframe. Two built-in four-pole bandwidth-limiting filters (100 and 20 MHz)
may be activated to reduce unwanted high-frequency noise at 24 dB/octave.

Both coarse and fine deflection-factor steps are fully calibrated. At 1 mV/div, the high-resolution
calibrated dc offset has a set ability of 25 μV and a range of ±1 V (equivalent to 16 bits), giving an
effective screen height of 2000 divisions and permitting absolute dc measurement accuracies to
±0.3%.

11A52
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1986

This is the first 11000-Series
plug-in that I own. I was
curious to understand the
compatibility with the 7000-
Series.

The plug-in housing is
absolutely the same, but
willingly Tektronix made
impossible to insert a 11000
plug-in on a 7000-Series
mainframe or the contrary.

The discrimination is in the
protrusion pointed by the red
arrows.
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As we wrote at the beginning of this chapter, the
7A29 was the starting point for designing the
new 11000-Series plug-ins.

My 11403 was equipped with just one 11A52, but I
stole these picture from TekWiki because mine
has still the original Tektronix warranty seals, as
you can see here. I couldn’t break them…
❶ 11A52 left side view
❷ 11A52 right side view
❸ 11A52 top view

1986
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I had never the opportunity to deal with this parameter before. I
found it in the Tektronix specifications and promotional leaflets.
Its correct name is overload recovery time (Tor), and
according to Jeded is:
The time interval required for an amplifier to recover its ability to perform
amplification within stated specification limits after the output voltage
amplitude has been distorted by the application of a specified input voltage
in excess of rated amplitude or rated rate of change.

I understood that we talk of it because it is in some way
important making critical signal integrity measurements with a
high-speed digital storage oscilloscope (DSO).

The point is that it is often desirable to measure small aberrations on
the top and bottom of high-speed digital signals, like overshoot,

undershoot, and overall ripple, and a common technique to increase the
effective resolution and accuracy of these types of measurements is to offset the

signal under test and then increase the vertical sensitivity around the portion of
the waveform of interest (practically: go to high sensitivity and then try to report the

interesting part of the trace in the screen).

This practice spreads out the small aberrations of the signal over a larger range of the
scope's analog-to-digital converter (ADC). In practice, you enlarge much the vertical

amplification, so that the investigated point of the waveform goes outside the screen, then add a
DC offset to report it in the visible CRT area.

Overdrive
recovery
time
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The very ordered and clean construction of the 11A52 plug-in. Note the two digitizing hybrids, a technology widely used by Tektronix.
OK, eventually I opened the seals…
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This technique definitely improves the resolution of the measurement of the signal's small aberrations,
and you would intuitively believe that it also improves the accuracy. However, offsetting and
expanding the signal over a wider range will drive major portions of the signal off-screen and beyond
the dynamic range of the oscilloscope's input amplifier and ADC. When this happens, the scope's
amplifier can be driven into saturation causing waveform distortions.

I got this information from [4], and the Author concludes that it doesn’t matter how much distortion
occurs or what is causing the distortion; any distortion is too much when attempting to improve
measurement accuracy and that this measurement technique in reality degrades the measurement
accuracy. For example, the Tor of the 11A52 plug-in is declared as follow:
• 1 mV/div to 99.5 mV/div: To within ± (0.2% + 0.1 div) within 20 ns from ± 2 V step.
• 100 mV/div to 995 mV/div: To within ±(0.2% + 0.1div) within 20 ns from ± 20 V step.

I could not find a similar specification in the HP 54100 documentation.

As the Author makes evident, 20 ns can seem to be a lifetime when dealing with high-speed signals.

So, the suggestion: never overdrive the input amplifier when making critical vertical and timing
measurements, and instead, use the scope's waveform math functions to digitally magnify the
waveform around the portions of the signal of interest after averaging.

The patient says to his doctor, “Doctor, it
hurts when I bang my head against the
wall.” The doctor responds, “Well then,
don't bang your head against the wall.”

However, there are certainly other
situations where this parameter is on the
contrary relevant, but I wanted to report it
because is very related to our discussion
topics.
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Example of a 7854 acquired waveform, expanded with
the HXPD (expansion horizontal) and VXPD
(expansion vertical) commands.

Other 11A52 internal details. Note the widely used
by Tektronix Dallas memory. Even at that time I

could not understand this choice, it was rather
easy to get the same performances and reliability

with standard RAMS and a lithium battery
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My 11403 arrived with a rather rare (I suppose) plug-in, called “016-0829-00”,
a name not easy to remember indeed. It is a “blank” plug-in dedicated to build
some custom hardware to use as plug-in for the 11000-Series, thus different
from the classical blank plug.

It is evident that it has never been used for that purpose, so remained there as a
simple plug.

Build it yourself
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The old 11403 works still rather well in speed, and I could verify that it acquires correctly repetitive
signals exceeding the 600 MHz bandwidth of the 11A52 plug-in (photo❶)

Things become more difficult when we talk about non-repetitive signals, that was the Achille’s heel
of the first wave of digitizing oscilloscopes. As we know, Tektronix declared only 20 MSa/s for this
today top-important parameter.

But how does this traduce practically? I did some tests with sinusoidal waves, in single shot mode.
Already at 2 μs/div the trace becomes fragmented (photo❷), and below this time/div you can see
the single dots (connect dots seems not functioning - I don’t know if it is a problem of my scope only,
but this does not change the reasoning). At 500 ns/div (photo❸), you can count 10 dots every
division, i.e., 20 in one microsecond, that is precisely 20 MSa/s. Hard to use it, thus, for faster than
1 MHz ÷ 500 kHz signals.

The CRT storage 7633 offered far better performances, as you can see in photo❹where a single
shot 100 MHz sinusoidal wave is perfectly readable in reduced scan mode. We are talking of 100
MHz vs. 500 kHz.

I want to say that in 1986, when the 11400-Series was presented, the CRT storage technology had
still good reasons to stay in catalog: the digitizers could not still satisfy the exigences of the non-
repetitive signal analysis.

Probably, the broad-bandwidth-repetitive-signals market was however interesting (and in
continuity with analog scopes); that explains why they presented in 1990 the 11403, with its color
monitor, when new digitizer like DSA601/602 were available, and even the portable 2440 could
sample two channels a 500 MSa/s at the same time.

11400 performances
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❶ Sampling a 714 MHz sinu-
soidal signal (see the auto-
matic measurement on the
right/bottom). ❷ A 500 KHz
signal at 2 µs/div. ❸ The
same signal at 500 ns/div. ❹
A 100 MHz single shot signal
on a 7633 CRT storage oscillo-
scope.
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Writing this book, I asked myself why I am feeling more and more involved in the Tektronix history.
The answer is simple: the situations that I describe are those that I've been through in my long
professional life, since when, just over twenty years old, I started designing and producing the first
personal computers in Italy. It's not a matter of size: in XXS, M or XXL companies, many problems
are definitely the same.

For many reasons, I have been living these situations in different roles, and I think I concluded that
assuming a right decision is very easy; you will find lot of people who will tell you how your
decision was wrong, and probably they are perfectly right. But often you are required to take not
the right decision, but the best combination of decisions; not a single equation, but a system of
equations, and that is absolutely not easy. That made me very prudent judging the work of others,
or to give hurried opinions.

Coming back to the book’s topics, I am trying to just put together the information that I can found
and rebuilt the history of our instruments as faithfully as I could (any suggestion or correction is
welcome), but I cannot however be always as cold as I would, and this is twice true in the case of the
11000-Series, one of the most discussed projects that I describe in this book.

It has been defined a controversial project [1], but all the great characters, like Napoleon, are
divisive, and arouse discussions even many years after their sunset. The 11000-Series makes no
exception: it led Tektronix and the whole oscillography into new dimensions and left his mark on
history.

As we said in the beginning, revolutionists are the first to be beheaded, and it is even too easy
finding flaws in a so innovating project, looking backward.

I have found an interesting discussion on Tekscopes@groups.io regarding the possible use today of
an 11400 oscilloscope and how compared to the modern ones. That’s not very intriguing for me: a
Big Boy locomotive is not usable today for regular train service, but that doesn’t make it less
interesting and valuable. The topic took however a different direction and contains a very
interesting discussion between Ditter2 Steve (I could not find his surname) and John Addis, one of
the 11400-Series designers (both had been working at Tektronix - I tried to contact Steve, but with
no success). Well, I appreciate very much John for its work at the time and for his replies today
(almost today), he seems to me a giant in the electronics history. The 11000 team crossed the Pillars
of Hercules, without knowing what they will find in those unknown seas, and without knowing that
in the future you could fly the Ocean in just few hours.

Gianluigi Coppola (1928-2015) “Le tre caravelle"
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Seeking the new world
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• Tekwiki
• Wikipedia
• Tektronix manuals (see dedicated pages)
• [1] Author unknown (1988). The 11400 story. Downloadable from Tekwiki.
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In the photo: the 11A52 vertical attenuators.
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Until now, Tektronix oscilloscopes were only for privileged companies, institutions and technicians.
With the 2000-Series, many can start affording them.

2000-Series

A Tek for all
Subsection
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I recently convinced myself that in this book I had overlooked some important products that deserve
a place of some prominence in the history of our dear oscilloscopes. The reference is to the Tektronix
2000-Series.

This is primarily due to my ignorance, as I repeated, I am just a novice historian, but the number of
models and their nomenclature makes things less easy to understand. The 2213/2215 were
introduced in 1981, and have been followed by a great number of models: the related Tekwiki page
reports 44 different base types (see picture below).

Generally speaking, when the range becomes so numerous, no model is so significant, but I believe
that could be interesting continuing our story talking also of the 2000-Series models. Furthermore,
some specific models have an enormous historical value.

Righting a wrong
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I must thank Mr. John Addis, one of the historical Tektronix gurus, for having
suggested me a very interesting book: “Winning with the people, the first 40
years of Tektronix”, by Marshall M. Lee, that you can buy on eBay or from
other channels.
Printed in the USA in October 1986, it covers the history from the beginning to
the first years of the 2000-Series, and is so very valuable for our purposes.
Unfortunately, the book goes more deeply on the first part of the history and
flies rather high on the last years (for example, it just hints the 11000-Series),
but gives a very interesting details about the beginning of the 2000-Series.

A valuable book
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During the seventies, Tektronix was concentrated on new product lines and
did not push too much on oscilloscopes. In 1979, the 7104 appeared and it
was the world champion in speed and writing speed. The big laboratory
oscilloscopes were perhaps the top at the time, but Tek demonstrated to be
not very clever holding the low-end market, and risked to see a reduction in
the global oscilloscope market share.

Between 1979 and 1984 Tek earnings fell more than 40 percent. The
company suffered through more layoffs, and several top executives and
engineers left to form competitors such as Mentor Graphics, Graphics
Systems Software, and Northwest Instruments. In 1984 Business Week
reported: "Now Tek must come from behind again, in what is likely to be the
most critical recoup in its 38-year history," as the company belatedly
entered the market for computer-aided engineering (CAE) work stations. It
was a marketplace battle that Tektronix would eventually lose [2].

Returning our oscilloscopes, Tektronix management took the decision to
reassert Tek’s dominance, starting from the low end, presenting in 1981 the
revolutionary 2000-Series of small, portable scopes. The new series was
revolutionary, not only in design, but also in the production process. For it,
an entire building was erected across the Columbia River in Vancouver.

The base concept was volume production. A single circuit board, a parts
supply system which reduced the number of assembly steps, and an
automated test system significantly contributed to quality improvement.

The aim was to optimize the volume-performance-price relationship,
offering the customer the very best performance for a fair price.

The 2000 project
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The book [1] says that, during the seventies, Tektronix suffered some quality issues, above all due
to third-party suppliers. Among the target of the 2000-Series, there was therefore an important
raise in the quality level.

As I told you, I spent my life in electronics, and well know this kind of problems, but I wish to
note here that the Tektronix quality of the instruments that we describe in this book, is of
absolute excellence. I am not speaking about the small issues that surely affected Tektronix, if the
Author says so, but of the quality that a small enthusiast restorer like me can witness after so
many years from their production.

I am referring to the quality of the design, of the components ad, above all, of the materials. In
the photo here, you can see a bunch of Tek machines that could seem at least destroyed, and that
you can see, resurrected, in the following pages. Most of them did require reparations, many
work hours, and spare parts, as obvious, but they were basically healthy: brush and soap, and
they look like new. This is possible only when the materials and the components are really good;
no restorer is able to fight agains poor materials, that the action of the time ruined deeply. Think,
for example, at the bright CRTs, that could have been produced yesterday, or the plastics that did
not become yellow or fragile (like, for example, some HP counterparts). And that is still truer for
the most complex units of the 2000-Series, containing thousands of components.

To confirm that, I will tell you of what each of them required to return to full operation.

Quality issues?
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The first 2000-series Tektronix oscilloscopes were introduced in the 1982
catalog. New models available that year were the 2213, 2215, 2335, 2336, and
2337. They offered excellent portability along with light weight and low power
consumption. Very rugged, they were rated to withstand 50g. Most of this was
due to the simplification of circuit design, and a lightweight switching power
supply. They were significantly lighter than the previous 400-series.

These early models were limited in bandwidth, but in 1984 all that changed,
with the introduction of the 2465 and its little brother, the 2445. Both models
had 4 channels, but the 2465 bandwidth was 300 MHz, with triggering to
match. Completely microprocessor driven and firmware controlled, these were
a new breed, similar in appearance, but not otherwise related, to the 2200
scopes. By 1989, the 2465B had 400 MHz bandwidth with triggering beyond
500 MHz.

The peak of the 2000-series seems to be in 1984, when there were no less than
21 models introduced for a total of 33 models offered. The 2430, the 2432A, the
2465B and the 2467B lasted until 1996. By the 1997 catalog, there were no
longer 2000-series listed. Indicating a long 14 year production run.

The main differences between the non-storage, non-digital analog 2200 series
are as follows: the 2200 series is mostly 2 channel, with 2245, 2246, 2247, and
2252 being the 4 channel exceptions (the two extra channels having only two
vertical attenuation values). The 2335 and 2336 are 2 channel, ruggedized
versions mostly made for the military. The 2400 series are 4 channel, 2 of the
channels having full attenuators. Otherwise, the main difference is bandwidth.
The 2200 series is 20 - 100 MHz. The 2400 series starts out at 150 MHz (2445,
2445A) but goes up with the 2445B; 150 MHz for early units, 200 MHz for late
units. The 2465 has a bandwidth of 300 MHz, the 2465A 350 MHz, the 2465B
400 MHz.

The 2467 is a special case, having a micro-channel plate (MCP) CRT. This
oscilloscope offers extremely high speed writing, making one-shot pulses at
nanosecond duration visible in normal room light. In that aspect it was the
only non-storage CRT to be able to do this. The same type of CRT was used in
the 7104 [fromWikipedia].FromWikipedia
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The Tektronix 2400 Series oscilloscopes were perhaps the most powerful instruments of
their time, with the 2445, 2465, and 2467 being the top-end models and the 2430 series of

digitizing storage oscilloscopes providing digital storage. They combined high
bandwidth and sampling rates with automation features and waveform processing
capabilities.

In 1991, four models were available: 2430A, 2431L, 2432A, and 2440. Together
with the 2402 and a PC, they constitute a complete waveform processing and
analysis system.

[The most important models are]:
• 2430A: sampling rate 100 MS/sec, bandwidth 150 MHz
• 2431L: sampling rate 250 MS/sec, bandwidth 300 MHz (no delay
sweep, no glitch capture, limited AUTO SETUP)
• 2432A: sampling rate 250 MS/sec, bandwidth 300 MHz
• 2439: sampling rate 500 MS/sec, bandwidth 300 MHz (no delay
sweep, no glitch capture, limited AUTO SETUP)
• 2440: sampling rate 500 MS/sec, bandwidth 300 MHz
• 2445: analog scope, bandwidth 150 MHz
• 2445B: analog scope, bandwidth 150 MHz
• 2455B: analog scope, bandwidth 250 MHz
• 2465: analog scope, bandwidth 300 MHz
• 2465A: analog scope, bandwidth 350 MHz
• 2465B: analog scope, bandwidth 400 MHz
• 2467: analog scope, bandwidth 350 MHz
• 2467B: analog scope, bandwidth 400 MHz

(fromWikipedia - in green the models here described)

The Most
Important Models
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My 2445B, one of my preferred, near the end of the restoration,
compared with another great portable: the 1973 465. The 2445B
is smaller, but the weight is almost the same (10.2 vs. 10.3 kg).

The pouch is a constant in Tektronix portables, and remains al-
ways almost unchanged. It’s superior quality allowed it to sur-
vive for near half a century.
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I thank Wikipedia for reporting so interesting information about the 2000-
Series, clearly written by someone who well knew what to write.

I will try a different approach, following my personal way that aims to
supply a clearer general picture that could help to orient in that incredible
number of models and variants, taking the opportunity to go deeper in
single points, for the equipment I own.

Considered that the model ids don’t help classifying, I will try to invent a my
arbitrary family grouping:
• 2213-family: well optimized, low cost, traditional portable scopes. Their
top innovation is only an optional Counter/DMM, with separate display
(e.g. 2213, 2215, 2236, etc.).

• 2465-family: basically analog scopes, but with a relevant digital part
(e.g. 2465, 2445) that will end with the beautiful “B” models (2465B,
2445B, 2465B…), where the digital part acquires always more control of
the unit.

• 2230-family: very interesting machines, a combination of analog and digital
storage technologies (e.g. 2220, 2221, 2230…), for the part of the public still wary about
the fully digital instruments.

• 2430-family: fully digital oscilloscopes, among the best of their time.

Apart from the 2213-family, we will go in more details for the other three families, very interesting
from the historical point of view, but also very good oscilloscopes, that can be still today profitably
used in everyday work.

A different perspective
120120
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In this photo you can appreciate the very rational structure of
the 2465 oscilloscopes, robust, lightweight and very practical
from the maintenance point of view. The front is die cast and
almost the rest is in Aluminum sheet. Very few screws are used
to keep them together, most of them are of the same size to avoid
mismatching.



1982-3
THE FIRST MODELS

5 NEW MODELS

● 2213
● 2215
● 2335
● 2336
● 2337

The first models
are the forerunner
of the future 2000-
Series

ALL ANALOG

1984
THE 2465 ARRIVES

4 NEW MODELS

● 2235
● 2236
● 2445
● 2465

The 2465 will
remain on of the
emblems of the
analog branch of
the 2000-Series

ALL ANALOG

1985
CONSOLIDATION

7 NEW MODELS

● 2213A
● 2215A
● 2235L
● 2236/01
● 2465CTS
● 2465DMS
● 2465DVS

New models with
built in multimeters
etc.

ALL ANALOG

1986
GOING DIGITAL!

3 NEW MODELS

● 2220
● 2230
● 2430

The 2430 is one of
the first DSOs for
(almost) everybody,
while the 2220/2230
aim to approach the
still analog-oriented
public at half the
2430 price

ALL DIGITAL

1987
THE "A" WAVE

11 NEW MODELS

● 2225, 2245, 2246
● 2430M
● 2445A
● 2455A
● 2465A
● 2465A -CT/-DM/-DV
● 2467

The improved "A"
models arrive and,
above all, the
mythical 2467, with
its micro-channel
plate CRT

ANALOG & DIGITAL

1988
ALWAYS

MORE DIGITAL

4 NEW MODELS

● 2235/01
● 2246/1Y
● 2430A
● 2221

The 2430A
introduces the
automatic
measurements,
that will become an
absolute must

ANALOG & DIGITAL

1989
THE 2440 ARRIVES

16 NEW MODELS

● 2201, 2205, 2210
● 2245A, 2246A
● 2246/1Y, 2247A
● 2432A, 2402
● 2440
● 2465B, -CT,-DM,-DV
● 2445B
● 2467B

The 2440 is the top
star of the 2000-
Series DSOs.
Some confusion
with the names: the
2440 is really a "A",
even if new

ANALOG & DIGITAL

1990
THE FIRST MODELS

7 NEW MODELS

● 2211
● 2232
● 2235A
● 2235A/01
● 2235L
● 2236A
● 2431L

The 2431L (Low
cost) is really a
poor's man 2432A,
but, as we will see,
not so different

ANALOG & DIGITAL

1991
THE FIRST MODELS

5 NEW MODELS

● 2221A
● 2252
● 2402A
● 2439
● 2467BHD

By 1994, the decline
had started, no new
2000 models being
listed after that, and,
by 1996, only the
2430A, 2440, 2465B,
and 2467B were
being offered. The
TDS series had
completely replaced
the 2000-Series.

ANALOG&DIGITAL

11000-Series

123122

2000-Series in the years

(Too?) many models for everybody
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Hard to understand why so many models had been required, but surely Tektronix had its good
reasons for doing that. All the data fromWikipedia.

In RED the models that we are going to describe in this book
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Perhaps one of the most famous analog portables

2000-Series

The analog 2465
Subsection
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Let’s start our story with the first, in order of time, of the witnesses of
my little 2000-Series collection: the 1984, four-channel 2465, a great
classic, still today very present in many eBay ads, often at
unreasonably high prices (up to 500 euros and more). It was
probably a big success when it was first introduced in 1984, and in
the following years. It took up many of the themes of the previous
7000-Series, and it was probably one of the first portables with a
readout system.

Its 300 MHz bandwidth and many innovating features set it among
the best oscilloscopes of its time. Priced at 4,750 USD, it was surely
not cheap, but you could however buy the 150 MHz 2445 at “only”
3,250. Its look also was very well guessed, and transmits a
modern and highly professional feeling, with LED indicators and
an incredibly sharp and bright CRT, that, together with the
readout, made immediately “old” all the other oscilloscopes.

Thanks to its digital control, many switches have been replaced
by simple push or lever buttons.

Channel 1 and 2 attenuators still use the classic Tektronix gold-
plated contact technology, but have got a digital control, with
magnetic bistable relays, that produce the typical “click” sound

when they change their status. Channels 3 and 4, normally useful for
digital circuit analysis, have a simplified attenuator.

The typical multi-function time-base knob has been preserved, with
the possibility of controlling the main and delayed traces
separation, like in the 7B92 7000-Series plug-in. Some LED
indicators make more attractive the 2465 and are part of
digitalization process, for example in the vertical input AC/
DC/GND/50ohm selection.

A great classic2465
126126
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The 2465 is not important only for its advanced
specifications (300 MHz, four channels), but also
for its significant innovations.

In volume 1, we have seen the birth of the cursor
concept, talking about the 7000-Series, but those
cursors were just the seed of the today form
(7D12, 7D15 etc.). Something better had been
implemented in the 1980 digital 7854, but analog
scopes were still missing them in 1984, when
Tektronix introduces the 2465.

Cursors allow doing measurements that are
independent of the graticule, and, above all, of the
operator’s subjectivity/mistakes, not to mention
the convenience and the speed.

2000-Series oscilloscopes with cursors include, besides the 2465, the 2445, 2467, 2246, and 2252.

As you can imagine from the front panel, the first cursors allowed only voltage, time and frequency
measurement of all or parts of the waveform, and could operate in absolute or relative mode. The
difference between having or not having them is very large indeed; today it seems impossible
working without them. Accuracy varies with the models, but even these most basic cursors give
more accurate results than taking readings from the graticule.

To get better accuracy, there was an option called CTT (Counter Timer Trigger), which links a
highly accurate frequency counter with the cursor and the readout system, as we will see with the
2445B.

Note in the photo the labels for the time base knob, that let you intend that it worked in a similar way as the 7000-Series 7B53A etc. Note
also the button to select one of the two triggers. The ∆ knobs are those with the the continuous-rotation potentiometers that we will describe
below.

The cursors!
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Most of the Tektronix oscilloscopes have displays that we can today consider definitely small.
Measuring their diagonal, as we use, the 2000-Series models have a 5.2” screen, exactly like the old
7704, 7904, 7844 etc. and like the earlier portables as 465 and 475. They are greater than the 4.7”
CRT storage of 7623, 7633 etc. but much less than the 6” 7603 series, that seem enormous.

Nevertheless, we must admit that Tektronix well knew how to produce wonderful CRTs. The photos
don't do justice to reality. These CRTs are, in my opinion, the absolute best monochrome output
device ever made. Even the color choice is …celestial! (in Italian “celeste” is exactly the name of this
color). Bright and crisp, the traces and the writings look like depicted in most outer surface, thanks
also to the engraved graticule that eliminates any parallax error.

This extreme quality makes us to forgive their small dimension and make pleasant the use of these
oscilloscopes.

We are talking of the last and most advanced expression of the readout technology, introduced with
7000-Series, with the electronic beam deflected to draw each single character and with a high
writing speed that will reach the top with the 2467B, capable to show to human eye non-repeating
events at 4 ns/div in room light, perhaps the absolute top of CRT technology, obtained with micro-
channel plate CRT, that enables bright traces at fast sweep rates, particularly with one-shot or low
repetition rate signals.

In all the subsequent full digital models, starting with the 2430, the CRT’s writing speed becomes less
important: the display is fully digital, like a computer monitor, and the electrostatic deflection CRT
has not a precise reason to survive, apart from the quality and the family look. In years, it will be
superseded by larger, raster-scan screens. Less expensive also, but in most cases with a bound
surface that personally hate, even if Trinitron-declined like in the 11000-Series.

Eventually, the LCD technology and its derivatives will make it silently disappear the last electron
tube, like many other objects that leave tiptoed our lives, often without us even realizing it.

The wonderful Tektronix CRTs sooner or later will exhaust, but even after so many years, most of
them keep still all their most beautiful qualities and make happy silly enthusiasts like us.

The magic 4/5 form factor: measuring displays with their diagonal is something that manufacturers like, because the most they are “flat” or
“long”, the less surface they have. Ideally, a display with x=0 and y=∞ sizes, has zero surface and cost. The 4/5 dimension ratio is rather near
to a square, so, at the same diagonal, it offers an optimal surface extension, i.e., more room to show something.

Note in the picture the 300 MHz signal at 500 ps/div. The strange HO mark after “ps” indicates that the user set an holdoff.
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We already talked about the inspiring principles of the new 2000-Series oscilloscopes,
traced with volume production in mind.

In reality there is not one board only, other boards are required, and not all are large,
but the very dense main board concentrates most of the most critical analog parts and is
designed to be easy to produce and to test.

The base component of the main board are hybrid circuits (HICs). We have already seen
them in the 11000-Series, but here, and in subsequent models, they become the
fundamental construction brick.

It is a very nice solution: the most critical circuits are concentrated in a relatively small
die-cast aluminum module, that offers many advantages (we will talk of this technology
more deeply on next pages).

Here in the picture we can count as many as nine HICs:
• Channel switch
• Horizontal, Vertical and Z-axis input and output amplifiers
• CH3 and CH4 preamps
• A & B triggers
• A & B time bases

The HIC were surely a good solution also for the maintenance. Helped by the many
automatic procedures embedded in the scope software, it is not too difficult to identify a
wrong HIC, that can be easily replaced in minutes. We are less happy today, because
they are rather expensive, sometimes more that the entire instrument. See below for
more details about the HICs.

A new
construction
approach
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The front panel is a concentrate of innovation, either in its
structure, either in its circuits.

Simply an input device: as better explained later, the front
panel does not interact directly with the controlled circuits. It is

simply a user interface, that informs the supervisor microprocessor
of the user’s requests. It still does not have the infinite turns knobs for
vertical and horizontal control, like subsequent models, and still they
have the V/div and time/div scales, but these switches simply encode
their position to be read by the μP, and no axle goes across it to the
inner instrument.

Modular approach: Tektronix will design and manufacture many
different panel modules, all physically interchangeable. So, basically, just

one module for many oscilloscope models. Sometimes, as we will see, those
differences are
only a

marketing choice,
to hide or show

features that are however
included in a certain
model.

Ergonomic and robust design:
the new panels are not only very
ergonomic but also robust.
Separated from electronics, they can
be washed with a strong soap (like
my preferred Chanteclair), without
any risk for the graphics, and again
shine like new.

The front panel
134

In the circle above: this kind of connectors are used in the
power supply. The “swords” connect the boards and can be
retracted or inserted, so that remove the load from a
source board to another. In this case I made a mistake: I
did not insert them completely. They could however make
contact, but just by chance… be careful.
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The 2465, as we can expect from a completely new Tektronix oscilloscope, has many
peculiarities that we will find also in most of the following models.

Controlling it from Andromeda star

To begin, let’s focus on the most important innovation: the linkage between the user and
the effective circuits. Differently from the 7000-Series, the user interface is almost
completely virtual: the commands to the oscilloscope come from a front panel module,
but could equally come from the Andromeda star, because all the actions on the circuits
are performed by the controlling microprocessor, a Motorola 68A08, practically a 6800
embedding the 1.5 MHz clock generator (more simply, this also makes possible the
control by the GPIB interface from the Earth planet).

All the control intelligence is contained in the A5 Control board, aka “side board”.

The front panel

The front panel module that we described earlier is only a µP peripheral, with some
potentiometers, LEDs, and a 10 columns x 5 rows matrix keyboard, used also to read
the position of the V/div and time/div rotary switches.

The potentiometers are read by mean of an Analog to Digital Converter (ADC), realized
by U2234 (AM6012) 10-bit Digital to Analog Converter (DAC) and a comparator, with
successive approximations issued by the microprocessor, using a binary search
algorithm. The read values are stored and simply checked on the subsequent operations
and again measured only in case of relevant variations, to save time.

Continuous-rotation potentiometers

The delta reference controls (∆ REF OR DLY POS and ∆) are continuous-rotation
potentiometers (i.e., endless rotation), that I never met before; initially, I wrongly
thought that they were incremental encoders, like we use today (follow on next page).

2465 circuit
136136
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(follows from previous page) They each consist of two pots ganged together with their wiper arms
electrically oriented 180° apart. As the wiper of one pot is leaving its resistive element, the wiper of the
other pot comes onto its element. The μP has the ability to watch the output voltage from each wiper and
when it detects that the controlling wiper is nearing the end of its range, it will switch control over to the
other wiper. The routine the processor uses to watch these pots sets the associated control voltage on the
basis of relative voltage changes (∆V) that occur. Switching between the pots to change control to the
opposite wiper arm is based on the specific voltage levels being sensed.

The DAC

The following items contribute to the oscilloscope functioning:
• the actual user’s settings, i.e. the front panel controls actual position;
• the calibration constants and other semi-fixed values.

These data are numeric values; most of them are converted to effective actions by mean of the same
U2234 DAC that we met talking of the Analog to Digital conversion. Because there is only one DAC,
all the required values are obtained with an analog multiplexer and a set of Sample & Hold circuits,
refreshed at each cycle every 32 ms.

Building blocks

The most critical
circuit parts are

contained in
custom
hybrid
circuits, that
constitute the
major
building block
on the 2465.
Other
building block
are the new
bistable-relay
attenuators
and the
power supply.
We will co
deeper in
them in the
following
pages.
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If you read Wikipedia, you will be confused by the definition of hybrid circuits. How right,
Wikipedia must be precise and complete, and to the name could correspond many real objects.
But for us, who must not to be so rigorous, the HICs are, in this case, modules realized on a
ceramic substrate, that embed active and passive components. Achieving the appropriate
balance of designing for manufacturability and performance requires the "mixing" of various
assembly techniques and technologies. For example, a typical hybrid circuit can be made up of a
variety of components, such as active and passive semiconductor devices, assembled together on
the same substrate, using a variety of different package and interconnect technologies such as
wire bond and flip chip.

Among the advantages, high precision and repeatability and the possibility to laser trim specific
components to ensure a perfect interchangeability of the modules.

Tektronix pioneered this technology and designed and fabricated its own hybrid circuits for use
in its instruments. According Tekwiki, In 1994, Tektronix sold its internal IC fab (called the
Integrated Circuits Operation, ICO) to Maxim while keeping it located on the Beaverton campus.
This deal provided Maxim with its first own fabrication facility and important bipolar design
expertise, and Tektronix with better utilization of the fab. Maxim eventually stopped making
Tek-specific chips around 1997, because of lack of volume.

From what I can understand from their web site, still today Tektronix has a team dedicated to
custom hybrid circuit development that can select the appropriate substrate and interconnect
technology, as well as the right mix of active and passive components to develop a custom hybrid
microelectronic solution.

The 2465 HICs, like those of the others 24xx oscilloscopes, are as easy to replace as socketed ICs,
just using a ¼” wrench. Only a minimum attention is required and, provided you have the spare
parts, you can very quickly repair your old stuff. I use a similar working oscilloscope to test the
HICs, so that I can quickly understand if the problem is inside them.

Hybrid circuits
140
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Writing this book, it is surprising for me to see how many things I missed in my life. After the
continuous-rotation pots, the Electrically Alterable Read Only Memory (EAROM) is another one of
them. The EAROM is a type of EEPROM that can be modified one bit at a time.

Writing the EAROM is a very slow process and needs higher voltage than for read access.

The 2465 uses U2008, a 1,400 bits, General Instrument ER1400 chip (marked 156-1566-00, here in
the photo). It should require -35V supply. But where to find -35V in the 2465? Tek used a peculiar
way: it connects pin 1 to +42V (instead of GND) and VGG to GND (instead of -35V), using level
translators for its I/O pins.

The EAROM provides nonvolatile storage for the calibration constants and the power-down front-
panel settings. When power is applied to the 2465, the μP reads the calibration constants and
generates control voltages to set up the analog circuitry. The front-panel settings that were present
at power-off are recalled to return the instrument to that same operating mode.

The EAROM
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The vertical channels input attenuators have always used to be a critical point in every oscilloscope.
In a professional instrument you cannot use normal rotary switches, because the wires connecting
it to the circuit have excessive capacitance, furthermore variable as a function of their position.

Aware of the problem, Tektronix introduced its own exclusive rotary cam switches, of which we
talked more and more times in the 7000-Series, in the first volume of this book. In them, the contacts
and the blades are built in the PCB and are so extremely precise and repetitive.

In other cases, micro relays have been used, so that keeping the signal path extremely short and
remoting the command (e.g. the 11A52 plug-in of the 11000-Series).

In the 2000-Series, a new solution has been introduced. For us, today, they are just “attenuators”,
but I can figure out that behind them there was a lot of work, a project in the project, in short. The
new attenuator block is used for each CH1 and CH2 input channels of the 2465, but remain basically
unchanged in all the 2400 storage modules, becoming a standard building block and confirming the
quality of the original design.

This new attenuator is a combination of both the previous solutions: the contacts are very similar to
those used in the cam rotary switches, but the action is no longer by a cam but by a new bistable
relay. Each section of the attenuator can close or open a pair of contacts in each of the two
positions. Thanks to an intelligent design, with just four actuators, it can:
• allow the choice of AC/DC coupling;
• allow the addition of a 50 ohm load for DC coupling;
• strap the output to ground simply choosing AC coupling and the 50 ohm load;
• pass the output to the following stages directly, divided by 10 or divided by 100; all the
remaining attenuation values are performed by digitally controlling the preamplifier
amplification factors.

A sensor can detect the 50 ohm load overheating, informing the supervisor μP.

Channel 3 and 4 have a simplified attenuator, with only two positions, without any relay.

Vertical
Attenuators
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When my 2465 started to live again, I discovered
that the channel 1 was not working properly.
Applying the used square wave test signal I got
the trace that you can see in the photo below.
Moreover, the trace was exactly 1/10 of what it
should. The problem is in the attenuator or in the
amplifiers? Dismounting the attenuators require
care but it is not too difficult.

Dismounting the attenuators The attenuator
is held in place NOT by the tempting Phillips
screws that you see when you remove their cover
(in cyan in the photo). You need to remove the
front bezel and the front panel. See the manual
for details. When you remove or reinstall the
Torx screws under the front panel, be careful
that they don’t drop inside the instrument, or you
will have to get mad trying to get them out.

I use a magnet when I remove them and a turn of scotch tape on the screwdriver when I reset them
in place. Note that dismounting the attenuators require to remove two solder points (circled in red
in the photo). Be very careful and use a small solder iron.

Swapping the attenuators made clear that the problem was in one of them and not in the
oscilloscope. Ok, I said smiling to myself, now I learnt enough from the 7000 experience, I will
tame you, I thought.

So I dismounted the bad attenuator and carefully cleaned it with all the tricks that I learnt. I then
remounted it, convinced that it was right, and it was. But just for five minutes, than again as
before. Grrr… I set it apart and reserved a future, better-thought action.

Now it’s time to win this battle also. It try to analyze the attenuator on the bench. I connect a signal
generator to its input and a test oscilloscope on the output. I connect the pins as shown (if you do
the same, don’t solder them, use female pins). It is possible to command each section applying a 15V
pulse to the free pins. Reverse + and - to change status (limit in some way the current to 50 mA to
avoid damages). I study deeply the attenuator. It cannot help working… So I reinstall it,
and… again the same problem. I try to trace the signal and
eventually I can find the (incredible)

problem. It is the
solder joint from the
BNC input and the
ceramic layer of the
attenuator.

The solder appears to be absolutely
perfect but simply it is not conducting
electricity. I resolder it carefully and… it woks as it
should!

Attenuators
fixing
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If there's one thing I hate (like you, I suppose), is to produce a fault trying to fix another, especially
when you are toward the end of a successful work. That happened to me after having fixed the
attenuator, as described on the previous pages. Under the attenuators and all around the front panel
lays a subtle metal braid, probably due to radiated EMC reduction. When you dismount the
attenuator, about ten centimeters of it are left and wander. The devil sent it on the main board and I
could hear the feared “tick” that says that there was a short. My fears are soon confirmed: the time
base became a mess. NO! I strongly prey that hybrid is not damaged. The tests say that the time base A
lost all its linearity, with the square wave becoming “dense” at the end of the screen. I panicked, and so
have no photo of it to show you. But the B time base works correctly. Is the A hybrid broken? I quickly
exchange A and B sweep generators, but the problem remains unchanged. Better.

I decide to calm down and go to bed.
Tomorrow will afford the problem in a
more scientific way. I noted that for TIME/
DIV greater than 10 μs the behavior is
normal. I suppose that something changes
above that speed and start studying the
manual. There is. The text explains that
Q709 adds a capacitor to low speed
sweeps, when instructed by the hybrid.

Big hope: could Q709 be broken? I get out
of bed and get dressed and check. Yes! it is
shorted. But where to find a 155-0736? I
cannot find any substitute, but I imagine
that it is not critical, and mount a 2N3904.
It works! The fault has been repaired.

Nobody is perfect, I think, and I console
myself by looking at this kludge shown in
the big photo, done by Tek itself…

Nobody is perfect
148148
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Power supplies are a fundamental part of every electronic equipment;
Tektronix knew it very well and invested to create efficient and robust units
to feed their oscilloscopes.

Nevertheless they remain however a critical part, and the effects of aging
hit more frequently on them, in particular on the capacitors (see below).

In the beginning of the 7000-Series, Tek used the so-said High Efficiency
Power Supplies, of which we extensively talked in volume one. Then they
returned to traditional transformers with the 7603 and derived. But the
way was open, and also the 465 and derived used an inverter.

In this case, we have an updated version of the HEPS, very well conceived,
not only for its performances, but also for its excellent design, that protects
or limit the damages when something goes wrong, avoiding further
destructions.

In the 7904 HEPS a today rare and ultra expensive 155-0067-02 Tek custom
IC is present; here in the 2465, Tek decided to use a standard controller, the
TL594, which can be easily purchased for less than one euro. Interesting to
note that it is possible to test the is controller, powering it with a low voltage
supply, thus avoiding the pitfalls related to the inverter live ground.

Very interesting about the 2465/2445/2457 etc. reparation is this article:

http://www.condoraudio.com/wp-content/uploads/Projects/Tektronix-
2465B-Oscilloscope-Restoration-Repair.pdf

When arrived, my 2465 had other problems and looked no more than a
scrap. Among them the lack of the rear panel and of the fan blades, whose
motor stayed in the big hole on the black plastic piece (red circle). We are
going to tell something more (and very important) on the fan topic later.

The power supply
150150
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WARNING! Don’t forget that the inverter part has a mains a.c. conductor directly strapped to the circuit internal ground. Always use an
insulation transformer before connecting the test oscilloscope probe. Alternatively, as I do, you can use a differential input oscilloscope,
with the tip of the second probe connected to the inverter ground and leaving open the probe ground.
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Heat & fans
152152
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The times of the fan-less 7904 are far, and the new portables produce heat that must be in some way
dissipated. With the faster DSO of the 2000-Series, Tektronix is clear:

• WARNING! Operation (for more than a few minutes) of the scope without its cabinet installed requires that
cooling be provided for the components on the Main board. Use a small fan to direct air across the finned
heatsinks on that board. The fan used should have the same airflow capability as the fan used in the scope.
The CFM (cubic feet per minute) specification for the instrument's fan is 35 CFM at 0 H0 (essentially, open
air). Do NOT remove the fan from the scope for use in cooling the Main board, as critical components in other
sections of the instrument may overheat.

I could not find any warning like that for the 2465, but perhaps it can be a good rule to be organized
for working safely. I use computer fans that I lay on top of the reversed scope, as shown in the photo
❶. You must only get acquainted working with your head upside down…

The 2465 uses the motor shown in ❷, that carries the small board with the temperature sensor and
the speed controller (fans operate always so that it extracts the air; in this way, the sensor can
measure the housing inner temperature).

My 2465 had not the fan blades, and furthermore the motor did not work well. In addition, the rear
panel was missing, so I decided to buy a new more recent one ❸, capable of mounting a normal, 12V,
80x80 mm fan. I lost the speed control and just added a 7812 3-terminal power regulator, to reduce
the 19V power supply to 12V.

A similar situation existed on my 2445B, where the replacement of the original fan (photo ❹), was
direct. In this case the speed control is on the power supply board, so I neither lost it.

In my opinion, all the 2000-Series fans are rather noisy and reduce the operator’s comfort.

1 2

3 4

❶ One or two simple computer fans can be used to preserve the oscilloscope under test from overheating problems (2430A in the photo).
❷ The original 2465 fan, with integrated speed controller.
❸ The new rear panel with the new fan.
❹ Another Tek fan to be replaced (2221). In some cases, we lose the automatic speed control., but the difference is not big.
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Other 2465 boards

A9 High Voltage board

A4 Readout board

A14 Dynamic
Centering board
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The most critical parts, as every restorer immediately learn, are capacitors, and not only the
electrolytics. In the case of the 2465, the power supply had initially not faults, but produced
one in real time, after fifteen minutes, with a lot of fire and smoke, without burning the mains
fuse.

It was C1018, that you can see in the photo and that, together with C1016, should always be
replaced, when of the transparent type (the new ones are those red in the photo on the previous
page).

In my little experience, that is the second case; I found another in a scope that had been
probably set apart for the smoke. In this case, repairing is very easy and, apart the smell, no
other damage is normally produced.

In general, I am not a sustainer of the indiscriminate recapping, because I prefer to leave
living all that lives, and I fear to create more problems with my maneuvers that it is really
needed. Is up to your ideas and sensitivity to proceed in a direction or in one other, e.g. after a
deep visual inspection.

In any case, first search and repair the problem(s). When everything is OK, you can proceed to
the general recapping, preferably in sections, not all together. It will be easier to understand if
you made something wrong.
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As I noted earlier, the 2465 was the one in worse conditions among the bunch.
It required me much time to fix, also for my inexperience on these models.
Today, I could spend much less hours to arrive to this same result, and I was
however helped by having two rather similar units (this and the 2445B), so
that I could try transplants between them, even if both were broken initially.

Apart from the incompleteness, my 2465 had the following troubles:
• the C1018 explosion during the first minutes from power-up (see previous
page);

• the Z-axis amplifier (165-0242) faulty. I found it because it charged too
much the +87V and this clue helped me in finding the guilty. I temporary
used the 2445B’s one; yesterday arrived the new one, so both are happy
now;

• the channel 1 attenuator not working; its repair has been described;
• the A time base fault produced during attenuator repair (see above);
• the lack of the rear panel; bought from Internet, it was from a 2445B, so it
required to be modified to match the 2465 power supply, that originally had
the fan embedded (photo on the right);

• it was necessary to remove the power supply original fan and to mount a
standard 80x80 mm fan on the rear panel;

• a knob had to be replaced (3D print, see later);
• the housing box was missing, I purchased it on eBay;
• the handle and the back plastic cover are still missing, I need to find them.

In general I am rather happy with the results, but I observe that spare parts
are extremely expensive, so it may be better to buy units in good conditions,
unless you can save a lot on specific purchases. Regarding my time and the
spent hours: if I worked the same time as a dog sitter, probably I was rich
now…, but my purpose was amusement, not business…
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Final balance

Tektronix 2465
1984
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The final model stage of the original 2465 design.

2000-Series

The analog 2445B
Subsection
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2445B
Here we are going to describe more the “B”
models (2465B and 2445B) than the 2445B
itself. As you probably remember, the 2465
has been introduced in 1983/1984, and in the
following years had a large success. In 1987,
they underwent a facelift operation, but we
will discuss of the 1989 “B” second upgrade,
comparing it with the original model.

To say it with just two words, we can say
simply “more digital” to describe the 2445,
with new very interesting functions, e.g., for
auto setup and measures.

Furthermore, this specific unit, is equipped
with the 06 Counter Timer Trigger option,
that I found very interesting and that we are
going to describe.

You can see my 2445 here in the photo just
upon its arrival, dead as the others and
looted in its knobs. Probably the hopes to
resurrect it had been gave up.

In my small collection, the 2445B is the only
one, among many full-analog scopes, that
has the automatic measurement capability,
that makes it unique.1989

2445B
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The 2400B-Series include the “king” 2465B (400 MHz), the 2445B (150 MHz) that we describe
here, and the “super-king” 2467B (400 MHz), a very special model, of which will talk in the end.
There are also other three models, combined with a digital multimeter and other, that we will omit
here.

The big innovations for an analog scope are, as mentioned, auto setup and automatic
measurements.

You can measure rise time, fall time, frequency, width, voltage and time interval A to B on A sweep
at the push of a button, claims Tektronix, and the auto setup is a tremendous time-saver. Just
attach up to four probes to signal points, press AUTO SETUP, and within seconds you have a
stable, automatically triggered display of your probed waveforms. It couldn't be simpler.

The measurement is not performed in real time. Every time you want to read the current value,
you must repeat the operation. However, it’s a giant leap forward. The 7000-Series allowed some
kind of measurement with special plug-ins (such as 7D12, 7D15 etc.), but nothing so easy. In the
front page you can take a look of some possible measurements. Very interesting the last (time
delay). I used some feet of coaxial cable to measure the delay by it introduced. All the work,
including setup, is really performed by the oscilloscope, I had only to press a key.

The Bs have furthermore the time and voltage cursors. Not yet with all the features of more
modern digital scopes, but those also are a powerful addendum for an analog device.

A machine like that has many controls. If you perform recurrent tasks (e.g. tests in a production
line), you could lose a lot of time setting up every step of your routine, with, in addition, the risk of
errors. The B models can store up to 30 setups in non-volatile RAM: all front-panel
information, including trace and readout intensity, cursor locations and control settings for the
measurement options. Each setup can be labeled with a descriptive name for natural association
and ease of recall. The setups can be organized in a sequence, and you can go from a step to the
subsequent just pressing a key, or even a foot pedal.
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The “B” new models

Frequency When you need a measurement "snapshot," both frequency
and period are available at the touch of a button. For high accuracy
measurements the Counter/Timer/Trigger option 06 was available for
expanded functions and accuracies to 0.001% (see later).

Risetime/Falltime Select RISETIME or FALLTIME and your scope
presents an automatically triggered and scaled display of your probed
waveform along with measurements results, either rise or fall, using
10% and 90% points.

Volts Simply select VOLTS to access amplitude information such as
Positive and Negative Peak, Average and Peak to Peak. With Tektronix-
coded probes, scaling is automatic.

Time A to B Channel-to-channel TIME is the most versatile of all the
new pushbutton measurements. You have complete control of the trig-
gering on channel-to-channel timing measurements. Start and stop
events can be set in percent of peak-to-peak or in volts- on either rising
or falling edges of CHI and CH2.

Frequency Rise time

Volt Time delay

2445B
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The 2445B has a big difference compared to 2465 that is not at first look evident: the main knobs
(V/DIV and SEC/DIV) have no longer the graduated scales around. Now the knob position is
shown only on the display.

If you think, this change is necessary if you want to have an auto setup function, unless you add
some mechanical actuator capable of rotating the knobs. Now the control is fully digital; the
microprocessor can so modify the oscilloscope settings.

All the controls are now digital, and all settings can be changed and stored digitally. The front
panel is just an help for the scope to interact with the user.

This makes it possible the auto setup function, that is not used only to make more comfortable the
operator’s work, but also for the automatic measurements and to make possible the setup storage.

When you select an automatic measurement, the 2445B takes the control of the instrument and find
the better setting for the specific
parameter. For example, if you want to
read the signal frequency, it sets a
proper time/div setting to show one or
more periods; if you want the rise time,
sec/div is set to see just one rising edge
of it. In case of a delta time
measurement, the scope automatically
enables channel 2 to measure the time
difference with channel 1 (if this has
been required by the user).
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A different logic

Here on the right: it is possible to modify the behavior of
the automatic measurement. In this page, you can select
the start and the stop points of a time measurement. Ac-
cording this information, the scope properly changes its
setup. E.g., it enables or less the second vertical channel.

24
45
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65
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This is an Italian word that incredibly has not one English
equivalent, which is a bit too bad because it is a wonderful
description of a person’s character. Nothing related to
“sympathetic”, that is a false friend, with a completely
different meaning. If you look at the dictionary, you will
find something like “nice”, that is not the right
translation.

Simpatico is someone who is nice, gentle, smily or
however pleasant and well accepted (even if grumpy).
Not necessarily the most beautiful, the best, the most
clever, the most intelligent… but if you have to go on a
long journey, you will surely prefer to travel together
a “persona simpatica”.

Even if it is not the best, my 2445 is perhaps the
most “simpatico” scope among my many
electronic friends. If you accept its limits, you will find
it a good work companion, who has always some good
surprise for you.

In my case, this empathy is increased by the presence of the CTT option (see
later), that saved me the need to purchase a dedicated digital frequency
meter, as I planned.

In addition, it is not too noisy, not too heavy and short enough to stay
on my shelves, ready to help me when I need an analog point of view
on some signal that the digital sampling does not clearly inspect.

In a word, simpatico.
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Simpatico?

2445B
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2445B
main board
building blocks
The 2445B main board is very similar to 2465 and similarly heavily
relies on building blocks, such as hybrids and custom ICs.

The following are used in the 2445B:
• U100, U200: 153-2235-03 channel preamp;
• U300: 155-0238-00 external trigger preamp;
• U400: 155-0236-00 vertical channel switch;
• U500: 155-0239-02 A/B trigger;
• U600: 155-0237-00 vertical output amplifier;
• U650: 155-0244-01: system
• U700, U900: 155-0240-00 sweep generator
• U800: 155-0241-02 system logic interface
• U950: 155-0242-01: Z-axis & autofocus amplifier

These blocks are the repairer nirvana, because make the repair easier,
but can be difficult to find and rather expensive, so I prefer when the
fault is in a capacitor or a transistor, even if it requires more time to be
located.

A difference respect to the 2465 is represented by the two connectors
where the gray flat cables visible in the photo end (previously there were
only normal pins). The flat cable is used to connect the options board, as
we will see better later.

Preamp

Preamp
Vert
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switch
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output

Sweep
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As expected, already at
first glance the side
board is rather
different from the
2465. The first
evident thing is the
presence of a
lithium battery,
that tells us that the
EAROM has been
replaced by more
modern SRAM
logic.

The connectors have
(finally!) received
the surrounding
box, that makes
impossible wrong
insertions.

Also the fan is different; it is no longer integrated
in the power supply, and is a standard 80x80 mm type, making easier
substitutions.

Even if it is not evident in this
photo, below the metal cover that
stays on top of the instrument,
there is “something else” that was
not present in the 24645. That is the
CTT option, that we will discuss next.

A big advantage of these analog
oscilloscopes is also their size. Their

depth is only 41 cm, including all,
compared to 45 of the old 465 or 47 of the

2430 & relatives (the 7603 was 58).

Also the weight (10.5 kg) is among the best.
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right side
view

41 cm
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My 2445B was equipped with the 06 Counter Timer Trigger option. It
adds a 150 MHz, 7-digit digital frequency/period meter and a trigger
event counter to the base scope. More precisely, it allows precision time-
interval measurement, event and frequency counting and delay-by-
events triggering.

This option is not an alternative to built-in measurements, that remain
unchanged. An option 09 existed, that included also logic triggering,
with a word recognition optional probe. Differently from built-in
measurements, this option produces real time measurements, that
change when the input signal changes.

The CTT option
hangs like a bat
upside down, with
its carrier board
fixed to the 2445B’s
top metal cover.
The 6-pole
connector shown
in the photo,
directly plugs into
the 2445B power
supply board.
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Option 06
Counter Timer
Trigger board
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My 2445 arrived dead and underwent to many disassembly before becoming a running scope. Part of
the complexities were due to my inexperience, that I gradually overcame. Not all of them are worth of
being described, but I believe that this here
reported could be useful for others.

“The name of the rose” is the title of an Italian book
that I love very much and that was also produced
as a movie. It contains an important truth:
sometimes is easier to solve a problem from outside
than from inside (in the case, they were speaking of
a mysterious library).

That has been true also for the 2445B. After having
worked a lot, it started to give some signs of life,
but its behavior was erratic and also the readout
faded sometimes. The problem seemed very
complicated, and I gave up. In a long train travel, I
started from afar, trying to study and understand
the front panel circuit.

After some time of study, I was eventually starting
to understand the circuit’s logic, when, tracking a
signal, I noted something strange (figure 1):
jumpers? Why? Where? I had a flash. Yes, I got it!

The problem is now easy to explain. The 2445B has
some provisions for adding option boards. When
no option is installed, a jumper is installed to close
the circuit. When the option is installed, the
jumpers are removed and a flat cable connects the
jumper pins to the option board. In this case, the

flats are those that you can see in the main board picture some pages ago. Thinking to be smart, I
removed the option board to reduce the battle field, but left in place the ribbons, that remained open,
catching noise and producing the erratic behavior. I removed the ribbons and installed the jumpers
(their position is also reported in the PCB silkscreen). The 2445B, grateful, started to work perfectly.
Later, I reinstalled the option board and its cables, after removed the jumpers, and also the beautiful
Option 06 started working. As in “The name of the rose”, I could understand from afar what I could
not catch working on the ill scope in my laboratory.

Diagnostic routines

The diagnostic routines contained in the instrument operating firmware consist of the various power-
up tests, automatically performed when power is first applied, and several circuit exerciser routines.
The test or exerciser routines are selected by scrolling through a menu of available routines when the
firmware is under control of the Diagnostic Monitor. Monitor control is indicated by the message
"DIAGNOSTIC. PUSH A /B TRIG TO EXIT" displayed in the top CRT graticule division. Entry into
the monitor is automatic if a power-up test fails. The user may also force entry into the Diagnostic
Monitor from the normal operating mode by holding in the front-panel ∆V and ∆t push buttons and
then pressing the front-panel SLOPE push button. Exiting the monitor is accomplished by pressing in
the A/B TRIG push button, as instructed by the CRT readout display.
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Repairs and roses

Above: one of the flat cable connectors referred in text that can host jumpers when the flat
is not present. On the right: one of the flat cables near the J119 connector, just a practical
place where you can check the power supply voltages.
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PN Manual 2445 2465 2445B 2455B 2465B 2467B Schem
070-3829-00 Service Jan 1983 X X

070-3830-00 Operator OCT 1982
JAN 1985 X

070-3831-00 Service JAN 1983
OCT 1984 X X

070-3831-00
+ change Service JAN 1983

JUN 1984 X X

070-3832-00 Operator SEP 1982
JAN 1985 X

070-6862-00
Artek Service JUN 1988

DEC 1991 X X X

070-6862-00 Service JUN 1988
SEP 1989 X X no

070-6860-00 Operator MAY 1988
OCT 1990 X X X

070-6861-00 Operator MAY 1988
JUL 1988 X

070-6861-01 Operator MAR 1990 X
070-6861-02 Operator ? X

070-6863-00 Service MAY 1988
SEP 1989 X X X

070-6863-01 Service ? X X X

070-4632-00 Options 06/09
Service OCT 1984 X X X

070-4631-00 Options 06/09
Operator

AUG 1984
MAR 1985 X X X

070-6864-02 Options SN
B050000+

May 1990
February 1991 X X X X X
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A big success and the real swan song of the CRT technology.

2000-Series

The analog 2467
Subsection
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I'll make an exception to my rule talking only of equipment that I own, because the 2467B is the true
top and last analog oscilloscope, together with the 7104 and 11302, that use the same technology. I
could not omit talking of it in the 2400-Family, so I took all what follows from the great Tekwiki,
where you can find a lot of details more.

The 2467 and 2467B are the same as the 2465A and B, except that the 2465A uses a conventional
CRT while the 2467 and 2467B use a micro-channel plate CRT that enables bright traces at fast
sweep rates, particularly with one-shot or low repetition rate signals.

The Micro-channel plate (MCP) is a form of secondary electron multiplier that can be included in a
CRT to improve the brightness of the trace, which is needed particularly at high sweep rates.
Typically it sits directly behind the face of the CRT. It requires its own bias voltage.

The electron beam passes through the deflection plates before it hits the micro-channel plate, which
consists of parallel channels offset at a slight angle to the beam. The inside walls of these channels
are coated with resistive material, with an acceleration voltage on the order of 1 kV applied
between back and front of the plate. Electrons entering a channel hit the wall where they initiate a
cascade of secondary electron emission like in a photomultiplier. At the exit of the channels, a final
acceleration voltage propels the beam across a small gap toward the CRT's phosphor coating. In a
typical MCP CRT like the T7100, the channels have 25 μm diameters.

MCP amplification deteriorates in proportion to total charge passed per channel or unit of area,
making them particularly prone to a form of burn-in. Careful biasing along with beam current/
time limiting mechanisms are necessary to achieve the full life time. The MCP enables an improved
system bandwidth overall.

Everything has however its price, and the 2467 CRT is smaller than 2465 and the box is some
centimeters deeper.

The 7104 and 11302, perhaps also for their high price, are today not so easy to find, while the 2467
is often on eBay, witnessing probably its great success at the time. It arrived when was not yet too
late to resist the digital tide. The unique 2467B costed twice the 2465B: 11,990 USD vs. 5,850 (1989).

Writing speed has traditionally been a measure of CRT performance. However, the performance of conventional CRTs is usually specified as photo-
graphic writing speed and represents the point at which phosphor luminance is adequate to record a waveform using a camera and high-speed
film-but still invisible to the eye.
On the other hand, specifying visual writing speed identifies a scope as being able to emit enough light to be visible to the eye in normal room light
without a viewing hood.
The Tek 2467B specifies CRT visual writing speed at 4 cm/ns. Most important, its single-shot and system bandwidths are the same, 400 MHz. For
the first time with a portable instrument you can use all of its bandwidth in single-shot applications. The visual writing speed of conventional analog
scopes is inadequate to permit full-bandwidth, single-shot use.
Visual writing speed combined with the high display update rate of the 2467B pro- vides the quick response and high visibility necessary to see
faults in today's complex, high speed systems.
Observe faults you couldn't see before. The 2467B with microchannel-plate (MCP) CRT instantly reveals events other scopes fail to show. At 4
cm/ns, its visual writing speed is approximately 100 times faster than that of any other portable instrument. This makes it possible to see and
identify circuit faults caused by erratic or infrequent events that may occur only once in a million normal cycles. Plus, these faults can be seen in
normal room light, without a viewing hood (from Tektronix 1989 catalog).

This picture is courtesy of https://www.sglabs.it
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Will it be capable of canceling users’ suspicions regarding DSOs?

2000-Series

2430, the first all digital
Subsection
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The 2430 was the first full-digital oscilloscope in the 2000-Series, and probably the first portable of
this type on the market. It is also the first unit of the 2000-Series that I acquired and studied, and,
furthermore, the only one that I had not to repair. I bought it on eBay from a very kind person,
complete with the original manual and one of the original probes, at a reasonable price. As I will
explain later, it also gave me a good scare, thinking I screwed it up (but it was not so).

The 2430 is neither the most
powerful, nor the best in its class,
but, apart from some limitations,
with a 100 MHz bandwidth and 100
MSa/s is still today a very good
oscilloscope.

Respect to the subsequent more
powerful models, it lacks above all
the AUTO set function and the
capability of performing automatic
measurements.

However, in my opinion, being the
first, it remains one of the Most
Important Models from the
historical point of view, which
convinced crowds of users of the
DSOs value and the possibility to
give up with the analog machines.

It was launched in 1986, almost
together with the 11000-Series, and
was substituted by the 2430A in
1989, which removed the limits that
we said above.

2430, the first
186186
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A valuable Tektronix’s practice has been adding an introductory foreword in front of the
oscilloscopes section, with helpful descriptions capable to help the users deciding the right model
to choose for their applications. Then and now, I find there very interesting hints.

The introduction of the digital technology required convincing users; I can myself witness my
uncertainties of that time, so we can share the need for explaining how it could replace the old
approach. But…

Digital breaks out
188188
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Ends and starts
190190
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It is interesting to read the oscilloscopes reference section in 1989 catalog (see front page), when, in
theory, most of the jump had already been performed .

All those explanations had perhaps a different purpose: not to propose the digital technology, that
was galloping by itself, but to keep selling the old CRT Storage Oscilloscopes (CSOs).

Tektronix was the leader in the CRT storage technology, that DSOs were rapidly killing. Perhaps the
market was then slower than today, and CSOs had however still resisted, three years after the
11000-Series and the 2430 introduction.

The weak point of the first DSOs was the sampling rate. The 7854 yielded at 500 kSa/s, the recent
11403 cold not go further 20 MHz, but the 2430 was already at 100 MSa/s, whilst the new 2440,
presented in 1989 catalog, reached 500 MSa/s, significantly changing the overall panorama.

Also the story “Want storage at the least cost” that you can read there was no longer convincing.
Referring to the 1987 Tektronix catalog, we learn that the new 2430 was priced at 8,900 USD,
complete with its accessories. The CRT storage 7623A and 7633 costed respectively 7,135 and 9,215

About the “least cost”, the 1989 price list was telling something different: the 2430A dropped to
7,950, while the 7623/7633 increased to 8,550/9,950.

We can understand that Tek was attempting to justify and extend the life of the CRT storage. I still
today suffer for the wonderful CSOs’ sunset. An incredibly fascinating technology, with all those
electron guns, just arrived to its top with the 7934, was ready to be trashed. We will return later on
this theme of comparing CSOs and DSOs.

These are only my time waster lucubrations, but for CRT storage it was however the start of the end,
for DSOs the start of the absolute domination.

1989
2430
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The 2430 construction is clearly derived from the 2465, but with some improvements. The die cast
front and the Aluminum sheet rear have been preserved, like the new underlying A10 main board’s
position, and the CRT assembly. The frame is no longer in metal but in molded plastic (for what I can
understand, in glass-loaded nylon, that offers great robustness).

A lot of new electronics is required to transform the analog design to digital, spread over two large
boards (A11 and A12) that lay over the instrument, but that can be easily tilted to gain access to all the
inner components, just removing
three Torx screws.

Almost unchanged the A14 modular
front panel and the A17 High Voltage
Board, that reaches its full maturity,
very reliable and furthermore silent
(absolutely no whistles).

Also the side board (A13) keeps its
position, but is completely different,
whilst the air conditioning has been
totally revised, with a bigger (and
more noisy) fan, moved on the left
side. A huge amount of extra power-
hungry ICs are contained in the box.

A very well designed architecture,
that will allow to build, unchanged,
many future models, that also offers
accessibility for maintenance.

Still improved
construction
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A11 - Time base/display board

A12 - Processor board

A17 - High Voltage board

A16 - Low Voltage
Power supply board

A10 - Main board

A14 - Front Panel board

A13 - Side
board

In background you can see the
A11 Time base and display board.
A better photo is proposed in the
following pages. 2430
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2430main
board building
blocks
The new 2430 main board heavily relies on hybrid building blocks. The
attenuators are very similar to 2465’s ones; they were conceived
correctly and will remain the same across the many models of the 2000-
Series.

The following hybrids are used in the 2430:
• 155-0238 external trigger preamp;
• 165-2235 channel preamp;
• 160-1215 peak detector;
• 165-2074 CCD and clock driver;
• 155-0239 A/B trigger;
• 165-0002-50 trigger/logic array;
• 165-0001-50 phase clock array.
• 165-2024 cursor amplifier

As we already noted, these blocks are the repairer nirvana, and when
you find one of them faulty, you are happy: just 4 nuts and the
reparation is done (for that it is very useful to have a second oscilloscope
to use as a test bench). Then you seek the new component on eBay, and
normally become less happy, when you discover its price…

PreampAttenuat
Peak

detector
CCD/
clock
driver

Trigger
logic
array

Phase
clock
array

A/B
trigger

Extern
trigger
preamp

A little mystery: as we know, it is not possible to understand the production year from the Tektronix
serial number, but other indicators can help us in that. My 2430, for example, has some pieces
marked with a date, that confirm what we can see also looking at the ICs’ production week. My 2430
has been clearly produced in 1986. But the two peak detector ICs have impressed a very later date
(5/1989). Something like that is also in others of my 2400 units. It seems impossible that Tek kept
in stock these scopes for three year; probably, the hybrids had been replaced by the technical service?
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Among the many things that I ignored, there was also the use of CCDs in
oscilloscopes. For me the CCDs were those used in photo cameras to catch an image.

Wikipedia says that charge-coupled devices (CCD) are integrated circuits containing
an array of linked, or coupled, capacitors. Under the control of an external circuit,
each capacitor can transfer its electric charge to a neighboring capacitor. Today,
CCDs have been replaced by CMOS sensors in the photo cameras, webcams etc.

CCDs are very like an analog shift register, where, instead of bits, voltage values are
stored and shifted. In other words, in the 2430, the CCDs are fast analog shift
registers that can hold more than enough samples to fill the complete waveform
record of 1024 samples per channel.

Why are they required? As you certainly know, Digital Storage Oscilloscopes convert
the analog input signals to numbers, using a circuit called Analog to Digital
converter (ADC). Historically, the ADC speed is always too slow. The ADC used in the
2430 does not allow enough speed to process sweep rates faster than 50 µs/div, but,
luckily, oscilloscopes don’t require to go always at full speed. So we can use the time
from a sweep to the subsequent one to finish the queue of the voltage values stored in
the CCD (this mode is called Fast In Slow Out, FISO).

In the 2430, the CCDs accepts up to 100.000.000/sec voltage samples and dispense
them at a slower rate to the ADC, so that it can correctly process them. These CCDs
are contained in the 165-2074 hybrids in the photo, unfortunately today not easy to
find.

The CCDs
196

Tektronix explored CCD in the 1970s as possible “fast in, slow out” (FISO) transfer devices, but later invested consis-
tently in CCDs for digital imaging, and, in 1980, started producing CCD imagers as part of their Integrated Circuits
Operation (ICO). The 1986 catalog describes their technology and the features of their 2048x2048 CCD imager. A
1987 brochure downloadable from the VintageTek Museum describes the Tektronix CCD imagers as well as an over-
view to CCD fundamentals. The August 9, 1991 TekWeek features an article on the new "giant" 2048x2048 CCD array
with uses in astronomy and medical imaging. In 1993 the CCD group was spun out of Tektronix to form Scientific
Imaging Technologies, Inc., (SITe).

All this information is from the VintageTek Museum.
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DSOs are much more complex than analog; restoring/repairing them is more difficult respect the 7000-
Series, even if the extensive use of hybrid circuits make things in some way easier, and, often, the results
more consistent.

Although different, some parts are similar to the 2465 (e.g., the attenuators, the preamps etc.). Also the
front panel logic is similar, with its own processor; you can look at what we wrote for the 2465 to have
a clearer idea of it. But this machine has a lot of gears more.

In the 2430, for the first time, the CRT is not any longer …a CRT as we knew it. I mean, a critical
component, the quality of which has an important influence over the instrument’s performances. It is
just a display, and, in theory, you could replace it with anything else without affecting the overall
behavior of the scope, besides the user interface quality. In this case, despite its not-extra-large size, the
CRT is exceptionally bright and crisp and, above all, keeps the used family feeling of these oscilloscopes.

The system processor remains the Motorola 6800, in the 68B08 version, i.e., with built in 2 MHz clock
generator (the 2465 has 1.5 MHz). It was, even then, a little bit undersized; the software was rather big
and required thus a bank-switching mechanism to allocate the required 144K ROM (4x 27256 32k
EPROM and 1x 27128 16k EPROM) in the 64k addressing space. The poor 6800 could not be enough,
however, for a so complex machine. A separate waveform processor (U470) uses a custom Tek chip,
with 32 kbyte EPROM (U480, U490). It is a high-speed microprocessor with a 16-bit multiplexed data
and address bus and separate 12-bit instruction-address and 16-bit instruction-data busses. The
Waveform μP is clocked at 2.5 MHz and executes one instruction each clock cycle. Internally the
Waveform μP uses a 32-bit wide instruction word. Therefore, to enable it to obtain a complete
instruction for execution with each μP cycle, instructions are "double-prefetched." Two 16-bit halves of
the instruction are fetched from the instruction bus with each cycle at a 5 MHz rate, so that the
instruction words are 32 bits wide.

The 2430 uses 16 k RAM, in various positions, plus 4k x 1 chip for the attributes. Non-volatile RAM with
battery backup replaces the 2465 EAROM. The 8K-x-8-bit Save Memory, U350, is where the Waveform
μP places acquired waveform data that should be retained with power off. Waveforms stored is the
Save RAM are retained for at least five days at room temperature with the power off. The C896 super-
capacitor (1F) provides the energy for it.

2430 circuit
198198
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Time Base Controller U670 monitors and controls the various
acquisition functions . Two different operating modes of the CCD
(charge-coupled devices) arrays are controlled by U670; these are
the FISO mode (fast-in, slow-out) and the Short-Pipe mode (slow-
in, slow-out). FISO mode is used at sweep speeds faster than 100
μs/div when the analog sampling must occur at the fastest
possible rate. The Short-Pipe mode is used for lower frequency
signals when the A/D conversion rate is much faster than the
signals being sampled.

For readout displays, the face of the CRT is vertically divided into
16 character lines each having 40 horizontal character positions
on the line. Each of these character positions corresponds to a
specific location in the readout memory space (stored in the
Horizontal RAM). To display the readout, the Readout State
Machine sequentially reads through the readout memory and
displays the required character at the corresponding (memory-
mapped) location on the CRT screen. Each displayed character
consists of a sequence of individual dots produced by the Readout
State Machine.
Here below, the SRAM back-up super-capacitor.
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A12 Time base / Display board
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The front panel is one of the fascinating details of the 2430 (and derived models), and comes from the
2465, where we have described it first.

Differently from the 2465, in the 2430 make their appearance the new spring-loaded knobs (those blue
with the spring in the photo on the left). I found that
not very practical, but effective. The knob has a
useful stroke of about 90°, and in this range they
behave normally. For example they move the
vertical trace position. If you apply a limited force
at the extremes, the trace continues to move, until
you release the knob. At this point, you can again
exploit the 90° arc to fine position the trace.

Also the multi-position knobs introduce a new
operating mode. In the 2465 you have the classical
index on the knob and a graduated scale on the
panel. Now the knob can rotate endless in both
direction; they have not an absolute position but
change the value on the screen (these switches are
those with the metal case in the photos).

You don’t look anymore at the knob, but at the
screen. In my opinion, that is instead better than
the old mode, and also in the 7000-Series I never
look at the knob, with its very small labels, but at
the readout.

Disassembling the front panel is not difficult and
allows cleaning that ugly black rows from the key,
left there by years of work or retired rest.

The front panel
202202
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In my little experience with three almost scrap 2400 machines (2430A, 2440 and 2431L), plus a
working 2430, I tried initially to arrive having at least one working scope without touching the 2430.
To do that I tried swapping the boards. That is not as mad as you can think, because, apart from the
main boards, all the other are rather similar. So, it was not a mistake, and in that way I could start
understanding something and gradually arrived to repair all of them, exchanging also the EPROM

from the main processor board, thanks also to a good amount of luck.

But those boards from different models are not exactly identical, so I do not recommend mismatching
them, unless absolutely necessary. Perhaps some minor difference, a PLA programming or something
else, the differences are significant (but less than declared; as we will see, for example, the 2431L has
effectively the dual time base, it lacks only the buttons on the front panel!). The last to be repaired was
the 2430A and I had a list of the faults I was expecting to repair. When I reassembled it completely
with its own repaired parts, it was fully functional. In my tests, clearly, I tried to check them with the
wrong boundary conditions. When all the original part were again together, no problem was really
present. Something like that is true for the power supplies as well.

Mismatching
204
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JP156 - remove to enable
the service mode. See the
Calibration page.

A13 Side board

2430
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I’ve got it!
206206
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Let’s now pretend we are in 1986 and that I let the Tektronix salesman convince me to buy a 2430
for 8,900 USD. It arrived here, and is ready to be tested. I'm full of doubts. Was it a good buy?
Can it replace my 7633?

The 2430 is really beautiful and inspires confidence. I switch it on, the self test passes. But, how
noisy! The fan is surely not quiet. I will miss the 7603 in that (or a zero dB 7904), but let’s go on.

I connect the signal generator and try to see a 100 MHz sinusoidal signal. It appears. The trace is
bright, but damn! I am not able to trigger it. I try LEVEL, SLOPE, COUPLING etc., but nothing. Is
it faulty? Am I already out of its bandwidth?

Then I realize that the time base is 200 μs. Too slow for 100 MHz! But why can I see a sinusoid? So
I learn two things about DSO:
• there are more positions of the time/div knobs that allows to see a sort of the incoming signal. I
was seeing an “alias”, a beat between the incoming signal and the sampling rate;

• the 150 MHz 2430 is not capable to see a 100 MHz signal in real-time sampling. You must
go to the ACQUIRE menu and set REPT/ON (REPETitive), to use the equivalent-time
sampling (we spoke of it in the 11000-Series description).

The equivalent-time acquisition at 100 MHz requires some time (many seconds) to be fully
acquired (photo❶), while the 7633 (❸) is immediate and give more “feeling” and confidence.

In case of non-repetitive events, the situation is reversed, and, remaining within the sinusoidal 40
MHz specification, the 2430 outclasses the CRT storage by far. Funny that the 2430 behavior
declines sharply above 40 MHz, but however the promises are kept (see more on next page).

All that above is just the starting point, the 2430 has a lot of other advantages: the cursors, for
example, or the precise trigger level, or the delay that can be set in events, or the averaging, the
SAVE ON DELTA, the setup sequences, the capability to store waveforms and many other things.
Even if for repetitive signals the analog scopes will be superior still for years, the road is traced,
and, probably, that user who bought the 2430 never went back.

1 2

3 4

❶ 2430 sampling acquisition of a 100 MHz sinusoidal signal.
❷ 2430 real-time acquisition of a 40 MHz sinusoidal signal.
❸ CRT storage 7633 real time acquisition of of a 100 MHz sinusoidal signal (non-store mode).
❹ CRT storage 7633 real-time acquisition of a 40 MHz sinusoidal signal (store mode). 2430
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Real-time bandwidth

Does Tektronix lie?
208208
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Digitizing (sampling) rate is the rate at which a digital scope samples an incoming signal.

The 2430 specifications say:
• Maximum single-event useful storage bandwidth: 40 MHz.

That sounds a little strange, because Tektronix itself says that, in the case of real-time sampling, to
adequately reconstruct the input signal, approximately 10 points per waveform period are required.
For example, in the case of the 11402, its 20 MSa/s digitizing rate yields a single-shot storage
bandwidth of 2 MHz (Tektronix 1989 catalog).

The point is that for digital storage oscilloscopes that use real time sampling is defined a useful
storage bandwidth specification. It expresses the highest frequency sine-wave that can be
captured in a single sweep and displayed, so that you can make measurements. Both the digitizing
rate (how often the scope takes samples) and the display reconstruction technique (how the scope
displays what is in its memory) must be taken into account in the useful storage bandwidth.

Let’s read read with more attention the 2430 specifications:
ACQUISITION SYSTEM
• Maximum Single-Event Useful Storage Bandwidth: 40 MHz using internal Modified (Sine X)/X interpolator

(REPET mode off) .
• Maximum Sample Rate: 100 MSa/s, two channels simultaneously.

Is this a trick to boost the specifications? I tried to verify, and I can confirm that… it works, as shown
in the photos on the previous page, even if the 2430 performance declines sharply above 40 MHz,
but, as said formerly, promises are kept.

As expected, a 40 MHz square wave, that contains in theory infinite harmonics of the fundamental
frequency, cannot be correctly reproduced. Even a 25 MHz square wave, that is correctly sampled in
repetitive mode❶, cannot be read in real time. We must yield to 10 MHz, to be again representative
of the reality❷, confirming the rule of the 10 points (100 MSa/s / 10 points = 10 MHz).

In other words, the 40 MHz single-shot bandwidth is true only for sinusoidal waves, as it is
right to be, thanks to the sin(x)/x interpolation algorithm. To be convinced, look at the❸
and❹ photos taken on the luxury 2440, that allows to choose the linear or the sin(x)/x
algorithm (100 MHz signal).

1 2

3 4

2430
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When I was in university, I passed the Electric Measurements exam more because I was lucky than
clever. Fifty years later I am not more learned, so I will avoid to venture into dangerous matters, but I
find intriguing this topic. The 2430, like its sons, offers the AVERAGE function that can be very useful.

To better understand it, let’s first remind the difference between accuracy and precision. Accuracy is
how much the measured value is close to the real value; precision tells if the measure, in the same
conditions, gives or less the same value (repeatability). All their combination are obviously possible, as
outlined in the classical diagram below.

In the catalogs, Tektronix says that averaging increases accuracy, and that convinces me, even if,
reading articles on Internet, I saw that someone tells that, instead, it increases precision. I don’t want to
afford a theological dispute on that. So let’s see what is really interesting for us. I could say that, for
example, it is interesting the case when we want to measure a small signal full of noise, e.g. a power
supply ripple. In this case, averaging is precious and reduces the effect of the random noise. Therefore, it

helps us reading the real value of what
we want to measure, and then it
increases the accuracy.

Confirming this, in the 2430 operator’s
manual, you can read that AVERAGE
reduces or eliminates random noise
from displayed signals: “you can
predict the improvement in the signal-
to-noise ratio, as compared with a
NORMAL signal acquisition. based on
the number of acquisitions that are
averaged. The table shows the Signal-
to-Noise Improvement Ratio
(SNIR) for each of the available Number
of Acquisitions selections.”

In the photo on the right, you can see a
9 MHz signal, of about 2 mV, acquired

in NORMAL mode (top trace),
compared with the 32-
averaged (bottom trace). The
center trace has been
acquired in ENVELOPE mode,
of which we will talk later.

As you can understand, the
averaging has an effect
similar to a low pass filter,
but with 8 levels and much
more precisely controllable.

Taking this photo, I lost a lot
of time, because the 2430
would not trigger correctly
low amplitude signals. So I
set up a comparison with the
2430A and the 2440, that, in
turn, worked very, very well.

So I set apart the 2430, but
suffering. I went back to
check it and calibrated again
the trigger, without any
improvement.

Finally, I discovered that
pressing the SAVE/RECALL
SETUP button, an option
INIT PANEL is present. After
it, everything worked
perfectly.

Low accuracy
High precision

Low accuracy
Low precision

High accuracy
High precision

High accuracy
Low precision

Averaging, accuracy and other novelties
210210
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In my opinion, Tektronix didn’t “sell well” this interesting function; I mean that they did not
properly explained how interesting it is. The manual says: “As the scope makes the number of
acquisitions you have specified, it accumulates a minimum and a maximum value for each data point
and displays the resulting waveform envelope. If a newly acquired value falls between the currently
stored minimum and maximum values. then it is discarded. Otherwise. it replaces the appropriate
stored value. One typical use for the ENVELOPE mode is to monitor a signal line for some point of
interest, for example, if you are interested in a trigger-related amplitude change or switching
transient, the envelope mode can be used to capture such an event. You would typically set up the
trigger and other control settings to allow display of the event. Then, if you set the number of
acquisitions for the envelope sequence to CONT, the scope would proceed to acquire continuously,
accumulating the minimum and maximum values for each data point and displaying the envelope, so
your constant attention would not be required”.

That can be interesting, but in that way I should stay in front of the screen to catch the magic
moment I am interested to. The real amusement is the SAVE ON ∆ function, even if I had to do some
attempts to understand how to use it.

The base concept is easy: you must draw an envelope that represent the limits within those the input
signal must remain. How to draw the limit envelope? You have two choices:
• use the GPIB with a suitable software or set of commands;
• draw it on the screen; much less precise, but good to try.

Briefly, the manual says:
• display stably the signal you want;
• set the ACQUIRE/ENVELOPE to CONT;
• move the vertical position to leave a vertical imprint of that signal;
• move the DELAY by TIME to leave an horizontal imprint of the signal.

But the latter does not work, or, better, is not well described, because to make it work you need to
select the B time base first. Now that you have the envelope, SAVE it in a REFx and recall it on the
screen (DISPLAY REF). Make visible the signal and center it on the envelope using the horizontal
and vertical position, then press simply ACQUIRE/ SAVE ON ∆. When the signal crosses the limits of
the envelope, the acquisition is stopped and the signal remain frozen on the screen.

Enveloping and save on delta
212212
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The trap is ready! Nothing
happens until the input sig-
nal remains within the
boundaries.

Zack! The exception has been
caught. I switched from sinusoid

to square wave.

The offending signal is enhanced
in orange in the photo.

2430
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Calibration in 7000-Series
means at least a generator,
a tuning screwdriver and a
lot of patience. In the case of
the 2400 DSOs, things are
much simpler, at least for
the most common
operations. We due that to
the good conception of these
instruments, that embed
special circuits for self-test
and self-calibration. In the
large photo U610, one of the
added components
dedicated to these functions.

The normal routine
calibration can be
performed with just an

adjustable voltage source and a precise enough VOM (see the photo above). All the operations are
almost automatic: we must only set the voltage source when required. Some BNC cables are required as
well to connect the voltage source to the CH1/CH2 or TRIG1/TRIG2 inputs.

Note that:
• after disassembly, components substitution, and after removing the RAM battery, you must perform
a COLD START. Press the EXTENDED FUNCTIONS button (near the main switch) and then
SPECIAL/COLD START, provided that you had removed the JP156 jumper to enable the service
mode. See the “Mismatching” page to see were it is.

• then perform the CAL DIAG/SELF CAL and EXT CAL + ATTEN, + TRIGGER and + REPET. The
scope instructs you about what you must do. The 2430 calibrates itself quickly and safely.

VERY IMPORTANT - these operations are mandatory. After a COLD START, before suspecting a
hardware fault, perform the calibrations at least two times (see the text box on the right).

Calibration
214214
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IF A SELF DIAG OR EXTENDED DIAG TEST FAILS, ONE CANNOT ASSUME
THE HARDWARE IS DEFECTIVE UNLESS THE SAME TEST FAILS A SELF
CAL. The reason that SELF CAL must be run to assure a hardware failure
is that SELF CAL computes new values of the constants for each test and
uses them in the subsequent tests. Whereas, diagnostic tests use previ-
ously stored constants for making the tests. If those stored values are not
valid for the present operating temperature of the scope, the test may not
be able to converge to a solution (from the service manual).

2430
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The 2430 lays the foundations for all the
subsequent models with innovative
concepts that go beyond the first user
feeling. These new oscilloscopes are
conceived not only to reduce the production
costs, and thus the end user price, but also
the cost of ownership, making easier and
more reliable the routine calibrations AND
the repairs, in most cases without a
dedicated test fixture.

We already saw on previous pages the
attenuators and triggers calibration,
almost fully automatic. Another menu,
called ADJUST, allows many adjustments
according the instructions supplied by the
scope itself, up to saying which trimmer
you have to turn (see photos on the left).

A rich set of diagnostic routines is executed
at startup and they can be recalled by the
maintenance operator (examples on the
right). The impression is that Tektronix
wanted to test everything that could be
automatically tested. The routines can be
also iteratively executed.

A precious help also today, for us little
restoration enthusiasts.

Calibration and diagnostics
216216
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For a collector, also the accessories are important. With the 2430, I received the original manual and one
of the P6133 150 MHz original probes, with its accessory kit, that Tektronix calls “subminiature probe…
that features modular construction, hybrid circuitry and a subminiature probe tip which can easily
negotiate dense circuitry or tight spaces. Each probe has 10X attenuation and activates the readout-
encoding circuit of oscilloscopes with the feature”.

Also the manual is a “nice to have”, that can give you the taste of keeping it in your hands, instead of
reading it on the computer screen.

The front cover has a different story, I received it together with the OS-245 (the military 7603), I don't
know why. In the box I found it and a similar one for the old 465 portable. It is only a piece of plastic, but
its quality is surprising, either for the material, that makes it seems like new, either for its extreme
dimensional precision: it “clacks” into its place exactly and
perfectly. It was originally included with the 2430.

About the accessory pouch we already talked. You can
wash it in the water with the Chanteclair, make it dry,
and is new again.

218218
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❶ The P6133 150 MHz probe.
❷ The 2430 original manual.

❸ The front panel cover
❹ The accessory pouch.

2430
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I soon discovered that the front cover is one of the most useful accessory for helping you when you
work on these oscilloscopes.

It allows to set the scope vertically, and in this way removing or remounting the outer box is
extremely easy and safe.

It can be held in place during many maintenance operations, protecting the front panel (in the
photo the 2430A).

Useful!
220220
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With today eyes, the 2430A is what the 2430 should have been since the beginning, and, albeit very
similar, adds to the previous model the auto-set capability, the automatic measurements and more.

2000-Series

2430A
Subsection
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Two years later its release, Tektronix decided to update the successful 2430 with a new model that
introduced significant innovations, leaving intact the substance of that well guessed model. With today
eyes, we can say that the 2430A was exactly what the 2430 should have been since the beginning.

Specifically, two were the big enhancements:
• the introduction of the AUTO button. These are complicated machines, and when you power
them up, you might be confused setting all those controls, before getting the trace on the screen. The
AUTO button does all for you; you can then fine tune the setup up (and however the AUTO function
has options for giving the 2430A the information about your tastes);

• the introduction of auto MEASUREMENTS. The storage scopes go now even further the
cursors concept, with various systems of automatic waveform analysis. In a flash, as many as
twenty parameters, or attributes, of the signal can be derived and displayed on the screen.

There are furthermore possibilities to use the 2430A as a part of automated test systems, using the
GPIB interface. It is possible to build and store test procedures from the front panel and conduct
pass/fail tests. The AutoStep sequencer is a powerful test building, storage, and transmission for
semiautomated and automated systems. Test procedures built with AutoStep run with little or no
controller or operator attention. Tek says “…eliminate grease pens and CRT overlays-use Save on Delta
to compare incoming waveforms to a reference you define. If the incoming waveform is out of limits, the
2430A automatically saves it, alerts the operator with a bell, or sends an SRQ to the system”. I never
heard of grease pens usage, but can understand the concept.

Another novelty is the on-line help, today standard but astonishing then. The help text occupies one
EPROM chip. To change the help language, you needed to change the EPROM.

The 2430A general performances remain unchanged: 100 MHz repetitive
bandwidth and 150 MSa/s. All those goods are hidden behind a front panel that
presents barely visible (but substantial) differences with the 2430. The different
keys are circled in red in the facing photo.

The 2430A

1988
2430A
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Finally, the 2430A adds the automatic measurement functions. Probably, the 2430 should have had
them since the beginning.

These functions are those that I like more, perhaps because I am lazy or because they also make the DSO
so different from the old analog scopes (really, as we saw, accessories and options mitigated some of
their limits; think e.g. to the 7D15 plug-in or the CTT option that we will see for the 2445B, but they were
just anticipations of the DSO).

With the 2430A, Tektronix technicians wanted to astound us and added the SNAPSHOT button: just
press it a 20 measurements are immediately performed on the displayed trace. Perhaps not the most
useful function (also for the display clobbering), but certainly impressive.

More often you will need just few of them. Up to four out of twenty can be displayed and updated in real
time. The 2430A allows you also to vary some of the parameters used for the measurements (e.g., the
levels for rise and fall time).

Measurements
226226
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The snapshot
function
presents on
the screen 20
measures on
the displayed
signal.

The measurements can be performed also on the waveforms acquired
in REPETITIVE mode.

All those vertical segments in REPETITIVE mode are the points not
yet acquired. They disappear gradually that new samples are taken.
Low speed signals require more time to complete.

Up to four real time
measurements out of

twenty can be displayed
on the screen

2430A
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Let take a look of the 2430A main board. As you can
see, it is very, very similar (but not identical) to the
2430, and the main hybrids are the same (the
2430A lacks the main switch bar, currently under
restoration).
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Warning, don’t fry ICs
230230
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Operation (for more than a few minutes) of the 2430 without its cabinet installed requires that
cooling be provided for the components on the Main board. Use a small fan to direct air across the
finned heatsinks on that board. The fan used should have the same airflow capability as the fan
used in the 2430. The CFM (cubic feet per minute) specification for the instrument's fan is 35 CFM
at 0 H2O (essentially, open air). Do NOT remove the fan from the 2430 for use in cooling the Main
board, as critical components in other sections of the instrument may overheat .

According to what I read on Internet, this danger is more than real. I use two computer fans.

2430A
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Accessible
232232
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When you insert back the oscil-
loscope into its housing, be
careful not to shear this cable
(or the others).

The 2430A (like the following
models) is a masterpiece from the accessibility point
of view (besides the power supply, of which we will talk later).
Laying it on the bench properly rotated, or lifting the top boards as shown on next
page, you can easily access every signal or component. Unfortunately for us, Tektronix
gave up with the sockets… Also the side board is very easy to access.

The interconnection among the board is done by flat and flexible cables. Substituting the
top boards can be done in minutes. 2430A
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Removing three Torx screws and opening three plastic latches (that I hate), you can lift the
sandwich formed by the two large boards (time base and processor, the bread slices) and the plastic
frame (the salami). Avoid more than 100° tilting, lean the boards against a support or you might
break something.

Also the High Voltage board is very easy to access, just removing its metal sheet protection.

A different opinion can be expressed for the power supply, well protected in a solid aluminum box.
You can remove its cover rather simply, but removing it from the box requires much of patience. It
is held by two screws and again by the plastic latches that I hate. There are furthermore the Faston
connectors to be removed, from the mains a.c. connector and the 115/230 V switch, that will drive
you crazy. Finally, before using Dynamite, remember that there is also a hidden screw that can be
removed from the side-board side. See later for a power supply board reparation story.

You may ask what are all those non mounted ICs. I am not sure, I suppose they are for some options
(TV?). None of my girls has something installed in that position.

When you tilt the boards, pay attention to the
flexible PCB indicated by the red circles. It is the
connection toward the rear panel BNC
connectors. It must be removed, or it will tear
off something. Another similar flexible PCB is used
on the other side to connect the GPIB LEDs, but that is
reasonably sized and don’t require to be removed.

There are two set of EPROMS: the row of five are the system
processor software (the last on the right contains the help text
and changes with the language). The two above (U480 and
U490) are the waveform processor software.

Don’t forget the warning on the thermal risks of using
the instrument without the box and without an
refreshing fan. They are real.

You can open it234234
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The power supply , as everybody knows, is one of the most critical parts of any electronic
equipment. The 2430 (et alt.). power supply is the last heir of a long history, based on the experience
of the 7000-Series and, more recently, of the 2465. This switching device is controlled by the (easy to
find) SG3525, pulse width modulator control circuit, that offers improved performance and lower
external parts count for controlling switching power supplies.

In the case of this board, I worked a lot to find out
what it could be clear from the start: the
capacitors needed to be replaced, but, as always,
I wanted to clearly identify the problems before
indiscriminately substituting what I could (see
the reparation’s details on next page).

This board really belonged to the 2440, that
in turn had the 2430A’s one (uhm, uhm…). It
also had originally the two filter capacitors
burned, like the 2465. They were of the same
type, so I can deduce that it’s a recurrent fault
(remember: the transparent type).

But TWO faults is strange. So I rebuild in this
way the story of this board: first the filter
capacitor caught fire. Nobody investigated and
they set apart the poor 2440. It remained
waiting for me for many years, and, during this wait, the
electrolytic capacitors have deteriorated.

In this case as well, the fault hit a specific electrolytic type,
the small blue one. The problem can be seen just watching,
because the faulty ones swelled up in their
bottom part. I read on Internet that others
had the same problem, but they were less
lucky than me, and the capacitors poured
their acid, that corroded the PCB.

237236236
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Power supply

2430A



After replaced the filter capacitors, the PSU did absolutely nothing when powered up. No fire, no
smoke, no sounds. After some checks, my suspicions concentrated the SG3525 controller, that was not
starting up. Like in the 2465, the controller part can be checked without the mains a.c., with a bench
power supply, using normally the test oscilloscope, without the need of an insulating transformer. The
SG seemed to work perfectly, but in working conditions, it received no power.

The circuit that produces the power for the controller (see picture) works as follows:
• when we switch on, C244 is charged by the 300V line, thru R223 100K resistor;
• as soon as the voltage across C244 reaches 26...27V, Q148 conduces, switching on Q240, that in
turn supply power to Q836, that is a simple 11V stabilizer;

• the logic is so powered up, but the R223 (100K) does not allow to sustain the circuit. So C244
discharges, until, when the voltage on C244 reaches about 14V, Q240 is inhibited and the 11V goes
down, switching off everything;

• if the inverter starts, T335, thru CR245, charges C244, and sustains the power supply.

To test this circuit, I connected a laboratory power supply in parallel to C244 and I could verify that
everything worked in the proper way. The logic drains 50mA (fromW482). I suspected that it was too
much, so I checked on a similar scope (2440 with the 2430A power supply), but it also was draining
50mA as well.

Eventually, it turned out that C244 was faulty: paralleling my external power supply, I made a
mistake, because it has its own capacitors inside, and can make the circuit work without C244.

That became clear when I tried to reproduce the real working condition, using a series resistor from
the power supply to C244.

With a new capacitor (220uF, I had not 180), it works perfectly, and continues to produce start
attempts every 100 ms.

I expected to see everything up and running, but it was not finished yet. It tried to start but was not

239238238
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Power supply
reparation

working. But now I had the clue. I checked the remaining capacitors, and found them with the
bulged bottom, like C244. Now it was the time to change them all. After the replacement, everything
was in in order and the power supply worked “almost” perfectly.

Why “almost”? Because, although all the voltages seemed to be correct, the oscilloscope did not
start, and the diagnostic LEDs signaled a sequence not described in the manual (TRIG’D READY
TRIG’D/READY/”+” ARM TRIG’D READY “-“). At this point I decided to remedy the situation,
and replaced this PSU in the 2440, and that currently in the 2440 in the 2430A. The miracle: both
worked perfectly. I decided to consider myself lucky and stopped the investigations, but this
confirms what I wrote previously about the
opportunity to avoid mismatching the boards.

A significant improvement in this design,
differently from the 7000-Series and the 2465, is
that the power supply can start even without a
load; that make much easier working on the
bench.

This power supply had another flaw. It came from
the 2440 that had received a strong shock, and
this transformer was broken. I stuck the ferrite
core with a slow glue and fixed the rest using hot
glue. I am not sure that is like new, but it works,
and I don’t ask more. 2430A
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Also the rear panel is very well conceived and designed. Just
four screws allow to quickly remove it, nothing ties it to the

rest of the instrument. Note that the old sawtooth output is
not any longer present; almost every output is now digital. 2430A
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The missing click
242242
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When back to life, it was evident that the 2430A did
not produced the typical “click” sound during the
startup. This click is due to the bistable relays
contained in the vertical attenuators, moved during
the power-up self test. I check the CH1 attenuator as
described talking of the 2465. It is good. Something
does not work in the driving circuits. The circuit is
simple: a shift register is loaded from the μP with the desired actuator status, then a CLK pulse is given.
For each actuator, two pins are used; 01 sets and 10 resets the actuator position. The manual well
describe this mechanism in details. The circuit composed by Q620 and Q621 drives two rails for set/
reset. I check it and discover that one rail does not move as it should. I disconnect all the diodes but one.
In this way it works! I reconnect all the diodes one after the other and I discover that the wrong driver
is inside CR500 (ULN2803A). Luckily, it drives the 50 ohm terminator, I can temporary survive
without it. For now I leave it open, all the rest is OK. When I like, I change the chip.

The CH1 preamp (165-2235-02) however doesn’t work. I try using one extracted from the 2431L. It
works. I order a new preamp on eBay. When arrived, everything is OK.
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In 1989, the 2440 is the top of the 2000-Family; apart from the weight, it is almost a modern
oscilloscope, that even today you could prefer to many Chinese low-cost models.

2000-Series

2440
Subsection
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The 2440 has been presented in 1989, along with the 2430A and the 2432A. It
was an “A” model as well, but I can suppose that it was named so, simply
because there was not a 2440 formerly. It was the top of the family and, apart
from size and weight, almost a modern oscilloscope.

With these new models, Tektronix claims to add timesaving innovations to
high standards of technical performance. We can agree with them when they
say that these powerful and versatile scopes speed up measurements, simplify
setups and allow automated test procedures, also from the front panel only.

The impressive 500 MSa/s digitizing rate, on two channels simultaneously,
makes it possible to digitize, view and store wide bandwidth, complex signals.

The vertical resolution remains of 8 bit; the 11000-Series 10-bit experience is
probably still suggesting prudence. The channel record length remains limited
to 1K, while with the 0.0015% crystal-controlled time base you can take
accurate voltage and time measurements. Other interesting features include:
• glitches capture down to 2 ns.
• automatic intermittent failures catch with the auto pass/fail testing;
• fast screen update to see waveform changes virtually as they happen.

The 2440, priced at 11,500 USD, was not cheap, but offered 500 MSa/s with
300 MHz bandwidth (as much as the 2465), leading to a Maximum Single-
Event Useful Storage Bandwidth of 200 MHz, a real record. The 1989
Tektronix 11402 flagship, with its 20 MSa/s, was rapidly going to become
obsolete for non-repetitive analysis.

Functionally, the 2440 is however almost identical to the 2430A and also the
front panel has no differences, so we will concentrate on the internal ones and
some stories related to its restoration.

2440, top class
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Largely
out of specs at

475 MHz but still
correctly sampling.

2440
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main board
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We will see next that the 2440 digital board are almost
the same, more or less unchanged, of the original 1986
2430. The real differences, that allow to reach the top
speed, are in the main board and inside the Tektronix
hybrids.

Visually comparing the 2440 main board to the 2430’s
one shows the introduction of four small boards, each
of which contains two of the eight amplifiers named
“gain cells” (red boxed in the photo, in details on next
page), used to convert the eight differential CCD array
outputs (four for each channel) to single-ended signals
for A/D conversion.
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The 2440 outperforms all the other 24xx digital oscilloscopes. Where are the true differences? I believe
that they are mainly inside the hybrids, where the real technology was embedded. Here below you can
find a table with the different part numbers. The peak detectors and the CCDs for the 2440 were not
available as spare parts; according to what I could understand, you ought to buy the whole A10 board.
Probably we where on the technological edges and these components had to be selected and in some ways
adjusted to best fit their function.

Hi-tech inside
250250
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Ref. des. Description 2430 2432 2430A 2432A/31L 2440

U120 Extern. trigger PA 155-0238-00 155-0238-00 155-0238-00 155-0238-00 155-0238-00

U320-U420 Vertical channel PA 165-2235-00 165-2235-01 165-2235-00 165-2235-01 165-2235-02

U340-U440 Peak detector (NO) 165-0215-00 165-2215-00 165-2215-00 165-2215-00 165-2273-00

U350-U450 CCD / clock driver 165-2074-01 165-2206-00 165-2074-03 165-2258-00 165-2258-02

U150 A/B trigger 155-0239-01..02 155-0239-02 155-0239-02 155-0239-02 155-0239-02

U370 Trigger logic array 230-0002-50 230-0002-50 230-0002-50 230-0002-50 230-0028-50

U470 Phase clock array 230-0001-50 230-0001-50 230-0001-50 230-0001-50 230-0027-50

U610 Cursor amplifier 165-2024-00 165-2024-00 165-2024-00 165-2024-00 165-2024-00 In this photo, the four boards
with the 8 gain cell amplifiers.

❶ The 2440 CCD
hybrids.
❷ The 2440 peak
detector hybrids.

1 2
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The 2440 processor board is similar to 2430’s, but with some differences that can be seen also
with the naked eye. First, the two 24-pin SRAM chips on the left side of the EPROMs, Toshiba
TMM2016 2Kx8, have been replaced by a single Sony CXK58257 32Kx8 chip.

Another difference: the big super-capacitor on the bottom right corner has been eliminated.
Probably they could rely on the lithium battery only (the little cubes on the bottom left
corner). At a glance, no many major difference can be seen, besides some added chips (e.g.,
U942 in the bottom/center).

Processor board
252252
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I consider myself lucky having had the opportunity of working on seven of the 2000-Series units at the
same time (2465, 2445B, 2430, 2430A, 2440, 2431L and 2221), it was an intriguing experience. But six
of them had one or more faults, while I had decided in advance not to touch the 2430, to avoid the risk
of even remaining with none of them working, because I was not sure to be able to fix at least one of the
others (eventually I could fix all of them, but I did not know it).

So I spent days in exhausting tests, studying these machines, swapping boards , EPROMs and other
components, trying to understand the conditions of the various subassemblies. During this process I set
apart the 2440’s time base/display board, classifying it as faulty.

Now it’s time to fix it. I have studied the situation well and came to the conclusion that the problem is in
the +15V circuit, shorted to ground. I was helped by the intelligent Tek designer who placed some
jumpers to split in sections portions of the power circuits. But how to find out where the problem is? I
created a map of all the +15V loads, but wasn't digging a spider out of its hole (Italian figure of speech,
not sure that it can be translated into English, I mean without any minimal result).

Then I noted the small brown spot that you can see in the photo. Do you want to bet that… Yes, it’s
shorted!

I learn that these little torpedoes are electrolytic capacitors, and I learn as well that, thanks to a well-
studied power supply, when a short happens, the risk of explosions or burns is reduced, because the
power supply goes quickly into protection. Full of hope, I replace it with a Tantalum… it works!

But a few moments later a "click" and a little smell makes me understand that there was still some
problem. I change other two torpedoes with 16V 3.3uF (they were 2.7), a bit precise in terms of voltage,
actually. Again I try, all is OK.

So I start doing the ADJUST of the video, ventilating with the hair dryer. At a certain point everything
disappears and a blurry spot appears in the center of the screen (continue on next page)

Time base board
sunk by torpedoes
254254

2440
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(from next page) Black despair, probably I did
not ventilated enough, I'm an idiot, etc. etc. I
look at the voltages and find that we are back in
protection. Hope. I open again the 2431L, who
strongly protests, and put its time base board
back to the 2440. It works. Sigh of partial relief.

I immediately think that some other capacitor
gave way. The +15V is clearly shorted again. I
realize that a torpedo escaped my seek. It's
shorted. In turn, each of them, dying, protected
the others. I put a TAG in its place, and
reassemble: all OK, big sigh!

Summarizing: C284, the first discovered, C282
and C181, C182 the last.
VERY INTERESTING: now that I write down these notes, I say: oh,
I put there the wrong image here below, that is not the 2430 but
the 2440… it has the Tantalum caps… Then I checked. No, it IS the
right 2430 picture… but why… yes, another Gianni before me went
across the same problem on this board and replaced the torpedo-
capacitors, using exactly the same caps like me. That makes me
think that that is a recurrent problem of the torpedoes at 15V.

•
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2440 A12 Time base / Display board
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Almost the same: the old 2430
and the new 2440 time base pro-
cessor boards look very, very
similar each other.
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2440 performances
258258

How is it working with the 2440? It is a very good oscilloscope indeed, with high performances, that
that doesn't make you regret too much the full-analog scopes, even if the repetitive mode is not the top
experience of your life. In the❶ and❷ pictures you can compare the repetitive and real time
acquisitions of the same square wave signal (note in the lower part of the screen the “REPET ON/OFF”
indicator). The repetitive acquisition, by its nature, creates a trace that is an average of the incoming
signal, and here is evident, the trace is less detailed. But the worst of repetitive mode is that it is slow, so
that you miss any quick modification, like some form of disturbance. I wanted compare it with that the
old 7904 (7A24 plug-in, (photo❸). The trace is very clean, and immediately responsive respect to input
variations, but I ask me why has not the small oscillations like the 2440.

Very good the 2440’s real time performances, as shown in photo❹, where a 150 MHz sinusoidal signal
is correctly reproduced.

In the times of the 2440, analog radios were no more the most common electronic
equipment; many of us used to work on digital circuits, where, perhaps, the single
event capacity was more desirable. The 2440 was so rightly the dream of many.

1 2

3 4
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In the time of the tubes, the need for non repetitive events analysis
was lower and full-analog oscilloscopes represented the standard. This
photo is taken from my other free book “Surplus parade” and repre-
sents the BC-221, an old, military, vacuum tube frequency meter.

Priceless. The 500 MHz full-analog 7904, among its many advantages,
is wonderfully silent. You can find its description and photos in the
volume 1 of this book, that can be downloaded free as well. The 7904
heat dissipation is accomplished without any fan.
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As I told you, the group of these oscilloscopes was not in good
conditions, or so I believed in the beginning. The worst, besides the
2465 that was not complete, was probably the 2440, but it was not
evident. I thought that its handle was blocked, but the reality was
worse. It had received a strong shock that deformed the box,
pressing it toward the right side of the instrument.

Removing the box has been hard. At a certain moment, I had to
completely free the internal rear panel, removing the screws, from
inside the housing. Pulling too strong could produce damages on
the electronic boards, so it was rather difficult.

Eventually, everything went well and the collateral damages were
limited, as shown in the photo.

I had also to straighten the box; it was not easy and the result has
not been perfect. The time leaves its footprints.

Really, all the scopes were in excellent status; cleaned, repaired
and completed, are today almost like new.

Collateral damages
260260
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Sold as the poor man’s 2432, as we will see, it was almost a 2432…

2000-Series

2431L
Subsection
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I find that the 2431L is the most amusing among the models described here. “Amusing?” you could
ask. Yes, because this is a dummy model created only for marketing reasons. Nominally, it is a low
cost (“L”) 2432A (300 MHz, 250 MSa/s) with the following differences:
• no delayed sweep;
• no glitch capture;
• limited auto setup and automatic measurements;
• no rear panel connections except GPIB.

The price reduction is relevant. In 1991, the top-line 2440 was at 12,390 USD and the bottom-line
2430A at 6,950 (only a year earlier it cost 8,235). The 2432A was listed at 10,335 USD. The 2431L
at only 7,990, 2,345 USD less, not bad indeed.

The funny aspect is that the 2431L is exactly a 2432A; for what I could understand, most of the
differences are in the software only. Yes, the back panel has not the BNC connectors, but the
electronic circuit is identical to 2432A. To confirm my suspicions, I just replaced the front panel
with that of the 2430A… and the delayed time base magically appeared! Even the 2440 seems to
be very alike; only 4 hybrids are different (peak detectors and CCDs). For the three models
(2432A, 2440 and 2431L) the differences could weight for a few tens of USD, but the end user
prices spanned over 4,000 USD.

In 1991, Tektronix played the same card for the 2440, introducing the 2439.
Thinking positive, Tek offered you the possibility to acquire a “near-2432A” or
“near-2440” at a bargain price (today car manufacturers go even beyond: in
my car I can remotely purchase the heated seats. The resistors are already
there, they can remotely enable them when I pay).

The funny 2431L

1990
2431L



2431L, the
main board

267266

In this case, the comparison is more interesting with the 2440. As
you can see, the 2440 and the 2431L main boards are almost
identical, confirming what we said introducing this model. Note, on
the right side, the lack of the flexible PCB that is used in the 2440 to
connect the rear panel connectors.

On the 2431L the attenuator metal screen has been removed by me
to show the interiors.
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2431L A12 Time base / display board

2440 A12 Time base / display board

Hard to find a difference on the time base / display board between 2431L and 2440.
Also the delayed time base is present, but you cannot use it because the front panel
has not the related buttons.

2431L, the time base / display board

2431L
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In those years, I mean 80’s and 90’s, I designed many industrial controllers that used static, non-
volatile RAMs, and asked often myself on the reasons that could induce somebody using the Dallas
SRAMS, with the integrated battery. I used always the same proven circuit, rather easy, and never had
problems. The Dallas SRAMS were expensive and made more difficult the maintenance.

In this case, the mystery is even more dense: the previous models used normal SRAMs and a separated
replaceable battery. Why switch to Dallas? This question will probably remain without answer.

In my 2431L, as expected, their batteries were exhausted. The original type was DS1235ABW (32k x 8),
see below, not easy to find. I replaced them both with the DS1230Y-100, that works perfectly (large
photo). After the replacement, cold start and calibration are mandatory.

I ordered them from two different sources: one in Italy, one in China. The former arrived quickly, the
second never (but they gave me back the money).

Having desoldered and removed the old ones, I added sockets to make easier future replacements.

Dallas memories
272272
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The back panel, as expected, is completely blank: the “L”
cost reduction left only the GPIB connector (and it is not

little). Note the quality of the plastic material and even of
the labels, after more than thirty years. 2431L
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Initially, the 2431L produced a screen full out of focus. The manual is well written in
this part, so checking voltages and signals it was not too difficult to discover that
R248 was open. Replaced it, it worked.

After the replacement, I have found that:
• a cold start is required;
• a CRT visual calibration must be performed.

See “Calibration” page earlier in this section.

276276
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Fixing the High
Voltage board

2431L
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Until now, Tektronix oscilloscopes were only for privileged companies, institutions and technicians.

2000-Series

2230/2221 Mixed mode
Subsection



281The 1986 is a great year for Tektronix. The
11000-Series, that I love so much, is being
released and the 1986 catalog introduces, among
others, two products that were probably even
more interesting, because oriented to a greater
public: the 2430 and the 2230, that, despite the
number is not a 2430’s smaller brother, but a
completely different oscilloscope (this of trying to
find a logic in Tek model numbers is a small mania
of mine, but perhaps they have not always a logic).

We talked a lot about the 2430, that, in 1986,
costed 8,900 USB, as we saw. It was more
technological than older generations and less
expensive, after all. But, after all, 8,900 USD were
not a popular budget for most of us.

The 2230 (and 2220) were the entry level to digital
storage: with 20 MSa/s they were not so
performing like the 2430 for single events, but
offered 100 (60) MHz analog bandwidth, being
able to operate like traditional oscilloscopes.

That was also a good idea from the marketing
point of view: in this way, Tek “caught” also the
most prudent share of the public, that was still
unsure about the digital solutions. With this
approach, you could buy a however good
oscilloscope, getting in addition some interesting
digital capabilities. Prices were attractive: the
2220 costed less than half of the 2430 (4,150 USD)
and the 2230 a thousand more.

Among the significant innovations, the optional
GPIB or RS-232 interface, a true leap forward, not
only for automated systems but also simply to
print the screen.The two worlds heroes

2230 and friends
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My first approach to this series was not enthusiastic. All the good words that I spent on the 2430 etc.
about their accessibility and maintainability don’t apply in this case.

Working on these little monsters is frustrating and irritating, and gave me much less satisfaction
(maybe also for the type of problems that I found, that I will describe later). Accessing the power
supply requires a good speleologist.

Like in the case of the 2465 becoming 2430, going digital meant exploiting the top side of the
instrument to add a new large board for the acquisition functions (orange part in the drawing).
Differently from the 2430, that could use the already present digital front panel of the 2465, the
orange block had to include the new controls, including the front panel buttons. The result is that,
yes, you can as well tilt the upper board (and, in addition, you have a practical bar to keep it open),
but to do that you need to remove the eleven (!) push buttons, which
absolutely don’t like to be removed.

To access the power supply, you need also to remove the green
metal cover, but before, you must remove the violet frame, that is
not very easy, while the green part is even terrible (remounting is
worse).

So, when you just arrive to the battlefield, your troops are already
tired… Also the main board on the bottom is damned, and,
differently from the bigger brothers, has the component installed
on the top side, making them hardly accessible or
impossible. The only positive note is the detailed
silkscreen on the bottom side, that allows you to follow
the circuit rather well. The other boards are still more
and more difficult to check. Tektronix absolutely wanted
to create this little monster, regardless of the consequent
maintenance problems. But they are small, lightweight
and have also nice features that help us to forgive them
(when they work correctly).

Youmust become a carver
282282
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Three years later (1989 catalog), together with the 2430A, 2432A and
2440, a new model of this family, the 2221, was released, joining the 2020,
the “poorest” of all (60 MHz, with neither readout nor cursors). The new
2221 was practically a little 2230, with 60 MHz bandwidth and without the
second time base, priced at 3,995 USD.

Also the other prices had been revised: the 2230 passed from 5,150 to
4,995, and the 2220 dropped from 4,150 to 2,995. The new 2221 replaced
the 2220, that in turn went to fight low-cost full-analog oscilloscopes.

The 2221 is then very similar to the 2230, and so we will talk of them
together, being also the internal panoramas very alike.

Note in the photo, respect to the 2230, the lack of the delayed time base
controls. The others are almost the same.

Below: the 2221, so sad when arrived…

The 2221
284284
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The 2221 without the box. Observe the CRT’s
high quality and the removed front

panel buttons of the digital part
(upper row). As told before,

removing them is
mandatory if you
want to tilt the
acquisition (A10)
board. That’s very
annoying.

Circled in red on left,
the connector for the
GPIB interface, that can
be allocated in the left
side, replacing the
standard board shown in
this photo. Installing this
option, you must also
change the position of the
jumper, circled in red as
well, on the right.

Without the box
286286
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In this photo, the 2230 shows its internal secrets. The
violet and green frames previously pointed have been
removed. You can see also the space left empty on the
main board from same missing component of the
power supply section (this unit missed them and I am
waiting the spare parts).

On the left side you can see, compared with the
previous photo, that there is more of electronics: the
GPIB board and, turned reverse, the SRAM
memory expansion board that allows more
waveforms to be stored.

You can see also the large ribbon cable of the
above said interface and two small connectors,
that must be removed every time that you want
to tilt the upper digital board, an additional
discomfort to the eleven keys to remove.

In the rear part the small fan. It is not the
original one, and is missing the speed regulator
that stayed on the near aluminum wall. The
fan runs always full speed, and is something
survolted, but it seems not produce troubles
(in the 2221 I added a step-down voltage

2230
secrets

288288
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regulator. The former
owner was not so prudent).

Also the front part is almost unaccessible,
with all that boards well packed. Again, every time
you need to reach something, you find a chain
things that must be removed before.

Perhaps at Tektronix didn’t imagine that there would
be a fool who tried to repair it 25 years later.
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This is on the contrary a feature that I like: a detailed PCB silkscreen
for every component mounted on the main board. In this way you
can track easily most of the signals. The black plastic cover is kept in
place only by a screw, but to remove it you must press with a tip in
the small hole pointed in the photo (not easy to understand).

Under it, you will find two kinds of danger:
• the part of the power supply that is at input line potential. If you
want to investigate it with another oscilloscope, you need an
insulation transformer (or a differential input plug-in);

• the cathode CRT potential, near 2 kV referred to oscilloscope
ground.

Be careful.

There are also many voltage test points, clearly labeled. Interesting
that for most of the supply voltages there is a jumper that allows
you to isolate the load from the power supply. They are labeled
“W…”. Very practical when you need them.

Removing the main board is very difficult and I gave up on this
point.

Main board
bottom

290290
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The attenuators does not make an exception and require again
the caver to be serviced.

I did non reach their contacts and resigned going on. But soon
or later I will need to clean one of them, because the 2230 has an
unsure position.

So, for now, I prefer “later”.

Attenuators
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Bad start

Today I started looking at the 2221; I immediately found it unpleasant, everything is pressed
together, very difficult to access, each piece is blocked by others, perhaps optimal engineering for
production, but terrible for maintenance. No operation is simple, even to tilt the acquisition board
you have to disassemble a lot of buttons.

One inscription says: “It blows fuses, use for parts”. It promises badly. The fuse is missing. After
much, much effort I arrive at the power supply department (the only thing is to follow the
procedures in the manual, it is impossible to imagine them), and I discover that across the large
electrolytic filter C906 the resistance is only 0.4 ohm. I wrongfully accuse C906. In disassembly I
damage the PCB a little, but can be fixed quite easily. Then I think I discovered the problem: the
Q9070 FET is shorted hard. It turns out to be a MTP6N60E 600V 1.2 ohm 6.0A in TO-220.

MOSFETs and diodes

I go to the shop to buy capacitors and MOSFETs. I solder the new capacitor and the MOSFET,
immediately crashes. I find that CR706-709 are shorted (they are in parallel). I do a thousand
other checks, and found nothing. I go back to the shop and buy diodes and other small parts.
• original diodes: DSR3400X: 400V, 1A, ultra-fast Trr = 30ns;
• I use: UF5408: 1000V, 3A (150A peak), Trr = 75ns;
• the original MOSFET was a 151-01245, aka MTP6N55: 600V, 6A, 1.2 ohm, 125W (actual
P6N60E: 600V);

• I use: P10NK60Z TO-220: 600V, 10A, 0.75 ohm, 115W.

Wonder, it works! It lasts for five minutes and then again the FET and diode burn out. I find
various info on the net including a valuable document that gives various indications, including
that you can test the oscilloscope supplying it with 43 Vdc, without the mains a.c. I like the idea but
don’t have a suitable power supply now.
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The enigma of
suicide diodes

T906

Step-down for the fan CR706-CR709

Q9070
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I replace MOSFET and diode and try to supply it with 120V instead of 230. Differently from
other Tektronix instruments, the 2221 has not a switch to select the mains a.c. voltage, simply
it works from 90 to 240V.

Checking

The voltages are all regular (+43, +110, +30, +5). Measurements made with the magical 7633
and differential amplifier (remember that the switching power supply has the live ground, i.e.,
at mains a.c. potential). I tried also using the 2431 (ADD with CH2 INVERT), non significant
results.The 7633 with the differential drawer wins in this case hands down.

When it works, the 2221 is very nice, and even goes digital! It appears that only the power
supply is faulty.

The donkey is back

At this point, the donkey comes back on stage and I will lose a lot of time for him. I don’t want
to lose yours as well, so I directly confess my faults. The 7633 7A13 plug-in had a problem (a
false contact in a relay) and I thought that it was a problem of the 2221. After many hours, I
replace it with the 7A22 and I am again in the race.

New crash

All the tests at 120 V were OK. I try again at 230. New crash, again the MOSFET and the diode
go to short. The shop is closed now, but I don’t want to stop. I get a diode from the under
repair 2445B power supply (CR1050). It is an MBR856 (600V, 3.0A, 100 ns).

I test at 120 Vac, like yesterday. The 2221 works for more than two hours without problems. So
I conclude that the real problem is only in the components choice.

The victory

I dare going 230 V: it withstands for more than four hours. Did I win? But how? The new
diode is in theory less resistant than those which burned. A friend of mine gave me a possible
explanation: these days, there are on the market many fake components. The 2221 still keeps
on working.
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Power supply
I purchased the 2230 knowing in advance that it had the power supply section broken. There is a very
clear problem: the unit does not have the T906 transformer and many other components, so it cannot
absolutely work.

Powering it from outside
I go back with the memory at the notice that it is possible to operate it directly from a 43V source. Again
the donkey helped me and again I lost a lot of time, collecting however some information that could be
useful for others who wish to resurrect one of theses nice instruments. The power supply section is the
same for both 2230 and 2221, so what I say for one of them is good also for the other.

It is easy to identify the points on the schematic diagram where to put the 43 V voltage. They are TP940
(+) and TP950 (-). In my case, the power supply problem intertwined with other problems, making
more difficult the solution.

Other flaws
The point is that here are more causes that may contribute to CRT anomalies. One of them is a wrong
power supply. I try to resume the results:
• in this rather critical power supply, the full recapping of the electrolytic capacitors is more than
advisable and, besides accessing their area, it is rather easy;

• even after that, my unit wants a precise power supply voltage to work correctly with no CRT
flickering. This value is, in my case, about 45V, i.e. something greater than the nominal 42.8. The
effect is not related to the -8.6V adjustment, that has no action on the problem. I.e., you can have the
correct 8.6V but the input voltage produces the flickering, if too high or too low. I still now did not
understand that.

• in my case, there was another problem. The readout controller IC U9208 was heating too much.
When hot, it first produced flickering and then switched out, passing in analog mode even if the

Fixing the 2230
power supply
298298
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digital was selected. I could find it with an hairdryer and fix applying thermal paste between it and
its heatsink (see images).

The fan

The 2430’s fan had been changed with a new one. The previous owner, clearly, did what I also did for
the 2221. He dared more: I added a step-down regulator to reduce the 18 V to 12 (you can see it in the
2221 power supply photo, a few pages ago). In this case the fan has been connected directly, but it
seems to survive. I am not sure that the air flux is like the original one, but I hope so.

Looking at the pictures that I placed myself in this document, I noted that the fan was mounted in the
wrong way, i.e. pushing air inside the box instead of aspiring, as originally. I believe that this is not
secondary point: if you imagine how the air flows, you can understand that the readout IC U9208,
placed near the box grille, is hit by the fresh incoming, when the flow is correct. Reversing the flow, it is
instead warmed by the heat produced inside the box, and that contribute to the problem described
above (in any case, the thermal paste is not negative). The fix was easy, just reversing the fan. Now I
feel more comfortable.

I ordered the spare parts, in particular the transformer, and I am currently waiting for them to afford
the power supply rebuild.

Here below the U9208 chip, with and without the heatsink. Removing the heatsink is not easy, because the spring is very strong and I feared
producing some damage. You must release the hooks applying the force in direction of the arrows. The chip is ceramic, don’t drop it.

Missing T906
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The 2230 uses one of the special continuous-rotation potentiometers that we saw talking about the
2465. They each consist of two pots ganged together with their wiper arms electrically oriented
180° apart. As the wiper of one pot is leaving its resistive element, the wiper of the other pot comes
onto its element. The μP has the ability to watch the output voltage from each wiper and when it
detects that the controlling wiper is nearing the end of its range, it will switch control over to the
other wiper. The routine the processor uses to watch these pots sets the associated control voltage
on the basis of relative voltage changes (∆V) that occur. Switching between the pots to change
control to the opposite wiper arm is based on the specific voltage levels being sensed.

These pots are one of the weak points of the 2230 (and family). Probably for this reason, spares are
almost impossible to find. Also my 2230 was lacking this component. In the photos here you can
find a simple and inexpensive solution for this problem. The heart of it is a common dual-section

In search of the
lost potentiometers
302302

A
B

C

This is the potentiometer from Amazon. Dis-
mount it lifting the eight tabs pointed by that
keep it together (4 front, 4 back). Assemble the wiring according the schematics or the photo above. I used a

8-pole connector only because I did not have not a 6-pole one.

Remove the C block, so that the pot can rotate full 360°, and re-
assemble the pot. Note the two wipers now placed at 180°.

To install the new pot you have to widen a little the panel hole (be
careful with the debris).

Pull the rear wiper and reset it in place rotated 180 degrees. It snaps there,
so the operation is very simple.
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10K linear potentiometer, that you can buy from
Amazon (five for few euros). By mistake, I bought the
logarithmic type, that however works perfectly.

There was another problem that seemed impossible to
solve: the central button of the original potentiometer,
used to select one of the two cursors.

I didn’t want to drill the front panel and found a trick:
using the free section of the MEMORY 3 button. If you
don’t store any trace in the REF3 memory, it has
normally no effect, so we can use it as cursor switch
command (you can still however use for the memory,
but then, when you switch cursor you also show the
memory content).

304304

❶ You may find a more elegant way to connect the MEMORY 3 button (perhaps on the bottom side of the PCB); the photo shows which are the
pins to use. ❷ You might want also to find a smaller knob than that shown in the photo.
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Common information
Subsection
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The offer of these oscilloscopes is generous, but prices are generally unreasonably high, especially in
Europe, also for spare parts. Shipment costs are very high as well, when from outside Europe, and
vary from 40 to 400€; in many cases are higher than the object’s price. You could have to add
custom fees that arrive to 30% and more. In other words, if you are in the States, you pay a lot less
than in Europe. These are some examples taken from eBay in a random day (22.2.2023):

So, for a European collector, it is not simple to purchase these units, unless finding good
opportunities of units requiring intense repair work, as in my case. As I said, if I consider the
time that I spent on them, the price would be stratospheric. Things are different when I consider
that time as amusement time, but my wife doesn’t completely agree with this vision .

I am not sure, however, that those prices are effectively payed, and can see that much of that
equipment remains unsold. If you constantly watch the ads, you can find true bargains and pay
a lot less. For most of my small collection units, I spent much less than market prices. Only for
the 7854+keyboard and for the 7844 I spent comparable figures.

• 2465B, used, 450.22€
• 2465B, used, 617.94
• 2465, used, 223.99
• 2465BDV, used, 678.53
• 2465BDV, used, 743.59
• 2465BDM, used, 680.00
• 2465A, used, 480.00
• 2430A, used, 450.00
• 2430, used, 195.19
• 2430A, used, 186.20
• 2430, spare parts only, 257.31
• 2430A, spare parts only, 114.74

• 2440 with Tekmate, used, 327.49
• 2440, used, 576.45
• 2440, used, 280.69
• 2440, spare parts only, 114.15
• 2440, used, 589.49
• 2440, spare parts only, 370.24
• 2440, used, 373.33
• 2432A, used, 358.00
• 2432A, used, 397.65
• 2432A, used, 421.04
• 2432A with Tekmate, 491.23
• 2432, used, 300.00

Prices today
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I wanted to take a photo of the 2430-family all together.
Having they the handle, you cannot stack them, so I decided to
put them in a line.

Now that I am editing this photo, I observe that the 2430A had
more than one FAIL indicators. So I stop this work and, helped by
the donkey, passed to check the 2430A. But the donkey is the
donkey, and he passed me the wrong instrument, the 2440, that I
spoil and examine. It works perfect. Then I realize that was
examining the wrong instrument. I reprimand the donkey and try

again.

In a short, the problem is probably the 3.6V lithium battery. I need to
replace it. The instruments operates correctly.
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Family photo
and the last
minute bug

In order from the left: 2430,
2430A, 2440, 2431L, my
restored oscilloscopes are
beautiful.



Probably this is only a problem of mine, but if you also need some
replacement knobs for your 2000-Series oscilloscopes you will find useful
this information.

In the bunch of my oscilloscopes, two of them lacked a lot of knobs, 18 in
total. Can you find spare knobs on eBay? Yes, sure. But they cost 8 USD each.
I didn’t want to pay 144 USD for the knobs, so I yielded to a different
solution: building them with the 3D printer. I could find a model on Internet,
but the first experiment failed. I don’t know if the problem was in my printer
(one of the big professional models that I have in my Company) or in the
model, but they were definitely too small.

So, my friend Michele enlarged them for me, and the new release worked
rather well. Another important point is the color, but luckily the RAL 7034 is
exactly coincident with the color chosen by Tektronix. I could not find it
locally, but I could get it in three days from Internet.

As you can see in the photo on the right, I could have done a better work
applying a small quantity of plaster before the painting. Next time… The
result is however not too bad (and I have 144 USD more).

New knobs
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The EPROM content is precious; should one of them get faulty, you can replace it only if you have the
proper file for the programmer.

I exploited the opportunity I had to read all the EPROMs of my girls, and sent them to TekWiki, from
where you can download them.

As explained above, we have two sets of EPROMs:
• 5 EPROMs for the main processor;
• 2 EPROMs for the waveform processor.

The first are 27256 and can be easily found everywhere. You can read and write them almost with every
EPROM programmer.

The waveform EPROMs are 27S49, almost impossible to find. They can be substituted with the
MCM68764, that you can still buy on eBay. They require very old programmers, but there is also a
programmer that you can build yourself using an Arduino like processor. The PCB is readily available
for few euros. I did not check this solution, because a friend of mine gave me an old programmer as a
present (see https://www.mattmillman.com/projects/hveprom-project/an-easy-to-build-programmer-
for-2704-2708-mcm68764-mcm68766-eproms/).

EPROMS
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Tektronix produced very good
manual for its products. Each of
them has dedicated manuals, so
they are a lot. Here you can find a
summary of their part numbers.

Manuals
316316
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PN Manual Issued/updated 2430 2430A 2440 Schematics

070-4917-00 Service MAY 1986
SEP 1994 X X

070-4917-00 Service MAY 1986
FEB 1987 X X

070-4918-00 Operators MAY 1986
FEB 1987 X

070-5497-00 User reference X

37W-2136 Notes X

070-6286-02 Operator FEB 1989
JUN 1990 X

070-6338-00 Programmers reference guide X

070-6339-00 User reference X

070-6339-02 User reference MAY 1989
JAN 1991 X

6625-01-258-0022 OS-291/G (military) MAR 1991 X

070-6599-00 Operators SEP 1987
DEC 1988 X

070-6600-00 User reference SEP 1987
JAN 1991 X

070-6601-00 Programmer manual SEP 1987
FEB 1991 X

070-6602-00 Pocket guide MAR 1988 X

070-6603-00 Service JUL 1988
JUN 1989 NO

070-6603-00 Service JUL 1988
JUL 1993 X
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Here some clarifications on the years. In the following table you can find the year of introduction of
each model here described; not always it was clear, so I relied on the Tektronix catalogs.

I added also the presumed production year of my units, estimated on the dates reported on the ICs.

I added also the software versions, derived by the EXTENDED DIAGNOSTIC screens. shown here on
the right. I suppose that the first is the system software software and the second that of the waveform
processor.

The 2430 and 2430A software has not a precise indication of the model. Maybe that later they
differentiated the software, in compliance with the smart strategy described for the 2431L model.
They probably wanted to protect against unwanted user upgrades.

Production years
and software
versions
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Model Introduced Produced Software year Version / Version
2465 1984 1984

2445B 1989 1989

2430 1986 1986 12-AUG-87 V2.21 2.0
2430A 1988 1987 18-MAR-87 V1.60 1.4
2440 1989 1990 11-DEC-89 V2.30 2.5

2431L 1990 1991 15-NOV-90 V2.41 2.5
2230 1986 1986

2221 1989 1989

❶ The 2430 splash screen
❷ The 2430A splash screen
❸ The 2440 splash screen
❹ The 2431L splash screen

1

3

2

4
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In the following table you can find dimensions and weights of the most
common Tektronix vintage scopes. In the case of the plug-in models, a
weight of 1.3 kg/plug-in has been assumed. The portable models sizes,
have been reported without the pouch but with the front cover (that is
not taken in account in the weight).

I wanted to report also a meaningless parameter, the specific weight,
that might give a rough information about the rational use of the inner
volume.

The comparison between the 465 and the more recent portables show
not big improvements in weight and volume. Perhaps those were the
ideal target of Tektronix designers. But functions are dramatically
increased. Fifteen years have their weight.

Dimensions
and weights
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Model W x H x D
(cm)

Weight
(kg)

Volume
(dm3)

Specific
weight

465 15.7 x 32.8 x 46.0 10.3 23.7 0.434

2465 33.8 x 16.0 x 43.4 9.3 23.5 0.395

2467B 33.8 x 16.0 x 47.2 10.3 25.5 0.403

2430 33.0 x 16.0 x 47.9 10.9 25.2 0.432

2230 32.8 x 13.7 x 44.5 8.2 20.0 0.410

7904 34.2 x 30.5 x 59.0 19.7 61.5 0.320

R7844 17.8 x 48.3 x 62.9 20.2 54.0 0.374

7854 30.5 x 34.8 x 62.7 25.6 66.5 0.384

7603 22.1 x 29.0 x 61.0 17.5 39.0 0.448

11402 44.8 x 23.8 x 59.9 20.3 63.8 0.318
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“Teksecure”: I read this name on the back panel of some models. But what does it mean? I
searched Internet without finding anything.

I found the explanation by chance in a Tektronix catalog.

TEK SECURE MEMORY ERASE - 2400 Series Digitizing Oscilloscopes can be instantly
declassified for removal from secure areas. Invoking the TekSecure™M feature completely
erases waveform, front-panel, and sequence memories, restarts the instrument with factory
settings, then gives positive indication that erasure has been accomplished.

Teksecure Summary tables
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I could not close this new section dedicated to the 2000-Series without
thanking Mr. Ferruccio Platoni who, giving me all that stuff that I described
here for a symbolic price, made possible this work.

After Francesco Sartorello, of whom I spoke in the Surplus Parade book, this is
the second time that I have the opportunity to meet a great character, while
pursuing this idea of books about ancient electronics.

Ferruccio is an incredibly versatile subject: electronic technician, successful
entrepreneur and a talented musician, the second person in my life with a
great love for classic organs, like me.

Thanks Ferruccio, not only from me, but also from all those who read this
book!

A big thank,
Ferruccio!
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They are not 7000-Series… I am not sure how all that could happen…

Maybe I fall in love too easily.

Extra section

The stowaways’ hold
Subsection



329328 Exploited and humiliated

HP54502A
Horror! The enemy inside! How could an impure HP enter this Tektronix temple? I thought
and thought about this addition, but eventually I concluded that it was not fair to exploit it in
everyday work and then discriminate it for its origin…

Really, it is not fascinating, but it was essential fixing the first Tektronix scopes, that
today I often use in place of it (the CRT storage 7633, particularly, is my preferred for
the daily grind - an analog scope gives you more feeling about the incoming signals).

I bought years ago the 1989 54502A, just because it
was the less expensive I could find. Years
later, it required a repair to replace the
NOVRAM chip, which included a lithium
battery, now exhausted, and that was the
only problem it gave me. It must admit
that it is not a bad beast: 400 MHz
(repetitive), 400 MSa/s, dual time base, easy to
use and a very simple and inexpensive physical
architecture, with just one large board (besides the CRT
and the power supply). Even if you are not Tek, thanks my old
54502A!

Besides TV like CRT, the 54052 is built on a not too much expensive single board, that resembles the coeval PC motherboards. Note the 68000
CPU, in its typical 64-pin package, and the Dallas memory, with built-in battery, rather common in those years. As told, had to replace it.
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An easy winner

HP54540A
I bought this oscilloscopes ten years ago and than forgot it. To write this book reminded it to me, so I
went to seek it, I found it and I thoroughly cleaned it to photograph it for you.

From a mere technical point of view, it’s the best of all here described, but it is not fair. It was
presented in 1993 and so it wins easy: 4 channels, 500 MHz, 2 GSa/s (8 bit), 2 mV, 32k points, FFT.

It claims:
• sequential single-shot to capture successive single-shot events without capturing the dead time in

between;
• glitch trigger to trigger on glitches down to 1 ns wide;
• FFTs to identify signals, determine signal fidelity, or to analyze high-speed
transients in the frequency domain;

• templates for pass/fail testing;
• 23 automatic waveform parameter tests. Incoming waveforms are measured
with up to three tests at a time and passed or failed according to their limits;

• waveforms can be saved and time-stamped upon failure of either waveform
compare or limit test. Up to 665 failures of 500 points each can be stored in
multiple memory and sent to a printer, plotter, or a computer via HP-IB.

• peak detect to avoid missing narrow down to 1 ns events at slow sweep
speeds.

• 3 1⁄2-inch, 1.44 MB, floppy disk drive.

Other features include advanced logic triggering, automatic setup, hardcopy
output, full GPIB programmability, pre-trigger viewing, TV triggering, voltage
and time markers, pan and zoom, user-controlled sample rate independent of
sweep speed, user-controlled record length, fast update rate, fast overdrive
recovery, and more.

The 54540 menus look and feel resembles strictly the 54502, but with a big
difference: knobs begin to reappear on an oscilloscope panel; just six, in this case,

but they announce a trend inversion for the subsequent years, and they make working much
more comfortable.

I have found disappointing the lack of the window function, present in the 54502A but only in a
“fake” way (just graphic expansion), but the thing I like less in it is the fan noise, …a small airplane!

The user interface of the 54540A
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HP product system

Used to the first years Tektronix clarity, I find that
the HP product system is rather confusing, with lot
of models with rather similar identifiers, the
differences of which are not always clear, or,
willingly or less, hidden it the catalogs folds (for
example, the missing window function compared
with the 54502).

For example, in 1997, the 54540A had as many as
seven companions: 54540 C, 54542A and C,
54520A and C, 54522A and C, the differences of which I am not able to synthesize shortly.

Besides these small flaws, the great Hewlett & Packard left us many instruments like this, that I find
beautiful, easy to use, fast and rich of functions.

❶ One of the four 54540A hybrid 2 GSa/s digitizers. ❷ The rear of the 54540A is very crowded, as it happens for most oscilloscopes. RS-232,
GPIB and Centronics interfaces were a must in those years. ❸ The charm of a magnetic CRT will never be comparable to electrostatic ones.
Furthermore, in this case, the (not declared) resolution is not exciting.
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Exploited and humiliated

HP54502A
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The 54540A, like the 54502, is very well engineered and its
structure is relatively very simple and easy to maintain, with
a single large mainboard and few other things. Note the four
digitizer, one for each channel, the many heat sinks, and the
extensive use of SMD, compared to the 54502, based on PTH
components.
The disassembly is rather quick, thanks also to the limited
number of screws, replaced by ingenious joints and sliding
connections.
Another merit of the construction is the limited housing
depth, even more important for me, who have shelves of only
40 cm.
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Photo❸ shows the same pulse on the 54540A, manually setting the buffer size to 32768 and the
sample rate to 100 Sa/s (these parameters are automatic and cannot be set on the 54502A). Also
here the dot joining has been disabled, but the points are so many that there is no gap between
them. As logical, raising the sample rate, the trace does not fill the whole screen (photo❹), because
the memory buffer is not large enough.

To complete the pictures and leave you more historical information, here below the same pulse
analyzed on the digital 7854 and on the CRT storage 7633.

The case of the missing
window

Too hastily, I wrote something wrong in the previous pages. I said:
• the 54502A has the window function, similar to the delaying/delayed function of analog scopes;
• the 54540A has not this function.

The reality is:
• to make a real window function, two time bases are required;
• neither the 54502A, nor the 54540A has two time bases;
• the apparent window function on the 54502A it’s a fake. It is just the graphical expansion of the
stored points data buffer.

As a confirmation, see the 54502A photos herein reported. Photo❶ reports the incoming signal, in the
upper panel, and the zoomed signal below. Note the intelligent way to show the zoomed portion, that
in 7000-Series would have been highlighted, with two dotted vertical bars. I willingly decided to
remove the dot join mode, and so you can see that the zoomed trace is composed by very few points.

With a true delayed time base, the zoomed trace should be about like photo❷, scanned at 20 us/div.

❶ The incoming signal scanned at 500 μs/div with the window function activated, at 25 μs/div. The lower trace, with a low number of points,
reveals that it is really only a graphic zoom. ❷ The same pulse how would it be with a true delayed time base. ❷ Same screenshot on the
54540A, with frame buffer at 32,768 and 100 MSa/s sample rate. The chromatic alterations are due to the iPhone photo camera that does not
get along with the screen refresh.

❸ Same screenshot on the 54540A, with frame buffer at 32,768 and 100 MSa/s sample rate. ❹ The 32,768 point long memory
buffer is not enough to fill the screen at 250 MSa/s. ❺ The same pulse on the 7854 in analog mode, with superimposed the digital-
ized one. ❻ The same pulse got on a 7633 CRT storage oscilloscope.
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Oscilloscopes history

Some key events

In this table I included some of those, that, in my imagination, have been important some key events
of oscilloscope’s history from 1969 to 1993. I don’t pretend that that is neither correct, nor complete.
To be more clear, it is just the mosaic that I could build to myself with the tiles that I have got and
presented in these books. Maybe going to change in the future editions…
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About me
My name is Giovanni Becattini (but everybody
calls me Gianni) and live in Florence, Italy. I
started loving electronics when still a boy, and I
have been working in professional electronics for
more than 50 years, spending my entire life in
electronic industry.

All the photos here have been taken with a normal
iPhone 13 Pro.

giovanni.becattini@aep-italia.it

Rel. Date Notes

1.0 January, 10,
2023 First edition

2.0 March, 1, 2023 Added 2000-Series description
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